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Lion taming?

Good and gone

Making friends

Racers face Nittany Lions
tonight in NIT

Eastern fires basketball
coach Max Good

Local church hosts 68
international guests
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — A
special task force chairman says he
wants a quick solution to the "hot
fuei problem" in Kentucky's
school buses to protect those who
ride them.
"We are not moving very fast in
coming up with answers," Transportation Secretary Milo Bryant
told the Governor's Task Force on
Safety.
The group met for two hours
Tuesday to discuss a state fire

Clear and cold

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

_

Tonight: Clear and cold. Low
around 30. North wind less than
10 mph.
Thursday: Sunny. High mid to
upper 50s.

NIB AMMO WINNER

Tabers offers
plan that puts
'jaws' devices
on wreckers

NATIONAL

WORLD

WASHINGTON — Food and Drug Administration officials say
intensive testing of imported Chilean fruit will continue until they are
satisfied that produce from the South American country is safe from
poisoning attempts.
LOS ANGELES — Schools across the country are banning apples
from lunchrooms even as one health expert mocks educators' fears of
the farm chemical Alar as a "toxic bogeyman."
WASHINGTON — The Bush administration announced today the
immediate suspension of imports of thousands of semiautomatic
assault-type weapons.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — Discovery's lights were dimmed and
some computer screens were darkened today as engineers decided if a
hydrogen tank problem was serious enough to bring the five-man crew
home a day early.

marshal's report citing carburetor
Jackson said that fuel coming
flooding and fuel ignition as the into Kentucky has become more
probable causes of a fire March 9 volatile in recent years and that it
that destroyed a Jessamine County cannot be controlled in temperaschool bus. The 27 students tures above 80 degrees.
He said the department had
escaped through a rear exit door.
"What are we doing about fuel asked school districts to purchase a
volatility? Have we checked with device to measure volatility "but
the people who supply our gaso- not all of them have done it."
Jackson also testified that the
line?" Bryant asked Sam Jackson,
assistant director for pupil trans- gasoline comes from a number of
portation in the state Department of companies, mentioning Ashland
Education.
Oil Inc., Gulf and Exxon. "When

SPORTS

White Wednesday

The Calloway County Fiscal
Court heard a proposal Tuesday
that would allow a local wrecker
service to operate the fire and
rescue service's two "jaws of life"
machines.
Gerald Tabers, owner of Tabers
Body Shop on Chestnut Street, told
the Court that his wrecker service
could -provide county Are fightersbetter service with the "jaws of
life" than what is now available
and asked for permission to carry
the machines on two of his
wreckers.
Tabers further argued that
wrecker services were responsible
for helping fire fighters remove
accident victims from vehicles
before the "jaws of life" were
available and they should continue
the service.
Training for employees to oper-

Rex Cooper touches up the siding on a 16th Street home Wednesday morning with a fresh coat of paint.
Cooper is a retiree from Murray State University.
Staff photo by Mark Looper

(Cont'd on page 2)

Cadiz service marks Anderson's abduction anniversary

BATON ROUGE, La. — Having had his own words come back to
haunt him already this season, Louisiana State coach Dale Brown says
he, his assistants and players won't talk about upcoming opponents
from now on.
NEW YORK — The most expensive lineup in baseball this season
costs $19,388,895. The best lineup money can buy, using last season's
Associated Press All-Star team, cots about $7.5 million less.
SPOKANE, Wash. — New Washington State head football coach
Mike Price wasn't about to repeat predecessor Dennis Erickson's early
claim that his blood flowed crimson and grey, the Cougars colors.
ACROSS THE NATION — The NCAA tournament could be won
by any one of about 16 teams. Unfortunately, there are four times that
many in the field. Has the party gotten too big?

CADIZ, Ky. (AP) — The Cadiz
Baptist Church will hold a prayer
service Thursday to mark the
fourth anniversary of hostage Terry
Anderson's abduction in Beirut,
Lebanon.
Anderson's sister, Peggy Say,
attends the church. The service is
being organized in part to show the
congregation's support of her
efforts to see that Anderson and the
other hostages are freed, the Rev.
Harold Skaggs said Tuesday.

The service is scheduled for
noon CST Thursday at the church.
Mrs. Say will be in Washington,
D.C., and unable to participate,
Skaggs said.
She and her husband, David,
moved to the western Kentucky
town last year from Batavia, N.Y.,
in an effort to find privacy.
Anderson, 41, chief Middle East
correspondent of The Associated
Press, is the longest held hostage in
Lebanon.

He was kidnapped March 16,
1985, in West Beirut. Islamic
Jihad, a group believed to be made
up of Shiite Moslem zealots loyal
to Iran, claimed responsibility.
Anderson and eight other Americans are among 15 foreign hostages
held in Lebanon.
Thursday's service will include
participation by ministers from
Cadiz United Methodist Church
and Cadiz Christian Church and the
priest from St. Stephens Catholic
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LONDON — The U.S. dollar
rose against all major foreign
currencies except the British
pound and Canadian dollar
today in Europe ahead of the
release of U.S. trade figures for
January. Gold prices eased.
Foreign currency dealers said
they expect the trade figures to
show a narrowing of December's $10.2 billion deficit and
lift the market from its weekIOng doldrums.
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Church, Skaggs said. The four
churches are located on Main
Street in downtown.
"Basically, it will be a prayer
service for all the hostages," he
said. "We want to lift the visibility
of the hostage ,problem to the
community."
He said civic clubs are being
notified of the service, which will
be open to the public. The church
(Con('d on page 2)

Lyon's judge
leads group
opposing new
WKFC plans

BUSINESS - FINANCE

taasons ot shares
6 traded per month

(Coned on page 2)

Murray Loclgar I Times Ste Writer

MANCHESTER — A special judge has dismissed vote-fraud
indictments against six people because a Clay County grand juror was
not a registered voter.
LONDON — A federal jury has awarded back wages to three Laurel
County school employees it found lost their jobs because of their affiliation with a union.
FRANKFORT — Kentucky state government has not made the
commitment necessary to ensure equal employment opportunities for
women and minorities, according to the president of a black employee
group.
WILLIAMSBURG — Whitley County students who succumb to
spring fever and play hooky may face a harsher sting if they're caught.

In

you buy at a low price, the gasoline
may meet grade standards but Rot
those for volatility."
The task force voted to meet
here next week to hear from the
fuel suppliers.
"If money is needed to solve our
problems, tell us and we will tell
the governor," Bryant urged Jackson at one point. Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson created the task force

By MARK COOPER

STATE

7
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Chairman wants quick solutions to school bus safety
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WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 15, 1989

Quinton Singleton, front, and James Barnes took advantage of the warm weather and the concrete hill
below the Curris Center on Murray State's campus to do some skateboarding Tuesday. In Crescent
Springs the city council recently banned skateboarders from sidewalks and parking lots (See story on page
16A).
Start photo by Mark Cooper

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Lyon County Judge-Executive Terry McKinney says he will continue
to fight a recommendation by a
gubernatorial task force that the
Western Kentucky Farm Center be
modified to house medium-security
inmates.
McKinney led a small group of
Lyon County residents who voiced
their objections at a meeting of the
Task Force on Corrections on
Tuesday
"We will oppose this, as we did
today, until a final decision has
been made," said McKinney.
Corrections Secretary John Wigginton said Gov. Wallace Wilkinson will make the final
determination.
McKinney pointed out that Lyon
County is already home to the Kentucky State Penitentiary, the state's
only maximum-security institution.
"We've been a partner with corrections for over 100 years,"
McKinney said., "We've become a
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Whites' life expectancy
increases; blacks' drops

Presidential candidate Sen. Paul Simon
writes blunt 1988 campaign memoirs
WASHINGTON (AP) — One of
the ultimate insiders in the 1988
presidential race, Sen. Paul Simon.
offers blunt observations on his
own campaign and those of his
Democratic rivals in a new book
being released this week.
Sen. Albert Gore Jr. came off as
brash, Bruce Babbitt eventually
became desperate, Gary Hart was a
dull speaker and Michael Dukakis
was too remote, a flaw fatal to his
campaign, Simon writes in "Winners and Losers."
it is a candid observation about
the weaknesses and strengths of all
of them — and of myself," Simon,
D-111., said in a recent interview.
"I didn't hesitate criticizing myself
and some of my weaknesses in the
campaign."
In the book, Simon faults himself for several tactical errors, but
more importantly, for failing to
build his campaign around a "central theme" that would have been
easily accessible to the voters.
The combination of memoir and
critique is the 12th book by Simon.
a one-time newspaper publisher,
but the first intended for the mass
market. Other Simon efforts have
been examinations of issues such
as unemployment, hunger and
foreign-language educatton.
2•"My last book was about unemployment in this country, and
there's just not a lot of people who
want to read about unemployment.
This has a little more general appeal, no question about it." Simon
said.
"I wanted to give people art
Insight into the campaign from a
candidate's perspective. WCIVC ha
all kinds of people writing about
what a campaign is like, but it's a
little different when you're sitting
in the chair of a _candidate." he
said. "I wanted also to reflect
about what's right and what's
wrong about our process."
He characterized the campaign
as too long, too superficial and too
expensive, and he objected to a
proposal for regional primaries.
contending they would make success even more dependent upon
money.
Although he sent copies of the
book to his former rivals. Simon
said pone has contacted him.
"The senator has not read it yet.
but he hopes to as soon as he can
get the time," said Greta Creech.
the deputy press secretary for Gore.
Aides to other ex-candidates

paigning less than some candidates
do.... His great weakness as a candidate — and perhaps would have
been as a president — is that he
does not convey passion."
Of Hart: "A little on the dull
side as a public speaker, he looked
better outside the political ring than
inside it."
The book also suggests that Hart
cost Simon a victory in Iowa by reentering the race after reports of an
affair had forced Hart out.
'The figures show we were on a
roll there for a while," Simon said
in the interview. "Gary Hart didn't
get back in with the purpose of
hurting Paul Simon. The end result
was that he did."
Simon said he made several mistakes along the way, sometimes

WASHINGTON (AP) — Life expectancy of white Americans
continues to increase while that of blacks declines, and other
significant health differences between Caucasians and minorities
remain, according to government statistics released today.
The figures, contained in an annual Public Health Service
report, show that blacks are dying younger than whites, blacks
are twice as likely to die in infancy as whites and substantially'
fewer black women who are pregnant receive early prenatal care.

Kenneth C. Imes

Imes files as
candidate for
position of
PVA officer

"The report shows, as have others for as long as they have
been issued, that there is a disparity between the health of our
white and black populations," said Health and Human Services
Secretary Louis Sullivan.
While life expectancy at birth for whites increased from 75.3
years in 1985 to 75.4 in 1986, life expectancy for blacks
declined from 69.5 to 69.4 during the period, the report said.
For all Americans, life expectancy was 74.8 in 1986, up from
74.7 the year before.
For whites and the overall population, the figures were the
same in 1984 as in 1985, but for blacks the 1986 decline in
life cxpectency followed a similar one in 1985, when it was
69.7, which Sullivan called "a disturbing trend."
The report said the life-span declines among blacks were at
least partly the result of increases in deaths from AIDS and
homicides.
Among the report's other findings:
—Live births to unmarried women more than doubled from
1970 to 1986, from 11 percent to 23 percent of all births. In
1986, 11 percent of women of Asian and Pacific Islander descent who gave birth were unmarried, compared with 16 percent
of white women, 42 percent of American Indian women and 61
percent of black women.

Kenneth C. Imes of Route 2,
Murray, has announced his candidacy for the office of Calloway
voiced similar comments.
County Property Valuation AdGore was 39 when he announced
ministrator.
his candidacy, and Simon says
Imes previously served as
"his youth occasionally showed in
Calloway County State
a brashness of style that time usuRepresentative in the Kentucky
ally tempers in successful
politicians.
General Assembly from 1972
until 1979. In 1979 he was
Babbitt's proposal to increase
appointed commissioner of the
taxes "resulted in his becoming the Issues.'
Department of
Commonwealth's
media's favorite candidate," Simon
Simon said he' also responded
—Between 1970 and 1986, deaths from heart disease declined
Natural Resources and was later
says. ''Anyone who is w illing to poorly to his second-plaGe finish in
by
31 percent, although it remains the leading cause of death in
of
Deputy
Secretary
appointed
commit political suicide in public Iowa.
During the same period, death from stroke, the thirdAmerica.
Enthe
and
Natural
Resources
... has a ready market with political
"My comments alp the Iowa
leading cause, dropped by 53 percent. Declines in smoking are
vironmental Protection Cabinet
commentators."
race should have reflected that
believed to be the reason for the decline.
where he served until 1984.
upbeat mood of the electorate more
But "as his failure to rise in the
A licensed real estate broker
—Accidents, including motor vehicle accidents, were the
than they did," he wrote. "We had
polls became apparent, Bruce
and property appraiser, Ime,and
fourth-leading cause of death in the country in 1986 and the
no plans to look cheerful. The
became 3 little desperate," Simon
his wife own and operate Hermost frequent cause of death before age 65 among males.
Dukakis team had planned to look
says.
itage
Monument Co. as well as
and
third
in
coming
about
Demoeventual
excited
On Dukakis, the
—Although homicide ranks 12th among all causes for death,
their family farm.
pulled it off."
cratic nominee: "tie enjoys camit
takes nearly as many lives as accidental injuries for black
of
Imes is the son
Martha
males who die before they are 65.
Churchill Imes Farris of Murray
and the late John Richard Imes.
Fire and Rescue service's tanker
He is married to the former Mary
trucks which is in some need of
Beth Beale, daughter of Maxine
repair.
((')nrd from page 1)
Lam pkins Beale and the late Joe
The Court took no action on the
system in the engine," Bryant said.
ate the machines would be paid for proposal but will discuss it further
Rob Beale. They are the parents
He said something needs to be
by Tabers and two-man teams at a special meeting set for March
of Molly, a senior at Murray
done because Kentucky has
would remain on-call with two 28.
State; John, a college freshman; (Conrd from page 1)
approximately 6,000 school buses
trucks 24-hours a day to assist th&
and Matt, a freshman at Cal- after a church bus and pickup truck
In other action, the Court
that it cannot dispose of at this
Rescue service. Tabus said.
approved two nominees for the
collided last year near Carrollton, time.
loway County High School.
One stipulation of the service is Hospital Board.
As state representative, Imes killing 27 people, most of them
Representatives of Ford Motor
that the Tabers truck would
Nominated to serve on the Board
Co., which ,built the Jessamine
was one of the primary sponsors teen-agers.
respond to every' call but the
were Ella Van Tidwell, who has
County bus, sat in on the discusof the Homestead Exemption Act
Jackson suggested corrective
wrecker service would maintain the served on the Board for six years, which this year allows for an action is needed in the fields of bus
sions to answer questions about
regular rotation with other wrecker
engine design and fuel volatility.
$18,400 exemption of property maintenance and driver training.
and Bob Jackson.
SCCOCCS, Tabers said.
Bob Munson, director of Ford's
"We don't pay enough to guarThe Court also heard a report' valuation assessments to homeauto safety office, said he would
Operating the "laws of life" ,roan Humane Society treasurer owners over 65 years of age and antee the type of maintenance that
discuss Bryant's proposal about
through the wrecker service would
is needed for this type of equipKathy Hodge who told the Court to totally disabled persons.
fire extinguishing devices with
allow them -to respond to other
The primary duty of the PVA ment," Jackson said.
over 1,800 animals were destroyed
Ford executives in Michigan. But
year.
last
farm
of
Shelter
possibility
as
Animal
of
well
the
all
is to make an assessment
accidents as
Bryant raised
by the
he said he opposes the idea, insistmachinery accidents, Tabers said.
f "The sad thing about the number property in the county and to installing an extinguishing system
ing instead that the answer to the
Currently both "jaws of life"
is that it is a typical number of ani- prepare assessment records as that automatically puts out a fire as
fire problem lies in improving
machines are carried on one the the
mals killed," Hodge said.
prescribed by law and by the soon as it breaks out. He said the
maintenance and the gasoline
Revenue Cabinet. Another prin- system might be a retrofit device
supply.
ciple responsibility of the PVA is located in the engine compartment
Bryant said answers must be
to be present at the opening of a of the chassis.
found because "if we don't solve
"Since we apparently can't find
bank lockbox and to inventory
these problems, we will lose
the contents for the state Revenue the proper fuel in Kentucky, let's
children."
resistance
a
installing
about
think
Cabinet following the death of an
individual.
"The office of Property Valuathose wno wisn to pray privately,
tion Administrator probably afSkaggs said.
fects the lives of individual
Mrs. Say, 48, now spends most
property owners each year more (Cnni'd from page 1)
of her time traveling and making
than any other public office," also plans to give participants yelspeeches in an effort to secure the
Imes said. It is therefore most low ribbons to wear, and officials
release of her brother and the other
important that Calloway plan to tie yellow ribbons on trees
hostages.
County's next PVA be experi- downtown, he said.
Last month, she flew to Syria to
enced, fair and a person of unmeet with officials who have
The church's chapel will be open cooperated with efforts to obtain
questionable honesty.
6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thursday for the release of the hostages.
from
"I believe that my experience
as a real estate broker and
property appraiser as well as a
minimum-security to medium had
public record as your State Repbeen shelved.
resentative, of fairness and honLexington area officials had
esty qualify me for the position
We have the full line of luxurious new 1989 Chryslers in stock for immediate delivery.
1)
page
from
(Conrd
strongly to the Blackburn
reacted
of Property Valuation Adminisproposal.
trator and allow me the privilege silent partner. We're not pleased
Rep. Richard Lewis, D-Bcnton,
to ask the voters of Calloway
with that arrangement."
who
represents Lyon County, said
McKinney said he understands
County for their support in the
many residents there believe that
May 23rd Primary," he said.
the dilemma the state faces in
western Kentucky has once again
searching for prison space.
singled out for mistreatment
been
"We felt like we were doing
by state government.
what's best for Lyon County and
"We want the same considerathat's my job," McKinney said.
*Beautiful
tions
that Lexington and Louisville
straddles
which
The farm center,
New Yorker/New Yorker Landau
*Fashionable Fifth Avenue
The Council meeting of Murrayand everyone else in this state
the Lyon-Caldwell county line, is
Calloway County Need Line
get," Lewis said.
made up of more than 2,000 acres
Church and Cooperative Ministry,
The task force did recommend a
now
It
houses
of mostly farmland.
Inc., will be Thursday, March 16,
population cap of 400 at the farm
inmates,
minimum-security
330
at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Publcenter and creation of a citizens
many of whom work on the farm
ic Library, 710 Main St.
group to serve as a sounding board
Euplc Ward, executive director, operation.
for prison issues.
housproposed
has
cabinet
The
and Carolyn Outland, assistant
Budget Director Kevin Hable,
330 medium-security inmates
director, will present their report of ing
who
visited Lyon County last xkeek
minimum60
retaining
there, plus
the various case work handled
in
to try to ease the hard feelpart
the
on
work
to
inmates
security
*Sporty LeBaron Coupe
*Powerful LeBaron GTC Coupe
through the Need Line office.
ings
the abrupt announceafter
farm.
Stanford Andrus, treasurer, will
ment, said opposition to the change
house
to
needed
is
space
The
give a financial report. Kathie Genis not unanimous in Lyon County.
some of the nearly 1,100 state pristry will give a report of the daily
Hable and other members of the
oners who arc now in county jail
volunteers' work at the Need Line
task force said the change was
state
the
in
space
awaiting
cells
office at 209 Maple Si
system. A recent Supreme Court forced on the state by court rulings
Also on the agenda will be
ruling has forced the cabinet to and the growing prison population.:
recommendations from the Budget
"We didn't choose the Wester-6
those prisoners.
remove
Committee, Food Task Force and
Kentucky Farm Center because we
to
plans
cabinet
the
Ironically,
Fund-raising Task Force. An elec*Exhilarating LeBaron GTC Convertible
contract with local jails to house thought it would be an easy or a
tion and installation of officers and
many of the minimum-security painless alternative," Hable said.
board of directors will be held.
Hable said WKFC was attractive
inmates who would be displaced by
The Need Line Council is comit could be done relatively.
because
the changes at WKFC.
posed of representatives of the varquickly and inexpensively.
They Won't Last Long' Test Drive Today'
arose
proposal
center
farm
The
ious churches and organizations
The addition of 77 staff members:
suddenly last week with a news
who have chosen to join Need
construction to accommodate
and
release from the cabinet that indi21/A4
Line. Any individual who is a conthe security measures will cost $4.g
Igirr
been
already
a
had
cated
decision
tributor to Need Line is welcome to
million during the next 18 months..
made. That announcement included
attend the council meeting.
#
k5
7
cabinet estimates mediumThe
a message that an earlier proposal
Sid Easley, president of the Need
inmates could be moving
security
So. 12th St.
753-7114 Line
Blackburn
Correcthe
change
to
board, urges the public to
as September.
early
as
in
tional Complex in Lexington from
attend this meeting.
•
Sen. Paul Simon

misusing advertising, failing to
heed his advisers and ignoring
offered help from volunteers for
Joseph Biden after the senator from
Delaware left the race.
"One of my campaign's problems: getting into the race without
advance planning," he wrote. "I
also lacked some central theme
around which to develop the
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Shedding some lights on literary theft

City
Comments

Foster explains goals
By Chuck Foster
Mayor of Murray
Ed Chrisman has suggested
frequently that the mayor and
other city department heads,
write a regular newspaper column to keep the public informed
on the activities of city government plus the problems facing
our city. I don't claim to be a
great columnist, but I agree that
the public needs to know about
their local government. So in this
and future columns, with assistance from city department
heads, I will attempt to discuss
the issues confronting all of us.
First, let me tell you why I am
Mayor. As you know, Holmes
Ellis died in December, 1988.
Mayor Ellis devoted much of his
life to serving Murray and we are
indebted to him and his family. I
had served on the City Council
for 3-1/2 years and had served as
Acting Mayor for one year prior
to his death. The City Council
appointed me to fill Mayor Ellis'
unexpired term.
My only goal as Mayor is the
same as that of the council members - we want to do our part to
make Murray the best place possible to live and raise our families. We receive little pay, recognition or praise, but plenty of
criticism. Still one of the things
that makes Murray a great place
is that so many people, not just
elected officials, are willing to
give their time and efforts to all
kinds of community projects.
This spirit of service, impossible
to quantify, sets Murray apart. I
commend and express thanks-to

PAGE 3A

all of you who do your share for
our City through worthwhile
community, school and charitable projects, and who serve on
boards and commissions.
One issue, under consideration
by the City Council, is a revised
sign ordinance developed by the
Murray Planning Commission.
The Planning Commission has
worked over a year to prepare
legislation with a goal to make
Murray more attractive by reducing the size and number of signs
as well as a safer city, by specifying the location. This ordinance, upon adoption, will affect
a number of businesses.
The revised sign ordinance has
been presented to the City
Council and discussed at three
consecutive council sessions.
After hearing comments and
suggestions from the Council
and citizens, I have remanded the
ordinance to the Planning Commission for further study and review. A Public Hearing will be
held by the Commission on
March 21, 1989, 7:00 p.m.,
Council Chambers, City Hall
Building, and several specific
recommendations on the proposed ordinance will be considered. I urge all individuals who
wish to comment on sign regulations to be present at the Public
Hearing.

Let's have a brief literary quiz.
Please, don't run away, it won't
be heavy stuff.
I will give you a phrase, and
you name the author. If you miss
it the first time, don't worry
You get three guesses.
The phrase is: "A thousand
points of light."
See? I told you it wouldn't be
hard. You said George Bush.
You may even know when and
where he used it.
The first time was at the
Republican convention, when he
accepted his party's nomination
in a finely crafted speech.
He said: 'This is America ... a
brilliant diversity spread like
stars, like a thousand points of
light in a broad and peaceful
sky."
And he used it again in his inaugural address when said: "I
have spoken of 'a thousand
points of light' of all the
community organizations that are
spread like stars throughout the
nation, doing good.
So if you identified the author
of that phrase as George Bush,
uh, sorry, but you're wrong.
But you have two more guesses, so try again.
If you are a student of politics,
a Washington insider, or a
political journalist, I know what
you're saying. you probably had
it as your first guess.
Peggy Noonan, right? Ms.
Noonan is an outstanding political speech writer, and it's generally acknowledged that she wrote
Bush's acceptance speech.
The White House press office
won't come right out and say that

to commit literary theft; present
as new and original an idea or
product derived from an existing
work."
And what is this existing
work? Actually, there are two.
Both are books written by novelist Thomas Wolfe, who died in
1938
In "You Can't Go Home
Again," Wolfe describes America
this way:(the italics are mine.)
"It's your pasture now, and
it's not so big -- only three thousand miles from east to west,
only two thousand miles form
north to south -- but all between,
where ten thousand points of
light prick out the cities, towns
and villages, there, seeker, you
will find us burning in the
night."

Assuming that Bush-Noonan
did pilfer the thousand points of
light from Thomas Wolfe, they
should at least be credited with
having good taste. Wolfe isn't
easy to read, but he's generally
accepted as something of a literary genius.
So in that regard, Bush has
she wrote the "thousand points
already moved beyond Ronald
of light" phrase. But a White
Reagan, who plucked many of
House source says, yes, she did.
his lines and anecdotes from old
So if you guessed that Ms.
B-movies.
Noonan authored the "thousand
And if they did lift from
points of light" phrase, sorry,
Wolfe, they should also be credyou're wrong, too.
ited with being clever. Only Mr.
But don't feel bad. I would
Riley noticed.
have flunked my own quiz. My
Several scholars of Wolfe's
first guess would have been Ms.
work said they didn't even reNoonan, since I knew she wrote
member the "points of light"
the speech.
phrase in his books.
I knew it couldn't have origiA top Wolfe authority, Profesnated with President Bush, besor David Herbert Donald, a
cause he would have been more
OK, I concede that Wolfe saw Pulitzer Prize-winning biogralikely to say: "I want to tell you
10,000 points of light, while pher of Wolfe, said: "I have to
about this points of light thing. Bush-Noonan saw only 1,000
say it never occurred to me. I
We have about one thousand of points of light.
would have thought that I knew
&feria. They represent this goodBut wait. We then have Wolfe most of his familiar phrases, but
ness thing."
writing in "The Web and The it didn't spring out at me where 4
So you have one more guess. Rock" about a character's longsaid: 'Oh, that's Thomas Wolfe.'
Take your time. You have three ing to back in his home.
It's not like 'You Can't Go
more seconds.
Wolfe wrote: "And instantly he Home Again."
Give up?
would see the town below now,
Of course, it's possible Mr.
The answer was provided for coiling in a thousand fumes of
Riley is mistaken, that Ms. Noomc by an irate and sharp-eyed homely smoke, now winking
nan or even Bush thought up the
man named Ray Riley, who lives into a thousand points of friendly
1,000 points of light theme on
in Seekonk, Mass.
light ... " Because of this, the their own.
Mr. Riley says: "I would like irate Mr. Riley said:
I tried to reach Ms. Noonan to
to suggest that George Bush's
"The political right has heaped ask, but she's hard to find. The
main campaign theme was bor- praise on Bush for his points of
White House wouldn't give me
rowed unlawfully, in other light theme, calling it brilliant
her phone number or ask her to
words plagiarized.
and visionary. There is nothing call.
-The definition of plagiarism
brilliant, nothing visionary,
But maybe I'll talk to her
is to steal and pass off the ideas nothing even remotely admirable
sometime. I know she's out
or words of others as one's own; about stealing."
there somewhere. Like that
use without crediting the source;
Oh, I don't know.
thousand points of light thing.

I want all Murray residents to
take part in their city government;
to understand the issues, offer
their views and work with us on
solutions. That's our best chance
- for progress in Murray.

44,0,
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Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 20310

FLOOD-RELIEF EFFORTS DESERVE PRAISE
State and federal officials still are working to assess all of the flood
damage in Kentucky and make sure that help is made available to qualifying individuals, businesses and institutions across the state.
My office is continuing to monitor relief efforts in the wake of
some of the worst flooding Kentucky has seen in recent years. I can
assure you that the efforts made so far deserve only the highest praise,
and I am confident that this fine work will continue until the job is done.
The good work started with Governor Wallace G. Wilkinson's
timely move for a disaster declaration from the President, and it has
continued with the very effective efforts of local and state Disaster and
Emergency Services organizations.
Praise is due not only to the leadership and staff of DES and the
Kentucky National Guard but also to all of the National Guard members
and others who have lent a hand in this difficult situation. City and
county officials have responded extremely well, as have the Red Cross
and other volunteer organizations.
As of this writing, 18 Kentucky counties are eligible for assistance
in connection with the flooding that began Feb. 12, and others are being considered. It is important that eligible Kentuckians obtain the help
they deserve, and I would like to pass along a few suggestions in that
regard:
* If you believe that you were damaged by the flooding and related
problems, be sure to report this information and make a disaster claim
at one of the Disaster Application Centers now in operation.
• Should it be impractical or impossible for you to reach a Disaster
Application Center, you should use the toll-free "disaster hot line" that
has been established for a 60-day period. The hot line number is
1-800-248-0068.
• If you have suffered damages, you should
take special care to
document your recovery efforts and expenses. Photographs and receipts
for expenses will be used to substantiate your claims to the Federal
Emergency Management Agency, Small Business Administration or
other organizations.
• If you are responsible for a government agency or non-profit
organization that has sustained flood damage, you should be aware
that documentation is just as important in these cases as in any others.
If you cannot provide proof of your losses, you might find it very difficult or impossible to obtain assistance.
Finally, let me add a world of thanks to the full-time and reservist
staff of the Federal Emergency Management Agency. We appreciate
the quick and efficient service being provided by this agency to so many
Kentuckians.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Roberet Clay Swift, 8, died
probably from smoke inhalation in
a fire that destroyed the Swift
mobile home at 10:15 p.m. last
night.
Elected as officers of Murray
Tennis Association were Ben
Hogancamp, Ken Harrell and Vickie Lance.
Mr. and Mrs. Burley Colley will
be married feor 50 years on March
17.

Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Roberts, Feb.
17.
Twenty years ago
Bids were opened last night at a
meeting of the Murray City Council for construction of Bee Creek
sewer line and pumping station.
Capt. Gene T. Norman Has completed jet pilot training at St.
Louis, Mo.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Don Murdock, March

Letter To The Editor

Today special for Vets
Dear Editor:
Today, March 15, is'a historic
day for our nation's 27 million veterans. It marks the transition of
their agency, the Veterans Administration, to the Department of
Veterans Affairs and elevates VA
to the President's Cabinet.
In making this change, Congress
and the president recognized what
we in VA have long known: military veterans (who, with their families, constitute a third of our population) deserve representation at
our highest level of government.
Their contribution to our way of
life and their needs influence people and events far beyond the
bounds of "veterans affairs."
--Veterans arc served by the
nation's largest hospital system
which plays vital national roles in
medical education and research.
--Veterans buying homes
through the VA guaranteed home
loan program are a major economic
force in the national real estate,

home building and mortgage lending industries.
--Veterans continue to be a
major force in the financing of
higher education through their participation in poplar GI Bill education assistance programs.
Governor Wallace G. Wilkinson
has recognized the significance of
this event by proclaiming March
15, 1989 as Veterans Affairs Day
throughout the Commonwealth of
Kentucky. We at the VA regional
office welcome today's historic
change and are proud to be a part
of the nation's newest Cabinet
department. Our employees will
mark the day the best vily we
know: by doing our jobs and serving veterans with renewed pride
and dedication. After all, it's their
special day.
John W. Hagan, Jr.
Director
Veterans Administration
Regional Office
600 Federal Place
Louisville, Ky 40202
Ow'
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7; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Ray
Cope and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ray F. Collins, March 8; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Prescott and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Caparelli, March 9; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Allen Franklin, March 10.
Thirty years ago
Sixty-three Calloway County
Farm Bureau leaders and workers
attended a membership drive "kick
off- dinner at Lynn Grove High
school on March 13.
Mrs. John 0. (Ruth) Pasco has
been elected as president of the
Murray Woman's Club. She will
succeed Mrs. Charles Clark.
Dr. Gcrhard Mcgow, professor
of German and French at Murray

State University, spoke about the
"Berlin Situation" at a meeting of
Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Forty years ago
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Baron Palmer, March
8; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Paschall, March 9; a boy to Ronald
and Euple Thompson, March 10; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Alexander, March 12; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Lee Brittian, March 13;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. L.K. Pinkley, March 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norsworthy
have returned from a two weeks'
tour to Miami, Fla.
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Fogle and Orr vows solemnized

Pets 0 the week arc named
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Miss Michelle Lynn Fogle and
Michael Scou Orr were married in
a winter afternoon wedding at Si
Stephens Cathedral, Owensboro.
Parents of the bride are Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde B. Fogle of Owensboro. Her grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Marion Cecil and Mrs. Mary
Uldine Fogle and the late Curtis
Fogk, all of Owensboro.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
'qrs. Richard K. Orr of Murray. He
is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest M. Higdon of Camden,
Fourth
South
off
Street
Tenn., and of Mrs. Brenda M. Orr
e
Sycamor
East
Shelter,
Animal
at
These three animals are available for adoption
twofemale
a
"
"Huffy,
kft,
of Murray and the late D.B. Orr of
They are, from
Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County.
hound
female
and
male
old
Bruceton, Tenn.
-months
three
months old Shep. mix; a Tabby cat; and "Butch and Daisy," two
public, are
the
to
open
Fr. Robert Willett celebrated the
shelter,
the
of
Hours
d.
destroye
be
mix pups. Animals who do not find homes must
1.
759-414
call
tion
mass.
informa
nuptial
Saturday. For
12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m.,
Music was by Mike Conley,
organist, and Sr. Mary Jude Cecil,
soloist, cousin of the bride.
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents.
shown indivialready
have
Laurent
to
She wore an ivory formal length
exports
our
maintain
s
"We'll
designer
As
-PARIS (AP)
has
Cardin
and
China,
in
dually
any
gown of bridal satin featuring a
the U.S.A.. but I don't see
gear up for the frenetic winter
he
nts,"
agreeme
turing
manufac
rt neckline with a fitted
sweethea
said.
he
ready-to-wear marathon in Paris, increase,"
with an imported
said.
trimmed
experts
bodice
industry
other
execuand
He
fashion
top
one of France's
a
as
future
t
excellen
an
re-embroidered
has
India
The
lace.
coming
floral
tives is packing his bags for China,' foresee the big increases
is
there
situation
the
n effect at
but
medallio
market,
a
South
formed
lace
as
such
s
from countrie
he sees a big new market for
'
Where
population is the top of the sleeve and edged the
"The
well.
as
tricky,
Korea.
French clothes.
a bottom of the sleeve in a point over
"They are heading the way of huge, of course. But so far only
Ginger
"We have to stay one jump
what
d
by
ville, Tenn., Michael Cappock of Thurman, Shawn Parker,
concerne
is
class
certain
they
the hand.
means
"That
Mousaid.
he
Japan,"
and
ahead of the game," Jacques
ter
Winches
Donnie
Lovett,
The full skirt fell from a basque Paducah, and David Hopkins and
will work in the framework of we're selling. And they're disperof
,:lier, president of the French Fedall
Jr.,
Blydon
A.
Ronald
of
both
The waist into a chapel length train Howard Crittenden,
French fashion and become big sed all over the subcontinent.
;:ration of Couture and Ready-toMurray;
problem is that there is no one city edged with the same imported lace. Murray.
consumers of it."
Wear, said in an interview.
Caroline Cappock, Mr. and Mrs.
Murray
of
Orr
Rick
potenwere
reaching
for
Ushers
embelarea
or
center
heavily
All of the lace was
Nlouclier himself brought JapanFashion affairs are moving
Miller, the Willett Family and
Bud
both
n,
Arlingto
rs:"
lished with a variety of pearls and and Randy Orr of
steadily eastward, with a ese into the French fold when he tial consume
the Lawrence Dorbin family, all of
brothers of the groom, and David
While aiming at market expan- iridescent sequins.
saw they were gaining momentum
resurgence of individual enterprise
Paducah; the Don Orr family,
the
sion, Mouclicr believes French
The bride wore a finger-tip veil Fogle of Owensboro. brother of
in China and the Soviet Union, in design and manufacture.
Memphis, Tenn.; Starr Durham and
with
of bridal illusion, layered with a bride.
At the end of the 1970s, many fashion is financially healthy,
%leacher said.
Dinah Hook, Nashville, Tenn.;
haute
Brandon Michael Orr of Arlingblusher and gathered in a pouff
Japanese were showing in Paris a S54 million turnover in
The ri.'adv-to-wear shows start in
Norton, Henderson: Katie
Grace
the groom, served
ready-to-wear shows under the couture, with 3,000 clients. Ready- effect at the back of the halo band. ton, nephew of
Paris on Wednesday.
e and Greg Duncan,
McClur
about
The satin band was covered with as ring bearer.
is leaving March 24 for aegis of the French Fashion Feder- to-wear and accessories total
Louisville;
yearly
The men attendants and the
silk rose buds and baby's breath.
and Shanghai. where .Chin- ation. That meant, in theory, that S750 million, with a regular
The Jim Talbott family, Bruceincrease of 10 percent.
She carried a traditional cascade father of the bride wore black tuxeese audiences will get 'a look at they were not blatantly lifting
Tenn.; Tara Milner and Steton,
cummerand
ties
drop
a
He admits the figures are
of ivory roses, stephanotis and does with black
French luxur in shows featuring French ideas to manufacture solely
Gifford, Bardwell; Mr. and
phanie
in the bucket compared with heavy
trails of ivy accented with ivory bunds and had ivory rose
:50 outfits k about 25 French for their own profit in Japan.
Butler, Huntingdon,
Roy
Mrs.
you can't compare and white net.
boutonnieres.
designers.
In the long term, he sees China, industry. "But
Shutt, Orlando, Fla.;
Auther
Tenn.;
a
wore
also
bearer
The ring
Mrs. Lisa Cecil of Lexington
Western markets are nearing a India and the Soviet Union as the clothes to cars." he added.
, Symsonia; Roger
Harrison
Jeannie
Mouclier estimates about 7,000
was matron of honor for her sister. black tuxedo with tails, a black tie
;aluratIon point and the United
major sources of industry and
ille; Mary Mcigs
Hopkinsv
Grogan,
and cummerbund.
will see three shows at the Beijing Bridesmaids were Kathy Thompson
.1owing up as a giant con- growth, beginning with China.
and Barry
Riney
Sharon
Kuntz,
bride,
the
of
i.
in Shangha
Mrs. Fogle, mother
said.
Mouclier.
ro, Jill Mattingly of
Owensbo
"Russia is not quite ripe for us Opera and 1,000
of
n.
Lexingto
of
all
,
us demand. I
wore a tea length ivory silk dress. Marcum
and Barbara Lassila
Texas,
a
yet. Though they seem to be chang- "There's enormo
Dallas,
hosted
family
groom's
The
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how the audiences will
Mrs. Orr, mother of the groom,
ing fairly rapidly, it will take time don't know
and Terrie Young, both of Nashvilwedding
the
for
dinner
l
rehearsa
silk
pink
soft
length
tea
"
attired in a
le, Tenn.
for us to make real inroads there," be chosen.
party and friends at the Executive
, wore a corsage
potential consumEach mother
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"Think
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more
of
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h
Chinese
Elizabet
"The
Robyn
said.
he
Inn, Owensboro.
said Mouclicr.
of ivory and pi nk orchids.
adaptable and have a history of ers in China,"
niece of the groom, was flower
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over
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"Their populat
Immediately following the wedtrade and commerce.
girl.
included the following:
ple
ding a reception was held at the St.
"Pierre Cardin and Yves Saint billion."
The attendants wore tea length
shower given by Clain
A
Joe and Paul Social Hall,
dresses of royal blue satin fashin and Lisa Vickers:
Theatres
Bodenste
te
Owensboro.
necklines and
rounded
with
ioned
hosted by David and
party
A
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Nancy Porter of Owensboro and
backlines with a fitted bodice and
Rose Durbin of Paducah were in Rose Marie Cecil of Owensboro;
fitted quarter length sleeves. Each
A
DREAM
A coffee giyen in the Hospitality
charge of the reception.
MISSISMPFT
attendant carried two long stemmed
UTILE DREAM
BURNING(
of the University Branch of
Room
by
directed
was
The wedding
ivory roses with ivy and royal blue
700 Only
• t S Only
of Murray by Mesdames
Bank
the
ro.
of
Owensbo
Cecil
Marie
Rose
and ivory ribbons.
Norma Frank, Mary
Cohoon,
Billie
Jamie Talbott of Bruceton,
The flower girl wore a tea length
TOM IMAM
POUCE
Stewart, Anna
Betty
Ann
Russell,
groom,
the
Iowa,
of
,
cousin
Pleasant
Tenn.,
ACADEMY
ivory dress with puffed sleeves and
THE BURBS
Founders' Day was celebrated by Wesleyan in Mt.
Miller, MarRO-1
Bettye
Taylor,
Faye
of
register.
chapter
guest
the
first
the
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d
with
organize
who
the
MO)
of
a rufTled bottom and accented
members of Chapter M
71S, IWO
Betty
1125 Only
Marie
Lassiter,
Polly,
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After a wedding trip to Antigue,
P.E.O. Sisterhood when they met the Sisterhood which now numbers a royal blue sash. She wore a head,
Hopkins
Eva
Gore,
Emily
Gore,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
nearly
new
with
the
Indies,
West
band wreath of small blue and
Monday evening, March 6, in the nearly 6,000 chapters
°rot 100
Venela
Jones,
6 Auden Now
Evelyn
Gibbs,
Euvie
*,
Ill.
Napery
in
residing
are
.
Orr
Notend**
members
Mrs.
t,
250,000
presiden
ivory flowers.
home of the chapter
WORKING
Out-of-town guests for the wed- Sexton, Betty Lowry, Sue
Since that first organization 120
Ovr• 3000
GIRL (F)
The groom wore a black tuxedo
N.T. Beal.
1Ad•o•
McCoart, Mary Lou Rayburn and
in
700 Only
interest
g
absorbin
an
included the following:
ding
ago,
with tails. The vest and tie were of
Mrs. Morgan Sisk presented the years
Margie Shown;
foshas
Robert
,
Mrs.
women
and
Mr.
of
Hopkins
n
an
educatio
was
women,
the
ere
young
ivory and his boutonni
story of the seven
Rent Your Movies At The Movie):
A party for the couple's friends
Mr.
million
ten
H.
Frank,
a
of
James
Mrs.
and
Dr.
growth
the
tered
Iowa
tis.
of
stephano
campus
with
•
rose
Open 11 a m 10 p m
the
ivory
on
students
by Rick and Nancy Orr and
given
,
which
Peggy
fund,
Marshall
loan
Tommy
Mrs.
rotating
and
doillar
Richard K. Orr of Murray served
Randy and Andrea Orr in the home
has helped, with low interest rates, as best man for his son. Grooms- Hook, Troy Stovall, Lori Yaraof the Rick Orrs in Murray.
brough, Bobby Hopkins, Gene
in the education of 26,000 young men were Victor Marshall of Nashwomen.
The P.E.O. Sisterhood has since
LaDona Overbey p•
owned and operated Cottey
1927
bride-elect of
College in Nevada, Mo., a two-year
Todd Lawson
college for women, highly accrehas selected MOMS' dited. Ninety percent of the students receive scholarship aid, and
her decorative
tuition, board and room costs are
accessories from
low in comparison with most pri('enter
Pier 1
vately owned colleges.
International Peach Scholarships
LaDona & Todd will be married Apri128, 1989.
for graduate students from many
announced later.
Lisa Ray, registered nurse at
foreign countries and grants in aid
Members voted on a nominating
,
Hospital
County
y
Callowa
for women who are returning to Murrayee to pick a slate of officcommitt
was guest speaker at a meeting of
school to complete interrupted edunext club year. Members
the
ers
for
y,
Thursda
on
Hazel Woman's Club
cation are also educational projects
Mrs. Hughes Bennett.
were
named
Hazel
the
at
p.m.
2
at
16,
Feb.
of the Sisterhood.
rth and Mrs.
Butterwo
Jackie
Mrs.
ty Center.
Mrs. Sisk quoted from writings Communi
Hutson.
Bill
of
ator
co-ordin
also
Mrs. Ray is
of some of the founders and disRefreshments were served by the
Development for Licensed
Staff
in
of
played pictures of them dress
, Mrs. James Latimer and
hosteses
Control
Personnel and Infection
1869.
Butterworth.
Jimmy
Mrs.
nal
educatio
an
gave
Nurses. She
Officers for the ensuing year and
Also present were Ms. Carolyn
about the AIDS virus.
lecture
delegates to both state and internaParks, Mrs. Gerald Gallimore, Mrs.
Mrs. Gerald Ray, first vice presitional conventions were elected and
Noel Thomas and Mrs. Steve
Hutson
Bill
Mrs.
.
dent, presided
installed.
Knott', members, and another guest,
gave the devotion.
Mrs. Robert BryaQ assisted the
Mrs. Don Dodson.
Senior
the
Plans were made for
hostess in serving Si Patrick's col- Citizens' luncheon to be Saturday,
The club will meet Thursday,
ored refreshments.
16, at 6:30 p.m. at the home
March
May 6, at the community center.
The chapter will have a luncheon
Gallimore for a foreign
of
Mrs.
and
prepare
to
The club also voted
meeting in the home of Mrs. Frank
Members should note
supper.
dish
1949
of
class
the
for
meal
the
serve
A. Stubblefield on Saturday, March reunion with the date to be
Lisa Ray, speaker
the change in meeting time.
IS. at 12 noon.

Designers gear up for marathon

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Scott Orr
married at Owensboro church
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Mrs. Sisk gives program
for P.E.O. at Beal home

Hazel Woman's Club hears Ray
speak; supper will be Thursday
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Just In Time For Easter
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Thru Sunday, March 19th
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Robertson will speak for Society

•

Prof. John E.L. Robertson will
be the featured speaker at the
spring meeting of Jackson Purchase
Historical Society, according to
Society President Betsy Hudson of
Benton.

,ed

The location is Geoirgio's
Restaurant, 2300 Broadway, Paducah, and the time is 12 noon on
Saturday, March 25.
Prof. Robertson's talk will deal
with writing local history including
the problems associated with preparing a pictorial history. He is
well qualified to do this as he has
written a sesquicentennial history

The flags of the 114 nations in which Southern Baptists hai,e missionary work were displayed around the
bacony of the First Baptist Church for the International Friendship Day worship hour.
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These are a part of the 68 International guests who attended the International Friendship Day worship
service and meal at First Baptist Church, Murray, on Feb. 19.

Friendship International Day held
Members of First Baptist
Church, Murray, were hosts to 68
international guests from 25
nations on Sunday, Feb. 19.
This International Friendship
Day was part of the congregation's
ongoing First Loves Murray
emphasis.
In honor of the guests, the
church sanctuary was decorated
with most of the flags of the 114
nations in which Southern Baptists
have missionary work.
The worship service was specially tailored to promote the ideal of
international brotherhood.

International friends, Jason
Groppel, Daniel Vichitbandha,
Slamet Sarwono and Choon Haing
(Ryan) Tan read the day's scripture
in the languages of Spanish, Thai,
Indonesian and Chinese.
Vichitbandha, a Murray State
University graduate student from
Thailand, shared about his coming.
to the United States and his conversion from Buddhism to
Christianity.
The congregation then heard a
special performance in song and
sign language by an international
ensemble. Hyc-Ock Yoo and Mi-

Kyung Kim of Scout, Korea, Anisa
Mahfound of Murray via Syria, and
Fei Oliver of Murray via Taiwan
sang and signed "Love in Any
Language."
Linda 'Wright and Linda Sewell
are directors of the musical group.
Following the morning message
entitled "God Drew No Boundaries," Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor,
dismissed the congregation to the
Fellowship Hall where a meal was
served and a friendship program
presented.
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When the little door to thefirebox
was opened, to put in sticks of
wood, usually some ashes and
smoke came out so the big table in
the middle of the room (which was
always set ready for a meal) was
completely covered with a white
cloth.
Glass preserve stands stood at
each end of the table. One was
filled with honey in the comb and
the other held jam or preserves.
These stands held the "table cover"
up off the dishes between meals.
Much wild game, fish, chicken.
garden "truck" (vegetables) cobblers and cakes were cooked on
that little step-stove in granny's
kitchen.
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International guests and members of First Baptist Church are pictured checking the tables for food at the International Friendship Day
noon meal in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
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Ford Gets"Frantic."
Hurt Makes
"Broadcast News."

Great Low Prices
Every Single Day

The Natural
Broadcast News
First Blood

with 50,000 items reduced!

FRIDAY, MARCH 17
400 PM Cinemax Sessions

MORE VALUES

The Legends of
Rock 'n Roll
La E3amba
Little Nikita
Frantic
10

• A Hoover upright vac under $100
• Big-screen TVs, starting with a

--Mine in thiMursday and Friday for
the last two days of the Cinemax Free
LA mum
Spring Tryout. Its your chance to try out Cinemax—FREE---if you have
Cable. But after Friday. its "Sayonara. Cinemax"—so tune in while you can.
Sit back and sample hits like Broadcast News, with William Hurt. Frantic,
with Harrison Ford. Little Nikita, with Sidney
Poitier. Plus a once-in-a-lifetime musical event
from Cinemax Sessions: The Legends of Rock 'n'
Roll. It's all yours. all Free. Thursday and Friday
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only--so don't miss it'

And you order Cinemax now, you can still get
in on limited-time Spring Tryout savings while
they Iasi. So don't wait!Call today!
Compliments of Cinemax and

Murray Cablevision

CALL NOW 753-5005
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Early Times
The first stove I can remember is
not the one in our kitchen at home,
but the one at Granny's house in
the country.
Her big old kitchen was built as
an addition to the one-room log
cabin where the cooking had been
done over logs in the open fireplace in the chink and dobbin
chimney.
As the family grew, with four
boys and a girl, grand-daddy built a
big room (not even attached to the
cabin) with a covered wooden
walkway between.
Not only was cooking and eating
carried on in this room, but it held
two big beds where the family
slept. The bed in the cabin, along
with the narrow "lounge" as granny
called it, was for any company who
visited.
In one corner of the kitchen
stood Granny's little stove. I never
knew why she called it a "step
stove". It sat on wooden blocks
about six inches high so she
wouldn't have to stoop over when
she was cooking.
The oven had a door on each
side (hinged at the side) and the
stove was placed in a corner,
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Cable TV Subscribers Only

speaker

Early reservations are encouraged from both members and
guests and in no case, later than
Wednesday, March 22. Checks in
the amount of $7.50 per plate
should be sent to Miss Margaret
Heath, secretary -treasurer, 1202
Joe Creason Dr., Benton, Ky.
42025.

extended out into the room, so it
could be opened from either side.
There were four "eyes", round
openings with removable iron covers called caps. If quick stronger
heat was needed, the cover could
be removed with a curved "caplifter" and the cooking utensil
placed over the flame in the open
hole.
One of the covers was made in
three sections, a little cap in the
middle, another larger one, and
finally the whole cap. In this way
the heat could be regulated under
different size pans.
On the front was a shelf called
the "apron" very handy to hold
vessels while cooking a meal.
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summer meeting in June; will heal
Editor Helen Wilcox of Murra)
comment on the June edition of the
Journal; and will receive more
details on the fall tour from Trip
Director William E. Wilson of
Water Valley and Sledd Creek.

Stove of Granny's remembered
(Editor's note: This is the first in
a series of stove stories written by
Mary Kate Apperson. The series is
centered around different types of
stoves used over a period of 75
years..)
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of Paducah in 1980, a pictorial history of Paducah in 1988, and a history of Citizens Bank, also last
year.
A teacher at Paducah Community College, Prof. Robertson has
both a B.A. and an M.A. from
Murray State University, the first
in history and the second in economics. He also has the M.A. in
history from the University of
Louisville and has completed the
coursework for a doctorate in history at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington.
In a brief business session, the
Society will learn of its proposed

stereo console priced at $500
• More refrigerators, starting with a
space-saving model under $500
• More dishwashers, starting under $300
• More microwave ovens, starting under $100
• Gas and electric ranges from $370

(MR 89127)

.8 Cu. ft.
mid-size microwave
Auto

SearsChorge or SearsCharge Plus plan for i)ems over $7001
Payment may be slightly higher with home delivery

Bel-Air Center
Murray
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ways to
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t
TO PLACE CATALOG ORDERS, CALL
753-2310
N6 Most merchandise available for pick-up within a few days.
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Bethel Chapel plans revival

Project meetings scheduled
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Three committee meetings for Project Graduation at Calloway County
High School have been scheduled. The Decorations Committee with Judy
Cunningham as chairperson will meet Thursday, March 16, at 6:30 p.m.
The Activities C01111111UCC with Wanda Futrell as chairperson will meet
Monday, March 20, at 6:30 p.m. All chairpersons of committees will meet
Tuesday, March 21, at 6:30 p.m. These meetings will all be in Room 308
of Calloway County High School. For more information call Karen Helm
at 753-5479.

Bethel Chapel Pentecostal Church, located on Highway 94 East, will
have revival services starting Sunday, March 19, and continuing through
Friday, March 24. Dr. Allan Tackett of Ministries of Detroit, Mich., will
be the speaker for the services at 7 p.m. nighlty. Special prayer service
will be each night. The Rev. Shelby Underhill, pastor, invites the public
to attend.

Murray to be featured on TV

Paducah Parents Without Partners will have a Si Patty's Day Open
Dance on Friday. March 17, at 30th and Monroe Streets, Paducah. "Ron
Crites One-Man Band" will play from 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. The $3
admission includes dance, snacks and set-ups. All adults are invited. For
more information call 1-443-2432.

A special program on "The Land For All Seasons" will be shown on
WKRN Channel 2 television station at Nashville, Tenn., on Sunday.
March 19, at 6 p.m. The one-hour documentary on the Lakes region will
also feature Murray and Calloway County. The public is urged to watch
this special program, said Anne Adams, tourist director for MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce.

Hazel Lodge plans supper
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and Accepted Masons will have its annual
potluck dinner on Saturday, March 18, at 5 p.m. at Hazel Community
Center. All members and their families are urged to attend, according to
R.S. Samuelson, master of the lodge, who may be called at
1-901-247-3951.

Church plans gospel meeting
New Providence Church of Christ, located on Highway 893, four miles
off Highway 121 South, will have its spring gospel meeting starting Sunday, March 19, and continuing through Friday. March 24. Perry Cotham
of Grand Prairie, Texas, will be the speaker for the services at 10 a.m.
and 6 p.m. Sunday. and at 7 p.m., Monday through Friday. The public is
invited to attend, a church spokesman said.

Mayfield club plans festival

-

The Mayfield Community Woman's Club will sponsor its second &Ulual Arts and Crafts Festival on Saturday and Sunday. March 18 and 19,- at
the Julian Carroll Exposition Center on the Mayfield fairgrounds. A variety of arts and crafts will be exhibited for sale and concessions will be
available. Times for the festival are 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday and 1 to 5
p.m. Sunday. Admission is free and the public is invited to attend. Proceeds from this event will benefit the charitable programs sponsored by
the club.
z-

Rogers now at Dallas station

no
,

Patients are dismissed

Marine Cpl. Jeffrey K. Rogers'recently reported for duty with the 4th
Marine Aircraft Wing. Naval Air Station, Dallas, Texas. A 1978 graduate
of Farmington High School. he joined the Marine Corps in October 1984.
He is the son of Jackie Rogers of 922 West Broadway, Mayfield. His
wife, the former Tammy Feltner. is the daughter of Jim and Linda Feltner
of Rt. 2, Murray.

Donnelly named by academy
Molly Donnelly has been named a United States National Collegiate
Award winner in journalism by the United States Achievement Academy.
Donnelly who attends Murray State Universityh was nominated for this
national award by Dr. Robert McGaughey. chairman of the Department of
Journalism. Radio and TV. Donnelly will appear in the U.S. Achievement
Academy Official Collegiate Yearbook, published nationally. She is the
daughter of Mrs. Mary Watson of Ri 7, Murray. and the maother of Stephanie Donnelly.

Paducah PWP plans open dance

Irish group dyes river green
SAN ANTONIO (AP) - Irish
descendants dyed the -river green
and renamed it the Shannon on
Monday to kick off a week of St.
Patrick's Day celebrations in this
largely Hispanic city.
Eighteen pounds of biodegradable dye were dumped into a twomile stretch of the San Antonio
River, staining it emerald green for
several hours, said Shannon Dortch
of the Pasco del Rio Association, a
city trade group.
The Harp & Shamrock Society
of Texas coordinated a barge parade and organized entertainment for
the festivities in the Alamo City.
"It's always a big week for
me," said Myrl Sullivan, a Harp &
Shamrock member who dressed

Gilbert Hill will
run for city council
DETROIT (AP)- Gilbert Hill,
the homicide detective demoted to
a traffic beat after his role in the
film "Beverly Hills Cop," says
he'll run for City Council
Hill, a 32-year veteran of the
Detroit police force whose clashes
with Mayor Coleman A. Young
and Police Chief William Hart led
to his reassignment in 1986, said
Monday: he will join two other
police officers in a bid for nine
open. S53,000-a-year scats on the
full-time council.
"You can hear me say I'm a
candidate," said Hill, 56, who
played Eddie Murphy's hard-bitten
police commander in the hit movie
and its sequel, "Beverly Hills Cop
II."
The top 18 vote-getters in a nonpartisan primary Sept. 12 will
advance to the general election
Nov. 7. The top nine finishers will
serve four-year terms.

ENROLL NOM
COMMUNITY EDUCATION COURSES OFFERED
BY THE CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT AND MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

Desktop Publishing Workshop

Woodworking

Apple McIntosh
Thursday, April 6, 1989
6 - 9 p.m.

Monday, March 20
(no class April 3)
6 - 9 p.m.

Investment Opportunities in
Today's Economy
Monday, Apri; 10 - May 8. 1989
7 - 9 p.m.

Time Management/Stress
Management
Tuesday. March 21 & 28, 1989
7- 9 p m.

Dog Obedience for Beginners
Tuesday, April 11 - 16, 1989
7 - 8:30 p.m.

"Birds-"

Capt. and Mrs. Mark Young of Fort Polk, La., are the parents of a son,
Matthew Allen, weighing eight pounds 14 ounces, measuring 201/2
inches, born on Friday. March 10, at 10:54 a.m. at Baync Jones Hospital
there. The mother is the former Alicia Fowler. The father is serving with
the United States Army. Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs. Roy Fowler of
Mountain Home, Ark., and Mrs. Jessie Fay Young and the late Alfred
Young of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Arlin Ross of
Lone Oak.

Martin's Chapel UMW to meet
The United Methodist Women of Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church will meet Saturday, March 18, at 2 p.m. at the church. Everyone
is invited to attend, a UMW member said.

Shelton Singers to be at Bethel
The Shelton Singers will present a special program of music on Saturday, March 18, at 7 p.m. at Bethel United Methodist Church, located off
Highway 94 East on Bethel Church Road. The public is invited to attend,
a church spokesman said.

North Fork News

Visitors and illnesses in area are listed
son, Matthew, visited Mr. and Mrs.
By MRS. R.D. KEY
March 6, 1989
David Peeler Saturday, Feb. 18, in
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson, honor their son Clifford's third
Derrel Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. May- birthday.
bem Key and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Paschall and
Key attended the funeral rites for Mr. and Mrs. Greg Story went to
Ralph Young in Covington, Tenn., Carmack Fish Barn for supper on
on Feb. 20. He is the son-in-law of Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mayhem Key.
Benjamin Paschall visited MatthThe Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes ew Sykes Thursday night.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes
Max Paschall visited Mrs. Reva
on Friday nighi
Paschall Sunday afternoon.
Karla Blakely spent Friday night
Mr. and Mrs. Galry Fletcher and
with - Tabitha Lee.
sons, Christ, Jeffery and Danny,
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson and
Lavettia Wilson visited Mr. and
Mrs. Mayhem Key Sunday afternoon. Mrs. Key is ill with shingles.
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Robinson and
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Nance visited
The North Pleasant Grove Cumthe Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
berland Presbyterian Church
Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson and Women met Tuesday, Feb. 21, in
grandson, Tab Curtis Lane, visited the home of Mary Ann Lamb.
Margaret Nell Boyd presented a
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins Tuesday
program on "Our Joint Heritage."
morning.
Hilda Miller visited Mrs. Bertie She had a display of pictures and
items pertaining to the beginnings
Jenkins Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Cisson of of the Cumnberland Presbyterian
Wingo visited Mr. and Mrs. Coy churches.
Kuykendall Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr visited
Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke in Murray on
Friday.
Clerris Wilson visited in my
Dr. Greg Prater, associate prohome on Friday.
fessor in the Department of Special
Susan Lee, Tabitha Lee and
Matthew Sykes visited the Rev. Education at Murray State Univerand Mrs. Warren Sykes on Satur- sity, is the co-author of articles
published in recent issues of two
day. They visited me Saturday
periodicals.
afternoon.
"International Opportunities for
Mrs. Sadie Hastings was a
Special Educators" is the title of an
patient at Murray-Calloway County
article in the Spring 1989 issue of
Hospital last week. She returned
Teaching Exceptional Children.
home Saturday. Her husband, Hulie
The article makes special educators
Hastings, stayed with her.
and educators in general aware of
Mrs. Jennie Sykes is not too
possible employment opportunities
well. Visitors in to see her the past
overseas, Prater said.
week were Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Prater's article, "Referral and
Gulledge, Freeman Sykes and the
Rev. Joe Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes and

visited Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Fletcher for supper on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins,
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mrs. June
Cole and Mrs. Mary McKeel were
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Jenkins on Feb. 24. This was in
honor of the second birthday of
their son, Blake.
March came in with snow on
March 6. Let's hope it doesn't get
like 1960 when five inches of snow
fell on March 9 and 10 and stayed
on all the month.

Pleasant Grove Women meet
at home of Mary Ann Lamb
Mrs. Boyd, president, presided.
Mary Katherine Cain and Dorthy
Dean Cochran gave the opening
and closing prayers.
Refreshments served by Mrs.
Lamb. Also present were Virginia
Jones and Josephine Robinson.
The next meeting will be Tuesday, March 21, in the home of Mrs.
Cochran.

Prater is co-author of articles
in recent issues of periodicals

April 24, 1989

New
Thur.

Wed. &

SEAFOOD
FEAST

Spring Flowers

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, March 13,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Hurt baby girl, parents, Crystal
and Mark, Rt. 7, Box 688, Murray.

served

Saturday, May 16, 1989
8- 11 am.

Dismissals

5:00 to 8:00 p.m.

Powder Puff Mechanics
Tuesday, March 21
(no class on April 4)
6 - 8 p.m

Matthew Allen Young born

Placement Recommendations of
Teachers Toward Gifted Handicapped Children" is slated to be
reprinted in the Journal of Scandinavian Educational Research. It
previously appeared in Vol. IX of
the Roeper Review.
Prater joined the Murray State
faculty in 1983. He earned the B.S.
degree at the University of Southern Mississippi, the M.A. and Ed.S.
degrees at Louisiana Tech University and the Ph.D. degree at the
University of Alabama.

One newborn admission and dismissals
are listed by local hospital for Monday

95
6
$

April 25, 1989,

"Lights, Camera, Action - How to
Make Your Own Videos"
Saturday, April 1, 8 & 15, 1989
9 - 11 am.

Saturday, April 8, 1989
7-11 a.m.

•
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like a leprechaun and dyed his
beard green. "After St. Patrick's
Day, you just say, 'I'm all Irished
out."
To show "there is a little of the
Irish in all of us," the Fire on the
Mountain Cloggers did Irish jigs
and other dances, and the Bandaid
Jazz Band played what one member called "good ol' Irish jazz
tunes from New Orleans."

Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Ben Hopkins and Lewis Miller, both of Murray, from Western
Baptist; Robert Beach, Edward Glisson and Sharon Carter, all of Murray,
Virgil Lyles of Kirksey, James McClanahan of Pureyar, Tenn., and Arlene
Wallace of Hazel, from Lourdes.

For more information call
The Center for Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach,
Murray State University
762-4150

A Buffet Of
Seven Seas
Favorites
Salad Bar
Fried Gulf Shrimp
Clam Strips
Baked Cajun Fish
Catfish Fillets
B-B-Q Chicken
Ocean Whitefish
Shrimp Creole
Boiled Shrimp
Onion Rings
Cajun Fries
Hushpuppies

viv en Sects.

Hwy. 641 N.

753-4141

Miss Rita F. Allen and baby boy,
160 Woodlan Dr., Cadiz; Henry
Loften Cathey, Rt. 4, Box 249,
Murray; Perry Ethan Allen, H-2
Murray Manor, Murray;
Mrs. Bertha N. Grubbs, 16 West
End Si, Cadiz; Mrs. Sherry A.

Thomas and baby girl, 680 Blue
Springs Rd., Cadiz; Dustin Harris,
Ri 1, Dexter;
Mrs. Amita Cheirs, 1005 Myron
Cory Dr., Hickman; Mrs. Judy Ann
Drenner, 1620 Miller Ave.,
Murray;
Mrs. Pearl Outland, P.O. Box
131, Hazel; Mrs. Arlene Schlabach
and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 339, Cottage Grove, Tenn.;
Mrs. Diana Lynn Chadwick, Rt.
5, Box 1030, Murray; Lennis C.
Hale, 1003 Fairlane Dr., Murray.

Magazine poll on sex and self-esteem is
released on American men and women
NEW YORK (AP)- American
men and women are highly susceptible to love and money but differ
over whether they have enough sex
and self-esteem, according to a poll
released by Glamour magazine.
Nine of 10 Americans are satisfied with their lives; 73 percent of
men and women said they were in
love with someone, according to
the unscientific survey released
Tuesday.
People "feel increasingly attractive as they gain in income," with
only 2 percent of those earning
more than $35,000 a year expressing dissatisfaction with their looks,
according to the poll.
The survey was mailed to 1,620
households by Mark Clements
Research Inc. The poll results were
based on nearly 70 percent of the
questionnaires that were returned
between Sept. 30 and Oct. 31, Glamour said in its April issue.

Other findings:
-Fifty-one percent of men and
26 percent of women said they
would like to have sex more often.
-Nearly 40 percent of men said
they were very satisfied with the
degree of self-esteem and confidence they possess, compared with
about 30 percent of women.
-Ninety-six percent of women
and 92 percent of men think companionship and friendship are the
most important elements in a marriage. Most women ranked ability
to express feelings second most
important and fidelity third; men.
for the most part, valued fidelity
second and the expression of feelings third.
-Nearly 70 percent of men and
women cited respectful treatment
by superiors as the most important
element in their jobs. However,
only one-third felt good about the
respect they receive at work.
NIP
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Humphrey boys get Eagle Scout badges
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Three members of Boy Scout
Troop 241 of Lithopolis, Ohio,
who camped for one week in Calloway County in 1986 were presented Eagle Scout awards in ceremonies on Sunday, Feb. 26, in
Lithopolis.
Two of the Scouts are Matthew
and Micah Humphrey, sons of Dr.
and Mrs. Ben Humphrey and
grandsons of the late Maurice and
Izetta Humphrey and of Clara
Humphrey who attended the cere-

monies Sunday. The third scout
was Eric Michael of Lithopolis.
The troop is sponsored by Wagnails Memorial Library in Lithopolis. They were in Murray July 5-12,
1986, and spent one day at the
National Scout Museum on a service project. They camped behind
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George
Wilson who are parents-in-law of
the scoutmaster, Ed Wisner, a Columbus attorney.
During their week here they

Prownie Troop wins trophy

eet
.ed Methodist
rch. Everyone

lel
isic on Saturh, located off
itcd to attend,

fished with Jerry Maupin, visited
the dairy of Jim Stahler, toured
Fort Donelson and Fort Henry with
Steve Douglass, a former Scout and
friend of Ben Humphrey.
While at the museum they were
greeted by Kentucky Governor
Martha Layne Collins to whom
they presented one of their troop tshirts.
Bob Warren of Hardin gave a
devotion for the troop on Sunday
morning. They backpacked in Land
Between the Lakes and visited
Kentucky and Barkley Dams. M.C.
Garrott featured the scouts in one
of his "Garrott's Galley."
The service project which Matthew and Micah completed was to
restore a covered bridge at Lockville Park in Fairfield County, Ohio.
They cleaned, repaired the braces,
and painted the bridge as well as
erected wooden signs at the park
entrances. The Eagles received letters from Vice President Dan
Quayle, Senator John Glenn and
Governor Richard Celeste, as well
as many other _corpendations.

Corning community events are announced

listed
Ruben Fletchaturday.
orris Jenkins,
s, Mrs. June
McKee' were
and Mrs. Ken4. This was in
d birthday of

Micah Humphrey, left, and Matthew Humphrey painted and repaired the covered bridge at a Lockville
park to earn Eagle Scout awards.

Brownie Troop No. 1484 of East Calloway Elementary School, top
photo, holds the trophy the troop won for third place in Girl Scout
Olympics '88. They are, from left, Emily Barnett, Missy Williams,
Maggie Melson, Alicia Garner and Tarynn Rotterman. In the bottom
photo, the troop is pictured with Theresa Connor, right, while touring
McDonald's where they identified each of the four-food groups.
Troop leaders are Susan Rotterman and Rida Williams.

with snow on
it doesn't get
inches of snow
10 and stayed

Wednesday, March 15
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include business meeting, GAs and RAs at 7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.; Drama Practice at 8:30 a.m.
Events at First Christian Church
will include Youth Club at 4:50
p.m.; Super Dinner at 5:30 p.m.;
Dr. Buchanan's class at 6:20 p.m.;
Bazaar Workshop at 6:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir practice at 7:30 p.m.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Prayer Service and
Youth Study Group at 7 p.m.

vneet
'mho

Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Mid-week
Bible Study, business meeting,
RAs, GAs and Mission Friends at 7
p.m.

dent, presided.
in and Dorthy
c the opening

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Fellowship Supper and Youth
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; business
meeting, Children's Choirs and
Klaymata Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.;
Beginners' Sign Language Class at
7:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45
p.m.

Ned by Mrs.
were Virginia
c Robinson.
will be Tucsc home of Mrs.

'idles
'jails

mendations of
Gifted Handis slated to be
rnal of ScandiI Research. It
I in Vol. IX of

Wednesday, March 15
Events at Firs. Presbyterian
Church will include Choir Practice
at 6:30 p.m. and Session at 7:30
p.m. ARK will not meet.

Thursday, March 16
Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a potluck
luncheon at 12 noon at the club
house.

Murray State University Libraries and Wrather West Kentucky
Museum will be open from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m.

Murray Business and Professional Women will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Louie's Steak House.

Thursday, March 16
Murray-Calloway County Need
Line Church and Cooperative Ministry, Inc., will have a council meeting at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library. This is open to the public.

missals
onday

Ts, 1005 Myron
Mrs. Judy Ann
Miller Ave.,

Hazel Woman's Club will have a
foreign dish supper at 6:30 p.m. at
the home of Sandra Gallimore.
The Single Connection will meet
at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom
of Educational Building, First
United Methodist Church. For

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal

(Cont'd on page 8)

STOREY'S
FOOD GIANT
ME RIB MOBILE
AND MISSISSIPPI
BBQ BUGGY

and, P.O. Box
rlene Schlabach
, Box 339, Cot-

SIDE OF

Chadwick, Rt.
Tay; Lennis C.
ie DT., Murray.

WHOLE

cent of men and
ectful treatment
most important
jobs. However,
good about the ;
ve at work.

Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 7 p.m. at lodge hall.

H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291
of Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 7 p.m. at Post Home on
Highway 94 Easi

Prayer, Praise and Fellowship
(nondenominational) will be at 7
p.m. at the home of Mark and
Karen Welch, 321 North Seventh
St., Murray.

Wed.-Sat. March 15-18
10:30 a.m. 'til 7 p.m.

girl, 680 Blue
Dustin Harris,

ent of men and
imen said they
sex more often.
:ent of men said
Ltisfied with the
eem and confi, compared with
of women.
-cent of women
men think comendship are the
ments in a marn ranked ability
Is second most
:My third; men,
valued fidelity
pression of feel-

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Coldwater Church of Christ from
9 to 11 a.m. and at First National
Bank, Farmington, from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.

AA and Al-non will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-776.4 or 753-7663.

presents

e Murray State
earned the B.S.
ersity of SouthM.A. and Ed.S.
la Tech Univerdegree at the
ama.

;teem is
vomen

"Sing Out America! With Judy
Collins" will be presented at 3 p.m.
on KET.

Lenten meditation will be at 8
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church.

Friday, March 17
Church. For information call
753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.

(MAXIMUM $12(0 SIDE)

LOIN BACK RIBS

If Easter only means pretty eggs,
chocolate bunnies, and jelly beans,
then you've missed the whole idea.
Even if you don't spend Easter in
church, it is still a celebration of the
rebirth of the earth and of all living,
'
things.
If you have the slightest belief that
Jesus was resurrected following His
crucifixion, then doesn't it make
sense to worship Him on Easter
Sunday and every other Sunday in the
year?

Dr. David Roos, Minister
Fifth Street just north of the square

.'4"
$399

BBQ OR RIB

SANDWICH
$1 99
DINNER PLATE $475
RIBS, BBQ or CHICKEN
(Includes Beans, Cole Slaw, Smoked Potato & Bread)

SPECIAL SEASONING & SAUCE
CREATED & USED ONLY BY IVIE ENTERPRISES

At the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) membership requires only
that you profess your belief that Jesus
is the Christ, the Son of the living God
and that you accept Him as your
personal Savior.
But you don't have to join to worship
with us. We welcome you to join us in
worship and communion on Easter
Sunday and every Sunday.
Easter is more than just sweets, it's
sweet realization.

The First Christian Church

„

LB.

CHICKENS

Does Easter
make you sick at your stomach?

&

Homemade
Baked Beans
and Slaw!
Fresh Hams!

: •,
• •••:• ••
r'
.:
VII•
••

'
•

(Excluding Sandwiches)

Coupon Good Wed.-Sat., March 15-18

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

If you don't like our food lust toll us.
Your money will be refunded!

CATERING AVAILABLE ON ALL ,!TEMS

s'•

,t

•,.

4. •

-

s
4.•
;

n'.4,711.tt

$ 1 000 Off
Any Purchase W/Coupon

7

!•..; ;
, ,
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Community.

••

Thursday, March la
information call Carol, 753-2596,
Brenda, 753-2513, or Jim,
492-8733.

(Coned from par 7A)
Friday, March 17
Calloway County Schools will
be in session today.

Thursday, March 16
a m , Carol Poe Group of Baptist
Women at 7 p.m.

Murray City Schools will not be
in session today.

Mary Fuhrmann will present a
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church will sponsor a Daniel
Seminar at 7 p.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn..
atv4

, , ••••,,‘

Murray Civitans will meet at 7
p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant.

r'

,

•

half-hour show on Easter Art at 10
a.m. on Cablevision Channel 34.

Paducah Parents Without Partners will have a Si Patty's Day
Open Dance from 8:30 p.m. to
12:30 a.m. at 30th and Monroe
Streets, Paducah. For information
call 1-443-2432.

Decorations Committee of Project Graduation will meet at 6:30
p.m. in Room 308 of Calloway
County High School.

Friday, March 17
Westside Senior Citizens will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis Community Center.

Friday, March 17
North Fourth Si will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.

Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

Let's Rock Tonight Concert will
be seen at 9 p.m. on KET.

St. Patrick's Mixed Doubles
Tennis Tournament will be at 6
p.m. at Kenlake Tennis Center.

•

West Kentucky Mule Pullers
Association will sponsor a Mule
Pull at 7 p.m. in West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. Admission will be $3. For
information call 1-247-6246.

on
ing
nat
1
rat:

Main Street Youth Center at 205

NO COUPON REQUIRED

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

NO STAMPS NECESSARY

Twin Lakes Antique Car Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant, Draffenville.

NATURES BEST
GRADE A LARGE

Murray City Schools will not be
in session today.

.pS
EGG

Calloway County Schools will
be in session today.

29'

Murray State University Libraries, Administrative Offices and
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
ssill be closed -today.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Bible Study at
9:30 a.mn., Bell Choir at 6 p.m.
and Chancel Choir at 7 p.m.
Men's basketball will be at 7
p.m. in gym at Elm Grove Baptist
Church.

-

TTJTT

Cleese will return
for 'Cheers' episode
to be seen April 13
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Academy Award nominee John
Cleese returns to the "Cheers" bar
to collect an old debt as he reprises
his role as a snobby British psychiatrist on the popular NBC
comedy.
Cleese. a former member of the
Monty Python troupe, will film the
episode March 21, eights days
before the Oscars. He was nominated for his screenplay for the
movie "A Fish Called Wanda."
In the "Cheers" program scheduled to be broadcast April 13, he
plays Dr. Simon Finch-Royce, a
specialist in marital and family
counseling..
Two seasons ago. his character
recommended that Sam the bartender, played by Ted Danson, and
Diane. portrayed by Shelley Long.
should not go through with their
then-pending marriage.
Diane's former lover, Frasier
Crane (Kelsey Grammer), recommended his school chum and fellow psychiatrist to the couple and
offered to pay the fee. Sam and
Diane never got married.
In the new episode, Crane still
owes Finch-Royce S1.500 for the
counseling session. MeanAhile.
Finch-Royce is promoting his
book, "Successful Wrriage and
Fidelity."
In real life, Cleese has written a
book with psychiatrist Robin Skynnzr "Families — How to Survive
Them.•'
0

Changes made for
Winfrey TV movie
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RADNOR. Pa.(AP) — Concerns
by the NAACP and ABC's standards and practices department led
to changes in the portrayal of black
men in a new movie co-produced
oy Oprah Winfrey, according to
TV Guide.
The movie "The Women of
Brewster Place," starring Winfrey,
Jackee, Robin Givens, Cicely
Tyson and others, is based on Gloria Naylor's award-winning 1982
novel, which chronicles the lives of
seven black women.
Two minor but more benevolent
male characters in the book were
emphasized, while men who
womanize, bully and abandon
women were played by actors who
could portray them as more than
one-dimensional villains, the
March 18 edition of the magazine
says.
Winfrey said the resulting story,
scheduled to air March 19 and 20,
still will strike a resonant chord
with many viewers.
"If you have lived as a black
person in America, you know all of
those women, you just know
them," she said. "They're your
aunts, your mother, your cousins,
your nieces."

NATURES BEST

LAUNDRY DETERG NT BATH TISSUE

lommiletw,a)

ICE CREAM

9c

4 ROLL

5

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $15.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS

[FM
12 PK.
12 OZ. CANS

B12 ts is

$279

39°

PEPSI COLA

BI-RITE

i

OIL
48 OZ.
$ 1 69

1.4AMICARINE
itrars••••—•

89'

PLAIN OR SELF RISING

VISTA

{

SALTINE CRACKERS
1 LB. BOX

4 FoRs 1

69'

TV

PARKAY

QTRS.

VESS

BYF
CU

SOFT DRINKS

HA

TWO UTER

[

7 OZ

OF

MAR L, RINE

5 LB.
BAG

MACARONI & CHEESE

rim
7-1
DI

1.-WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

FLOUR

RONCO

PURE VEGETABLE

r

MARTHA WHITE

,0..
foriftp4
IDEAL
HAMBURGER OR HOT DOG

7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER
DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE

1/2 GAL.

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

OR

BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KY.

WHITE CLOUD

CHEER

- la'
4
Milli
021
.
.111110

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out ar
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45

_Ala 0

the
cor
for
list
wit
par
an

Wadesboro Homemakers Club
will meet at 11 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

.,

Murray State University Libraries, Administrative Offices and
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
will be closed today.

BYF

59'

CI

LEMON LIME
COLA, ORANGE, ROOT BEER

BYF
•

SU

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

BUSH'S

REG. $1.49
LAYS

TUNA

(NV PINTOS, CHILI HOT BEANS
GREAT NORTHERNS, OR
Pte°- _."16
SHOW BOAT PORK &
•
BEANS
14 OZ.

POTATO
,I1 1)

Beans
1!.

99c

6 1/2 OZ.
BOUNTY

PAPER TOWELS

58

$
3

IN OIL OR WATE

FOR

KEEBLER

HUNTS

PIN SO

929

LAUNDRY DETERGENT . 38 OZ. 99' KETCHUP
VETS

DOG FOOD

320Z.

CAN 5/$ 1

TRAIL BLAZER 20 LB BAG

CHILI WITH BEANS

15 OZ. 580

$2" PEANUT BUTTER

BRAWNY

PAPER TOWELS

79'

FROZEN \
BUDGET GOURMET

ENTRIES

18 OZ.

CHEESE BALLS & CURLS...99°

APPLE JUICE

SCRAMBLERS... 12 OZ.
CITRUS HILL ORANGE
-

JUICE

9,

12 OZ.

21 OZ.

139

100 CT $259
$1 19
160z.

BAKERY

DAIRY
GOLDEN ROD

SOUR CREAM
8 OZ.

ALL JERSEY COTTAGE
19

TEA BAG
SENECA

$ 1 59

$

$ 199

PLANTERS

10 OZ

MORNING STAR

PIE FILLING
LIPTON

JIF

DOG FOOD

16 OZ.

CENTURY FARMS CHERRY

ARMOUR

is oz

959

CLUB CRACKERS

CHEESE

49°
0
69

120.

COUNTRY CROCK

MARGARINE3 LB.

FRENCH

BREAD
BEAR

CLAWS
CREME

$ 1 99

HORNS

16.69c
.40'
.45'

PA

BRIO

CH

CRAP

SAI
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Prime-time television ratings for past week listed by Nielsen
University Libraative Offices and
Kentucky Museum
today.

2. (1) "The Cosby Show,"
NBC, 25.3, 22.9 million homes.
3. (23) "Those She Left
Behind" -"NBC Monday Night
Movies," 25.1, 22.7 million
homes.
4. (6) "60 Minutes," CBS, 23.0,
20.8 million homes.
5. (8)"Who's the Boss?", ABC,
22.8, 20.6 million homes.
6. (3) "A Different World,"
NBC, 22.7, 20.5 million homes.
7. (4) "Anything But Love,"
ABC, 22.6, 20.4 million homes.

NEW YORK (AP) - Here are
the prime-time television ratings as
compiled by the A.C. Nielsen Co.
for the week of March 6-12. Top
listings include the week's ranking,
with full season-to-date ranking in
parentheses, rating for the week,
and tml homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes
one-time-only presentation. A rating measures the percentage of the
nation's 90.4 million TV homes.
1. (2) "Roseanne," ABC, 27.7
rating, 25.0 million homes.

:ky Mule Pullers
II sponsor a Mule
in West Kentucky
w and Exposition
ion will be $3. For
1 1-247-6246.

NBC, 18.9, 17.1 million homes.
15. (11) "Dear John," NBC,
18.7, 16.9 million homes.
16. (13) "Matlock," NBC, 18.1,
16.4 million homes.
17. (21) "Night Court," NBC,
18.0, 16.3 million homes.
18. (12) "Growing Pains,"
ABC, 17.9, 16.2 million homes.
19.(28)"Knots Landing," CBS,
17.6, 15.9 million homes.
20. (19) "Head of the Class,"
ABC, 17.2, 15.5 million homes.

8. (30) "Wonder Years" ABC,
22.4, 20.2 million homes.
9. (4) "Cheers," NBC, 21.7,
19.6 million homes.
10. (9) "Murder, She Wrote,"
CBS, 21.2, 19.2 million homes.
11. (13) "ALF," NBC, 20.7,
18.7 million homes.
12. (X) "People's Choice
Awards," CBS, 19.6, 17.7 million
homes.
13. (7) "Golden Girls," NBC,
19.2, 17.4 million homes.
14. (25) "The Hogan Family,"

21. (16) "In the Heat of the
Night," NBC, 17.1.
22, (18) "Unsolved Mysteries,"
NBC, 17.0.
23. (10) "Empty Nest," NBC,
16.8.
24. (19) "Hunter," NBC, 161.
24. (41) "thirtysomething,"
ABC, 16.1.
26. (38)"My Two Dads," NBC,
15.9.
27. (40) "Midnight Caller,"
NBC, 14.9.
28. (24) "Amen," NBC, 14.7.

as

as

AlnWI93

G CENTER
2TH STREET
KY.

YOUR LOCALLY
OWNED AND
OPERATED
riShiSaler SUPERMARKET

SALE GOOD WED. MARCH 15
THROUGH TUES. MARCH 21

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVT
FOOD STAMPS

LIMIT RIGHTS
RESERVED

OPEN 7 A.M. TO 11 P.M. DAILY
4

VATURES BEST

[

7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER
DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE

CREAM
1/2 GAL.

99'

ONE FILLED
PERS CASH CARD

OR

PEPSI COLA

TWO LITER
PLASTIC

590

;t Maxwell
( House 1
Hinfsrok

1 LB
QTRS.

180

1

01EMMIMB
0

FR)
13 N
I GKS

12 OZ.

$ 69

BACON

$ 1 59

DOGS

BYRAN SOUTHERN
SUPREME HAM... LB.

$2

Lb.

AMERICAN

BYRAN HONEY CURED

CHEESE

LB.

HAM

$269

GULF MAID RED
SLICED LB. $239

LB $189

ROUNDS

PIZZA

FIELD BY THE PIECE

30 OZ. 2/$599

GULF MAID

BONUS PAK
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BOTTOM

i

OIL OR WATE4

'
1 59

210Z.

00 CT.

6 OZ.

GROGAN

ALL VAR.

LB

FRESH PRODUCE

CASH POT I
$5000°

[CARD
NOT
LAST WEEKS NAME
PUNCHED BERLINE YOUNG

$259
$ 1 19
I

DELI

$AKERY

CIIA'RiT 4

GRAPEFRUITI
5/$100

39?

Apples

79v

3 lb

Red or Golden
Delicious Apples

69v

lb.
Washinton State

99V lb.

FLORIDA PINK

[BANANAS

FARM
FRESH
Red Delicious

Granny Smith

THIS WEEK WIN

$ 1 39

Oranges or
Grapefruit

1.79

5 lbs.
5 lb. Yellow Onions

1.05

Vine Ripened
Tomatoes

69v lb.
49t
Celery
Red or Russett

Potatoes

Lemons

1.99
10/99°

Bananas

l b. 39
(

10 lb

)269
'

40'
.45'

CUT
THE WAY YOU
WANT IT!
1 1/2" THICK - RIBEYE
CUT PORK CHOP
1 1/2" THICK - T-BONE

SAUSAGE
1 49

1 29

LB.

16 OZ.

CUSTON CUT
MEAT

BYRAN
12 OZ.

OUND
STEAK
$209

FISH STICK... 27.5 OZ. $399
MRS. PAUL CRUNCHY BUTTER
$399

TURBOT FILLETS LB. $'269 FISH FILLET

LBS

BOLOGNA

SNAPPER FILLETS.... L.B. $419
MRS. PAUL CRUNCHY

MAMA ROSAS

KEN OF THE SEA

rUNA

HAM
29

BUY ONE
GET ONE

CORNED BEEF

BYRAN 1 LB. REG OR BEEF

)6 1/2 OZ

BRYAN CENTERPIECE

1 49

HAM
CORN

BRYAN

BRYAN JUICY JUMBO

LB.

BYRAN 10 OZ. REG. OR HONEY

•

99

WITH ONE FILLE
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

99

CURED

LEMON LIME
DRANGE, ROOT BEER

REG. $2.79$ I

1

!GARINE

59c

13 OZ. CAN

BONELESS
U.S.D.A.
CHOICE

RUMP
ROAST

'T DRINKS
TWO UTER

COFFEE

LIQUID LAUNDRY
DETERGENT
640Z.

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

WITH ONE FIUED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

PARKAY

VESS

YES

MAXWELL HOUSE

28. (34) "Murphy Brown,'
CBS, 14.7.
30. (15) "L.A. Law," NBC,
14.5.
30. (30) "Full House," ABC,
14.5.
32. (26) ."B.L. Stryker" "ABC Monday Mystery Movie,"
14.3.
33. (27) "Rambo: First Blood
Part 11" - "NBC Sunday Night
Movie," 14.2.
33. (32) "Designing Women,"
CBS, 14.2.
33. (36) "Family Ties," NBC,
14.2.
36. (29) "Dallas," CBS, 13.7.
37. (51) "Wiseguy," CBS, 13.5.
38. (47) "Coach," ABC, 13.4.
39. (35) "227," NBC, 13.0.
39. (49) "MacGyver," ABC,
13.0.
41. (45) "Kate 8c Allie," CBS,
12.9.
42. (68) "48 Hours: Crack Capital," CBS, 12.8.
43.(X)"America's Salute to Liz
Taylor," ABC, 12.7.
44. (39) "Perfect Strangers,''
ABC, 12.6.
45. (51) "Newhart," CBS, 12.4.
46. (55) "Hooperman," ABC,
12.3.
47. (47) "Father Dowling Mysteries," NBC, 12.2.
48. (59) "China Beach," ABC,
12.1.
49. (41) "20-20," ABC, 11.8.
50. (51) "Falcon Crest," CBS,
11.6.
51. (50) "Day By Day," NBC,
11.4.
52.(45)"Mr. Belvedere," ABC,
11.3.
53.(NA) "Married...With Children," FOX, 11.1.
54. (44) "Never Say Never
Again" - "ABC Sunday Night
Movie," 10.9.
55. (54) "Just the Ten of Us,"
ABC, 10.7.
56. (63) "Paradise," CBS, 10.4.
57. (62) "UNSUB," NBC, 10.3.
58. (63) "The Equalizer," CBS,
10.0.
59. (NA) "America's Most
Wanted," FOX, 9.9.
60. (74) "Hard Time on Planet
Earth," CBS, 9.5.
61. (60) "Miami Vice," NBC,
9.4.
62. (68) "Swiss Family Robinson," Part 1, - "Magical World
of Disney," NBC, 9.3.
63. (65) "Beauty and the
Beast," CBS, 8.8.
64.(X) "This is America, Charlie Brown," CBS, 8.2.
65.(X)"NBC News Special: To
Be an American," NBC, 8.1.
65. (X) "Marvin Special: Baby
of the Year," CBS, 8.1.
65. (70)"A Man Called Hawk,"
ABC, 8.1.

PASTRAMI

Flippen's
Hillbilly Barn

LB. $
4
89
CALIFORNIA NAVEL

BRICK
CHEESE

LB. $2
99

CRANBERRY-APPLE
SALAD

LB. $ 1

49

9!tsRES
3I Ai

4/„' I

GRAPEFRUIT 4/$1
JUICY SWEET

CANTALOUPES..EA.I 49

ONION SETS

408 N 12th St

LB.

SEED

POTATOES
FRESH GREEN

113
A

19°
LBs.

ICABGE.4

753-8214

„,,•-;11;

4
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Murray State enters Lions' den in NIT opening round
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Lim*/ & Times Sow** &Awe

The Murray State Racers hope to
overcome a sizeable home-court
advantage tonight in State College,
Pa. when they face the Penn State
Nittany Lions in the first round of
the 1989 National Invitational
Tournament.
Penn State, 19-11, is making
only its second post-season appearance in the past 23 years and also
seeking their third 20-win season in
the same time frame. The Lions,

•

coached by Bruce Parkhill, upset
then-13th ranked West Virginia in
the Atlantic 10 conference tournament before losing to Rutgers
70-66 in the championship round.
Murray, meanwhile, claimed
their second straight OVC regularseason championship, sharing the
crown with Middle Tennessee
State, before losing to Austin Pcay
in the semifinals of the OVC
tournament.
That kept the Racers out of the
NCAA tournament and, while
pleased with the NIT bid, coach

Steve Newton's team found themselves shipped to Pennsylvania for
the first-round game.
The NIT arranges pairings
round-by-round, with teams in the
competition serving as host schools
for the first three rounds before the
semifinals and finals in New York
City.
For the Racers, tonight's game
meant leaving Murray yesterday
morning for a bus trip to Nashville,
then embarking on a plane flight to
Pittsburgh. There, the Racers
boarded another bus and took a

three-hour drive into State College.
"We spent a lot of time on the
bus — but we expected that," MSU
sports information director Craig
Bohnert said.
The Racers will have to stretch
their legs tonight and take advantage of their speed in order to
bypass the Lions and reach the second round of the NIT competition.
Penn State is led by 6-9 senior
forward Tom Hovasse, who averages 18 points and 7.5 rebounds
per game, while two other starters
also average in double figures.

Center Ed Fogell, 6-9, accounts outside shooting.
for 11.7 points per game while forIf so, look for Murray's "M&M
ward Bruce Blake, 6-6, is second
Boys," Jeff Martin and Don Mann,
on the team in scoring with a 13.4 to handle the offensive chores.
average. Guards Monroe Brown
Martin is the leading career scorer
and Freddie Barnes come in with among active Division I players,
7.2 and 5.6 points per outing, leading two-time All-American
respectively.
Scan Elliott of Arizona, 2,457 to
"They appear to be a team that 2,414.
has good size and a strong inside
Martin was named Honorable
game," Newton said.
Mention All-America yesterday by
The Lions are expected to have the Associated Pres.
the edge in rebounding and may
The long road trip isn't the only
pack their defense in underneath, advantage the Lions have by playleaving the door open for Murray's (Coned on page IIA)

Clay County
doesn't want
favorite role

MARCH MADNESS

Lions, Indian princesses
and other NIT-pickings
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Liaelipier & Times Sports Editor

:

1

So what the heck is a Ninny Lion?
For the answer, we turn to Murray State sports information director
Craig Bohnert, who has more answers than reporters can think up questions for.
Bohnert, who is accompanying the MSU Racers on their trip to State
College, Pa. to face the Penn State Nittany Lions in the first round of the
National Invitational Tournament tonight, said there is a mountain near
Penn State called Mount Nittany.
"It's named after an Indian princess," Bohnert said, "who, according to
legend, was spirited away."
Somehow it seems that the Indian maiden wasn't the only one who got
carried away. Can you picture the Murray State team being known as the
Baccusburg Racers?
• • •
My first reaction to hearing that MSU senior forward Jeff Martin was
named Honorable Mention on the AP All-America team was one of
delight. My second reaction was "only Honorable Mention?"
Martin is currently Murray State's all-time leading scorer, You knew
that.
Did you also know that Martin is the all-time leading scorer in the state
of Kentucky? Or that he is currently the leading active player in career
scoring, leading Arizona's Sean Elliott (a two-time All-American) by 43
points. 2.457 to 2,414?
Depending on how well the Racers do in the NIT competition. Martin
still has a chance to pass Akron's Joe Jackubick (2,530) and become the
all-time leading point-producer in the history of the Ohio Valley
Conference.
As long as we're singing Martin's praises, let's go on and add all the
choruses:
• He has extended his string of double-digit scoring games to 90, and
has been over 20 points in 70 of those 90 games. He has led the team in
scoring in 72 of the last 87 games.
• Martin's appearance in tonight's game against Penn State will result
in vet another MSC record falling into the hands of the Cherry Valley,
Ark. native. Tonight's contest will be Martin's 117th game in Racer blue
& gold, surpassing the previous record set by Bennie Purcell. who now
coaches tennis at MSU.
• There have been only ten games of the 116 he has played in where
Martin has not scored ten or more points.
• Career-wise, Martin is eighth in MSU rebounds (665), first in blocked
shots (128), fourth in steals (125). sixth in assists (211), and second in
free throws. He leads all players who have ever worn Racer uniforms in
scoring, in career scoring average (21.2), in field goals scored (917) and
owns three of the top ten single-season scoring totals as well as the top
two single-season scoring averages (26.0 in 1987-88, 25.6 in 1988-89).
NBA chief scout Marty Blake has gone on record as saying he feels
Martin will be a first-round NBA draft pick. I'll go even farther than that
— I'll go on record as saying that, if picked by the team appropriate to
his skills. Martin will EXPLODE on the NBA scene and that. years from
now, people are going to be saying. as I did, "only Honorable Mention?"
• • •
Other MSL notes to ponder:
• The last time Penn State was in post-seasoreplay was in 1980, when
the Nittany Lions lost to Alabama in the first round. That same year, Murray State defeated Jacksonville 53-49 in first-round NIT play, then
(Cont.(' on page 11A)

Murray State sharpshooter Chris Ogden launches another "sure thing" against Memphis State during
earlier MSU competition. Ogden led the OVC in field goal percentage for the second straight year (see
related MSU information at left).
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

First Region Girls' Tournament

Cinderella story ends unhappily ever after for Fulton
straight crown on Saturday. Tuesnight marked the first time a
day
Murray Ledger & TIT'S Sports Writer
Fulton County basketball team
Cinderella was stopped at the reached the finals of the regional
door and doesn't get to go to the tournament.
"I'm disappointed with the loss,
big dance.
The Fulton County Lady Pilots, but I'll never be disappointed with
despite a performance worthy of a this basketball team," Fulton CounHollywood screenplay. couldn't ty coach Sam Miller said.
Kristie Walker led the way for
rally from a 17-point fourth quarter
deficit and fell to the Marshall the Lady Marshals with 25 points
County Lady Marshals 60-53 in the and 12 rebounds, as the senior
finals of the Girls' First Region canned 11 -of-18 field goal
basketball tournament Tuesday attempts. Alicia Sells had 16, and
Rechelle Cadwell added 11 for the
night in Racer Arena.
It was the ninth-straight regional 28-3 Lady Marshals.
championship for the Lady MarsRobbie Kinney led Fulton with
hals. who now travel to the girl's 21 points on nine-of-16 shootirig
Sweet Sixteen in Frankfort next and pulled down 16 rebounds. Cinweek to face 12th Region winner dy Harris had 10 points, and
Pulaski County, who stunned
Camiel Atwill added nine points
Laurel County in double overtime and eight boards for a Fulton team
Tuesday night.
which finished its year at 17-8.
"I told the girls before the game,
Fulton may have wished early in
I want it more every year," Lady the game it had stayed home. MarMarshal coach Howard Beth said. shall jumped out 9-0 thanks in part
"When you get a string like that to a technical foul on Camiel
going, you don't want it to ever
Atwill after Atwill fouled Cadwell
end."
on a score and then complained
Fulton County had upset Graves about the call. Cadwell hit just one
County and Paducah Tilghman to of the three free throws, but, after a
get to the final round, and their Fulton timeout, scored inside to
scrappy team play impressed
make it 9-0.
everyone. Even Beth admitted, he
"I'm not accustomed to players
liked the way they played.
getting technical fouls, I usually
While Marshall County was win- take care of that myself," Miller
ning its ninth straight regional title, said.
following the MarshIlt1 boys' third (Coned on page HA)
By DAVID RAMEY

•

Fulton County's Robbie Kinney drives against Marshall's Kristie
Walker in a matchup of the high scorers in Tuesday night's First
Region Championship. Kinney led the Cinderella Lady Pilots with 21
while Walker led all scorers with 25 points for the Lady Marspoints
al
who won their ninth consecutive regional title.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Clay
County is shying away from the
favorite's role in the Kentucky
State High School Basketball
Tournament.
"There are a lot of teams more
talented than we are," said Clay
County coach Bobby Keith of his
13th Region team. "A team like
PRP (Louisville Pleasure Ridge
Park) has great talent, and they've
got that tournament experience,
too."
No. 1 Clay County, runner-up in
last year's tourney and champion in
1987, brings a sparkling 33-0
record into today's opening-round
game against No. 10 Marshall
County, 27-5, at 2:30 p.m. EST.
Second-ranked MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins, 29-4, opens tourney play against Prestonsburg,
21-8, at 1 p.m. EST.
In tonight's session, Clark County, 20-6, faces Rowan County,
25-9, at 7:30, and Jeffersontown,
18-10, meets No. 4 PRP at 9.
PRP coach Dale Mabrey likes
his team's chances in the Sweet 16.
"I like to think we have an
excellent shot, but there are so
many good teams in the upper
bracket it's hard to pick anybody
out as a favorite," he said. "In the
lower bracket, I would think Bryan
Station is the favorite to get to the
finals."
The first round concludei on
Thursday with ninth-rated Lexington Bryan Station, 24-7, against
Central City, 30-5, at 1 p.m.; Oldham County, 16-16, taking on Warren East, 26-6, at 2:30 p.m; Wayne
County, 28-5, meeting Covington
Scott, 20-14, at 7:30 p.m.; and
Buckhorn, 19-15, facing Hart
County, 25-8, at 9 p.m.
The quarterfinals will be Friday,
the semifinals on Saturday morning
and championship on Saturday
night at 8:10.
Bryan Station has the state's top
scorer in guard Mike Allen, who
averages 35.3 points a game.
"I'm convinced that in high
school a good guard is more important than a good big man," said
Bryan Station coach Bobby
Washington. "A good guard can
get everybody else into the flow. If
you've just got a good big man, he
may never be able to get the ball."

Colonels ax Max Good
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Max
Good, whose ill-fated Eastern Kentucky team suffered through a 7-22
record this season, has been fired
as head basketball coach.
Good completed his eighth year
as head coach of the Colonels last
week with an overall 96-129
record.
Eastern Kentucky had to replace
seven players, including three starters, from an 18-11 team in
1987-88. But Good had his problems this season, losing two players to injuries, one to Proposition
48, one to academic ineligibility
and another to homesickness.
"We're extremely proud of what
we've accomplished here," Good
said Tuesday. "The program is in
extremely good shape."
He produced three winning seasons in the eight-year span of running the basketball program. His
best season came in 1986-87, when
the Colonels went 19-11 and Good
was named the Ohio Valley Conference's Coach of the Year.
"Coach Good has contributed
tremendously to this program since
he's been on board at EKU," said
athletic director Donald Combs in a
news release. "He leaves it in
much better shape than he found it
some eight seasons ago. This decision is in the best interest of the
university and the men's basketball
team at this time."
Good said that when he became
head coach at Eastern Kentucky,

"We came into a situation where
we were left with eight points and
three rebounds and a program
riddled with academic and social
problems.
"Now the academic GPA
(grade-point average) is the highest
it's ever been and we have 55
points and 31 rebounds returning
along with two prime recruits. I
want to wish them (players)
extremely well."
Combs said he was pleased with
the way Good conducted the
basketball program.
Combs said Eastern Kentucky
assistants John Ferguson and Rob
Long would fulfill the remaining
teaching requirements of their contracts, which expire May 15.
Good's contract runs through June
30.
Ferguson has been named interim head coach to handle remaining
administrative duties and to follow
through and finish recruiting commitrnents for the coming season.
Applications for the head basketball coaching position will be taken
through April 19, the school said.
A five-person search committee
has been named that includes
Combs; EKU assistant director of
athletics Martha Mullins: Doug
Whitlock, executive assistant to the
president Larry Bailey, director of
Alumni Affairs; and Karl Park,
sports information director.
The target date to name the new
coach is May I. Combs said.
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Murray State enters Lions'den...
NIT apperance since 1980 will help
Penn State's recruiting and lift the
program into national prominence,
but the sixth-year coach told the
Associated Press that Penn State
would have to guard against
complacency.
Parkhill said he was trying to
make sure the players weren't
satisfied with simply playing in the
NIT tournament.

(Coned from page 10A)
ing at home. The Racers were 7-8
on the road this season, while the
Nittany Lions were 10-3 at home in
the 6,800-seat Rec Hall.
That doesn't overly concern
Newton. "The NIT is an endurance
test and you just go where they
send you," he said. "I'm delighted
to be a part of it."
Parkhill hopes the Lions' first

)on Mann,
e chores.
ter scorer
I players,
American
2,457 to

(Coned from page I0A)
downed the same Alabama team, 70-62, in the second round before falling to Illinois by a narrow 65-63 margin in the quarterfinals.
• Of Murray's 10 losses this year, seven came at the hands of teams
which arc still in competition at this point. The Racers lost to Louisville,
Louisiana Tech, Vanderbilt, Evansville, Memphis State and Middle Tennessee, all of whom arc competing in the NCAA Championship Tournament, and to Southern Illinois, who is an NIT team. The Racers, by the
way, defeated Florida AAEM, who ended the year at 20-10 and is one of
only five Division I schools who won 20 or more games yet were not
selected by either of the two tournaments.
• Murray State junior Chris Ogden is quietly establishing himself as
"Mr. Sure Shot" for the Racers. After finishing the 1987-88 season with a
field goal percentage of .618 (the Racers' best-ever sharpshooting mark),
Ogden led the OVC this year with a .580 accuracy rating, sinking 134 of
231 shots.
Some may point to the closeness of Ogden's shots and downgrade his
efficiency. If so, we point out the size of the body-bangers Ogden has to
go up against under the boards, and say hitting more than half of your
shots when someone's hitting all of you is an achievement to be proud of.
• Racer senior Linzie Foster needs to pull down 10 rebounds tonight
against Penn State to get back on track in his quest to become the Racers'
first player to average seven rebounds per game since Ricky Hood in
1982. Foster has 200 rebounds in 29 games, a 6.9 average.
• While Foster became only the fourth player in the decade to claim
200 or more rebounds in a season, Ogden needs nine more to reach that
plateau. If he does, the Foster-Ogden duo will become the Racers' first
double-200 tandem in the decade.
Murray State is unbeatable when the two combine for 16 or more
rebounds in a game, owning an 8-0 mark. The Racers are 15-1 this year
when Foster and Ogden had combined for 15 rebounds, 4-9 when they
haven't.
• Led by Martin's .508 shootinglmuk from beyond the stripe and Don
Mann's .423 percentage, the Racers were the hottest OVC team from
3-point land in 1988-89.
Murray State made almost 43 percent of their tries from past the perimeter during the season, while the Racer defense, led by sophomore
stealth artist Paul King, has held opposing teams to a .325 mark from the
same area. That difference of 104 percentage points is the widest among
OVC squads.
• The following Murray State-NIT records could fall tonight:
Field goals (10, Ricky Hood in 1983); field goal attempts (19, Glen
Green, 1983); field goal percentage (1.000, nine-for-nine, Gary Hooker,
1980); free throws (11, Lamont Sleets, 1980); free throw attempts (15,
Sleets, 1980);
Rebounds (15, Hood, 1983); points (25, Sleets, 1980); assists (6, Green,
198,3); blocked shots (one, five times) and steals (two, four times.)
The best individual effort by an MSU player in an NIT game came in a
losing cause, as Ricky Hood scored 23 points and hauled down 15
rebounds in Murray's 87-80 loss to Wake Forest in Racer Arena in 1983.
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TUESDAY'S GAMES
GIRLS
1st Region
Marshall Co 60. Fulton Co 53 (F)
2nd Region
W Hopkins 64, S Hopkins 43 (F)
3rd Region
Ohio Co. 61, Apollo 39 (F)
4th Region
Logan Co 71, Warren East 67 (F)
5th Region
Nelson Co. 43, E Hardin 39 (F)
6th Region
Oldham Co 49, Tnmble Co 41 (F)
9th Region
Boone Co 54, Simon Kenton 53 (F) r
10th Region
Clark Co. 62, Bourbon Co. 38 (F)
11th Region
Lex. Henry Clay 55, Lex. Bryan Station 52
(1)
12th Region
Pulaski Co 56, Laurel Co. 55 20T (F)
13th Region
Clay Co. 53, Corbin 37 (F)
14th Region
Fleming-Neon 29, Whaesburg 28 (F)
15th Region
Phelps 66, Elkhorn City 46 (F)
16th Region
W. Carter 48, Russell 42 (F)

LEXINGTON, Ky (AP) — The 1989 Kentucky Associated Press MI-State basketbail
teams as selected by sportswriters and
sportscasters'
First Team
Plante, School Cl. Pos. Arg.
Allan Houston, Lou. Ballard Sr G 228
Mike Allen, Lea Bryan Station Sr G35 3
Travis Ford, lAadsonville-North
31 7
Sr.
G
Russ Farmer. Clay County Sr. G 22 7
Sam Liberatore, Sw•-fttown Sr. G 27.6
Second Team
Dwayne lAorton, Lou. Central Jr. F 26.5
Jr
G 21.6
Andy Penick, Lou PRP
Greg Franklin, Central City Sr G 21.0
Dan Hall, Marshall County Sr C 16.7
Scott Sivils, Trigg County
Sr. F 24.5
Third Tikawt
Mark Bell, Lou Ballard
Sr. G 20.7
Jerry Pelphrey, Parntsville
Sr. F 22.1
Troy Smith. Fort Knox
Sr. C 25.3
Kenny Phelps, Lou Male
Sr. G 25 2
Emichael Jones, Drakesboro Sr. G 34.0
Coach of the Year — Bobby Keith, Clay
County
Honorable Mention
1st Region Players
Aaron Beth, Marshall County. Matt Haas,
St Mary's, Chns Wilson, Graves County,
(coach) Steve Dreher, Paducah Tilghman.

Sports In Brief
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind (AP) — Gene Keady, still undecided as he walked into a meeting
with athletic director George Kingy, said he looked out a window, scanned the Purdue campus
and only then made up his mind to stay as the Boilermakers' basketball coach. He rejected a
reported offer of $300,000 a year to coach at Arizona State, which has had three coaches and
no winning season since 1982
BOXING
CLEWISTON, Fla. (AP) — Boxer Hector "Macho" Camacho ran his 1987 Lotus off a logbound Central Ronda road and slammed into a palm tree, but suftered only small cuts on his
head, the Florida Highway Patrol said The lorrner World Boxing Council lightweight champion
was driving through fog at 10 am. on State Road 633 when the car strayed oft the right shoulder, then leapt across the highway and slammed head-on into a palm tree about 35 miles
southwest of Clewiston, troopers said
GENERAL
TORONTO (AP) — Spnnter Angell& ).sajonko told a federal inquiry that she injected Ben
Johnson with banned steroids for years and that he ahvays knew what was in the syringe
Issajenko broke down, forcing a 10-minute recess in the hearing, as she recalled that her close
Inend and long-time teammate said he had not "knowingly" taken the drugs that cost him an
Olympic gold medal. Her voice breaking, Issajenko said she leared Johnson was trying to shift
the blame to their coach, Charlie Francis, and their team physician, Dr. Jamie Aslaphan
CHICAGO (AP) — A jailed member of a New York organized crime family said he helped
finance a sports agents business started by Norby Waders and Lloyd Bloom, and used his
mob connections to persuade entertainers to do business with Walters. Michael Franz's*
descnbed two occasions when Walters used hint and his reputation to keep or line up entertainers as ciients. While he did not directly threaten them, Franzese said, he made sure they understood his New York ties

_
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Baseball, tennis Racers lose
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Murray State senior Linzie Foster reaches for a rebound during competition earlier in the season for the Racers. Foster needs ten
rebounds tonight to get back on track in his quest to become the Racers' first seven-per-game rebounder since the Ricky Hood era.

Cinderella story.••
(Coned from page 10A)
Fulton began to chip away at the
Lady Marshal lead, with MCHS
taking a 14-10 lead at the end of
the first quarter. After Marshall
scored the first four points of the
second quarter, Kinney scored for
Fulton. Walker scored for Marshall, and Fulton then ran off seven
straight to make it 20-19. Marshall
took a 22-20 lead into the dressing
room at halftime.
The Lady Marshals went to their
2-1-1-1 press at the start of the second half, and blitzed out on a 14-4
run against the Lady Pilots. A
clock malfunction for about a
minute seemed to change the game,
as Fulton rebounded to get as close
as ten when Harris hit a 3-pointer
with 1:32 left in the third quarter.
Marshall ended the third quarter
with a 46-32 lead.
Three scores from Walker,
answered only by a jumper from
Fulton County's Melissa Shaw,
gave the Lady Marshals a 51-34
lead with 5:38 left. Fulton then
scored nine straight points to cut
the lead to ten, capped off by a

3-pointer from Christie Atwill.
With Marshall leading 54-43,
Fulton missed a layup, but Ginger
George hit two free throws to cut it
to seven with 1:26 left. After Sells
was whistled for a 5-second violation, a driving score from Harris
cut the lead to five, but Marshall
hit six-of-eight free throws in the
final minute to seal the win.
Walker, Sells, Kinney and Harris, winner of the Rex Alexander
Award, headed the All-First Region
Tournament team, which included
Erica Muskgrow of Calloway
County, Ballard Memorial's Rita
Bryars and Chrystal Holland,
Graves County's Lisa West, Stephanie Shelton of Hickman County, and Markie Copeland of Paducah Tilghman.

A grand slam from Ben Garland
and a three-run home run from Dan
McNamara weren't enough to secure the first win of the season for
the Murray State Thoroughbreds
Tuesday, as Memphis State's Tony
"the Tiger" Ochs pounded Breds'
pitching for three runs and six
RBIs in a 13-11 Memphis State
victory in Memphis.
The Tigers, 11-1, drilled MSU
pitching for seven runs in the first
inning, but the 'Breds, now 0-4,
fought back with eight runs in the
third as McNamara clubbed his
home run followed later in the

frame by Garland's slammer.
Ochs, however, sent the Tigers
ahead for good by driving in a pair
of runs in the sixth inning.
Murray State pitchers issued 14
bases on balls to the Tigers.
• • •
The Murray State tennis team
continued to suffer injury troubles,
as Tomas Hult turned his ankle to
hurt MSU's chances against Southwestern Louisiana.
Murray fell to USL, 5-1, with
John Schneider, at No. 2 singles,
the only Racer winner.
The netters continue their spring
break trip tomorrow when they
face South Alabama.

WE'VE GOT A BIG REPUTATION
TO UPHOLD,AND WE DID IT.
IN A SMALL WAY.

SHARP SF-7750

Like a good neighbor;
StateFarm is there.
See me for
car, home, life
and health
insurance
STATE FARM
(

Sharp's proven reliability. Copy quality. Operation ease. Plus
a feature-rich package usually found in bigger, more expensive
copiers. Now in Sharp's SF-7750 space-saver.
Most competitors have a movable top. The SF-7750 top is stationary_ So it takes less room and saves valuable office space.
It enlarges and reduces with 91 -step zoom copying, from 64% to
154% in 1% increments. Or 7 pre-set ratios. And with automatic
paper size/copy ratio selectors, you eliminate guesswork.
You also get size-for-size copies of originals up to 11" x17",
3-way paper feed, and 5 color choices. So you'll do more, faster,
and get clean, crisp, colorful copies.
The Sharp SF-7750. The tradition continues,

The tradition continues.
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Copy Tech Co.
Rt. #4, Benton, KY

1-800-248-4319
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Murray Chrysler
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14 22 46 60
MARSHALL COUNTY
10 20 32 53
FULTON COUNTY
25, Sells 16.
Walker
(60)
—
County
Marshall
Cadwell 11, Lee 4, Watkins 2, Case 2, /ulcerson, Oliver. FG 22/48, FT 18/33: 39 rebounds
(Walker 12), 20 turnovers.
Fulton County (53) — Kinney 21, Harris 10,
Ca.Atwill 9, George 4, Shaw 4, Ch.Atwill 3, Darnell 2, Barber FG 18/53, FT 15/28; 37
rebounds (Kinney 18), 20 turnovers.
Records — Marshall County 28-3, Fulton
County 17-8.
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Parkhill said he still thinks Penn
State needs a proposed $60 million
basketball arena and convocation
center to build a top-flight
program.
The game between the Racers
and the Nittany Lions begins at
6:30 Central Time. No local television stations are carrying the game,
but Murray's WBLN-FM (103.7)
will broadcast the game.
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"From a team that's not been
there before, sometimes that's a
problem," he said.
"Our biggest challenge is just
trying to defend Murray State,"
Parkhill said. "(Martin) is definitely the best shooting forward we've
seen all year. He can really fill it
up.''
Despite this season's success,
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What are results of rheumatic fever?
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

were temporarily affected and
healed Frequently, no serious heart
DEAR DR. GOTT At the age of 5 inflammation took place.
my son was diagnosed with rheumatic
Therefore, your son should have
fever He took penicillin for years. tests made to determine if he had siWhen he was 17 we moved and lent heart damage from the rheumatchanged doctors The new doctor said ic fever Tests, such as an electrocarhe'd never had rheumatic fever Now diogram
cardiac ultrasound,
he gets very white, nauseated, coughs would alsotow if your son's present
a great deal and sometimes his heart symptoms are due to heart problems
beats so hard you can see it What. In from another cause
your opinion, are we dealing with'
If your son's present doctor seems
DEAR READER. I don't know
unable to get at the root of the probUnless your son had heart-valve lem, I suggest you request a referral
damage from rheumatic fever, a doc- to an internist, a medical doctor who
tor could not say with certainty 12 is specifically trained in diagnosis.
years later whether or not he had From the sound of your queation,
rheumatic fever as a child In other something is going on and its about
words, the new doctor is guessing
time you obtained some help in disPenicillin is used to prevent valve covering what it is.
infection in youngsters whose hearts
For more information, I'm sending
are affected by rheumatic fever. Evi- you a copy of my Health Report
dently, your original doctor believed 'Choosing a Physician Other readthat your son's heart was affected
ers who would like a copy should send
Since he was present and examined $1 and their name and address to PO
your son. I'd take his word, in prefer- Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369
ence to the new doctor who never Be sure to mention the title.
knew your son as a child
DEAR DR. GOTT I get attacks in
Rheumatic fever used to be a com- my gums. I can't eat or talk right, get
mon consequence of untreated strep small round blisters on the gums and
throat Sometimes young patients tongue and there is sharp pain I wear
would develop heart inflammation dentures but my dentist says they are
and valve damage that resulted in a not the cause_ What can you suggest'
murmur,an extra whooshing sound in
DEAR READER: You seem to be
the heartbeat Often the heart valves suffering from either canker sores or

The Calloway County Middel School Future Problem So!sing Team captured fourth place in state Governor's Cup competition last Saturday, the only western Kentucky team to receive an honor. Pictured from
left are Rob Binford, Alexia Schempp, Michael Dale, Richard Wilson, Calloway schools superintendent
Dr. Jack Rose, Josh Roberts, vice president of the Kentucky Academic Association Ruth Ann Futrell and
team coach Nancy Schempp.
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Committee rejects wage proposal
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oral herpes infection.
Canker sores are recurring, localized infections, probably viral, occurring in or around the mouth. They can
be triggered by food allergies, emotional stress or minor injuries such as
you might get from poorly fitting dentures They can be tristed by mouthwashes or chemical cautery (burning
with a stick dipped in an irritating
chemical).
If you have more than two or three
blisters, you may have chronic herpes This cyclic virus infection causes
crops of painful blisters in the mouth_
Herpes can be diagnosed by an analysis of the fluid within a blister; the ailment is treated with the anti-virus
drug acyclovir.
You need a diagnosis. See your
doctor.
isio NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Ignoring a veto threat by the administration, a House committee rejected
President Bush's minimum-wage
proposal Tuesday and instead
joined a Senate panel in backing
legislation calling for a bigger
increase.
The Democrat-controlled House
Education and Labor Committee
voted 22-13 along party lines to
reject Bush's call to raise the minimum from $3.35 an hour to $4.25
by 1992 while allowing employers
to pay new workers $3.35 an hour
for their first six months on the
job.
Then, by the same vote, the committee sent to the full House legislation to increase the minimum
wage to $4.65 an hour through
three annual increases. The legislation, without the "training wage"
that Bush says must be included, is
almost identical to a bill the Senate
Labor Committee passed last week.
Democrats in both chambers
have indicated a willingness to
compromise with Bush on a training wage but have said such a provision must have a clear requirement for actual training and a shorter life than six months. Most
Democrats also want the training
wage to apply only to young people; Bush wants it to cover any
worker hired by a company for the
first time.
In exchange for some compromise on that issue, the Democrats
expect Bush to accept their proposal to lift the minimum to $4.65.
But Labor Secretary Elizabeth

Dole, raising the possibility of a
veto for the second time in a week,
indicated such hopes might prove
unfounded.
"He has said, and he means it,
this is as far as he can go," she
told the House panel. "We've
already compromised."
Shortly after Mrs. Dole concluded her testimony, the Bush
administration formally submitted
its own proposal. Republicans on
the panel offered the legislation as
a substitute for the Democratic version but were swiftly rebuffed.
Committee chairman Augustus
F. Hawkins, D-Calif., said he
expected the full House to pass the
measure next week. Senate passage
is expected to come in the next few
weeks as well, after which a conference committee would be named
to iron out any differences.
It is at that stage the Democrats
say they would be willing to deal
with Bush's call for a training
wage.
They say that six months is far
too long to allow employers to pay
such a wage and that employers
must be expressly required to provide job training.
Mrs. Dole, however, said the
wage for new workers was to allow
employers to pay them less than
the minimum wage while they
learned basic job skills such as
operating workplace equipment —
not while they were provided
extensive training.
She said the Labor Department
projects 650,000 jobs would be lost
if the Democratic version of the

legislation is enacted as it now
stands while 200,000 jobs would be
lost under the Bush proposal,
which also would expand exemptions allowing some small businesses to pay less than the minimum
wage.
The Democratic majority, however, disputed the administration
contention that a higher minimum
wage would result in fewer jobs,
with employers simply refusing to
hire workers if forced to pay more.
"The track record hasn't proven
that to be true and I don't think it
will in this instance either," said
Rep. Charles A. Hayes.
The Democrats complained that
opposition from former President
Reagan to any increase in the minimum wage has left it frozen at
$3.35 for eight years.
If adjusted for inflation over that
period the minimum would now be
$4.57 an hour and by 1992 would
be $5.24 an hour, 59 cents higher
than called for in the bills sponsored by Hawkins in the House and
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, ii
Mass., in the Senate.
But Mrs. Dole said the Democrats' contention that an increase
was needed to help poor families
was misguided.
"This is the wrong tool to use if
we want to lift them out of poverty," she said, adding that teenagers and students constitute most
of the workforce paid minimum
wage and that job and literacy
training were better ways to help
the working poor.

Cheney warns against reduction
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Defense Sec
-designate Dick
Cheney cauti3FTuesday against
any U.S. reductions in military
strength in response to changes in
the Soviet Union as the Senate
Armed Services Committee opened
hearings on President Bush's
replacement for John Tower.
"It would be a great mistake to
reduce our own military capabilities and lessen our defense posture," the six-term Wyoming congressman told the committee.
Cheney used his first day before
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the panel to expound on his views
of defense policy, including his
stand on Star Wars and burdensharing, as committee members
indicated they will move quickly
on confirmation.
"I'm delighted with this nomination," said Sen. James Exon of
Nebraska, second ranking Democrat on the panel. "I hope this confirmation goes quickly and I
believe it will."
Added Sen. Ted Kennedy, DMass.: "I look forward to working
with him. and I expect his rapid
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Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., the committee chairman, said the panel
"agreed with the White House to
do what we could this week" on
the nomination, but added that they
would "not be taking any
shortcuts."
The Georgia Democrat said
quick action on the nomination
would be determined by the speed
with which the committee receives
the necessary information on Cheney. The panel is still awaiting letters from the White House and
Pentagon counsels on Cheney's
financial record and the FBI background check.
At the White House, press secretary Marlin Fitzwater was asked
when the FBI checks would be
finished.
"They're trying to move those
as rapidly as possible. ... I don't
have a specific date," he said.
The committee has received the
requested tax returns, a statement
from Cheney's doctors and a completed committee questionnaire.
House Republican Leader Bob
Michel, one of those introducing
Cheney to the committee, saying he
recommended the nomination with
a "combination of pride and
regret."
And Cheney himself conceded
the decision to leave the House was
"wrenching."
"I'm here not because I sought
the job but because the president
asked me to take on a difficult
assignment," the nominee told the
committee.
Cheney said the top priorities for
the Defense Department will be
personnel changes, a general
review of strategy and the budget.
He said he supports a defense
budget that would be approved for
a two-year period instead of one
year as is customary, an argument
sh: Pentagon
officials say will build
stability into the weapons-buying
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and overwhelming confirmation.
America's defense policy is back
on track."
Coming after a bitter Senate
debate over the Tower nomination,
the first day of consideration of
Cheney's nomination was marked
by strong words of praise, sentimentality and indications of support from both parties.
Seri Malcolm Wallop, R-Wyo.,
a member of the Armed Services
panel, said Cheney's "sense of
humility and a sense of presence
served him well and will serve
America well."
Senate Republican Whip Alan
Simpson of Wyoming called the
congressman "the most steady and
unflappable man I have ever known
and he will need it all."
The Republican senator also took
a swipe at the rancorous Senate
battle that claimed Tower as a victim, saying the process can be
"quite demeaning and quite
dehumanizing."
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Bush endorses Treasury's plan of partial
forgiveness for third-world debt by banks
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Members of Pack 37 of the local Cub Scouts learned about the newspaper business from Murray Today
Editor Jo Burkeen, at desk, during a recent tour of the Murray Ledger & Times office building. National
advertising representative Karen Birdsong, at right, conducted the tour.
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Bush suspends AK-47 imports
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Bush administration suspended
imports of AK-47s and most other
semiautomatic weapons Tuesday
but denied any change in President
Bush's oft-stated opposition to gun
control.
More than 110,000 assault-type
weapons with pending applications
for import will be affected, according to the announcement by the
new national drug control director,
William J. Bennett.
The action does not affect weapons already in this country, but
blocks import of certain guns
unless it can be determined they
are for sporting use, officials said.
It also does not affect weapons
made in the United States, such as
the AR15, the semiautomatic, civilian version of the .223-caliber
M-I6.
Before Tuesday, Bush had not
indicated any willingness to move

against the proliferation of semiautomatic weapons except to say he
wanted Bennett to study various
options.
White House press secretary
Marlin Fitzwater said the move
reflected no change in Bush's
opposition to banning such guns
but merely would enforce current
law that allows for import of the
guns only if they are for sporting
purposes.
On Feb. 16, Bush told reporters
he would "strongly oppose" any
attempt to ban semiautomatic weapons despite public concern over
an increasing number of homicides,
mostly related to drug violence,
involving such guns.
On March 7, Bush told a news
conference that he had asked Bennett to look into what could be
done about AK-47s, one type of
semiautomatic rifle, but that he
wanted to find a way to "still do

what's right by the legitimate
sportsman."
He said solving the problem was
"not as easy as it seems."
Tuesday's news release in Bennett's name said that Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady, who has
jurisdiction over the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms,
"decided to suspend, effective
immediately, the importation of
several makes of assault-type weapons pending a decision as to
whether these weapons are, as
required by law, 'particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to
sporting purposes."'
Bush, a longtime member of the
National Rifle Association, "shares
the public concern," over the proliferation of semiautomatic weapons, said Fitzwater.
Applications so far this year to
import such weapons already have
passed the total of the previous
three years, Bennett said.

Walker faces organized crime, gambling charges
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— David Cooper Walker, operator
of Walker Memorial Missting gambling, engaging in organized crime,
possession of a controlled substance, possession of gambling
records, knowingly receiving stolen
property and being a persistent
felony offender.
Walker, under conditions of a
plea agreement entered into in
Warren Circuit Court on Monday,

instead will be on unsupervised
probation for five years. He must
stay out of Kentucky for those five
years.
David Dennison, 56, coadministrator of the mission, had
been charged with promoting gambling and engaging in organized
crime.
Under a plea agreement, he will
be on unsupervised probation for
12 months. He can stay in the state.
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"The applause of a single human being is of great consequence."
— Samuel Johnson.

"Had you bid four spades, you
would have made it in spite of the 41 break," chided South.
"Had I done so," exuded North, "I
would have robbed you of the opportunity to show me how well you can
really play."
South was Joe Musumeci of Richardson, Texas. He didn't like what
he saw in dummy after the opening
lead, but things did look up a bit after he won the first trick with his
heart 10. With no hopes of bringing
in dummy's spades, even with good
luck, how was Joe to develop nine
winners?
Only bold play and accurate timing would suffice, so Joe led his
spade queen to dummy's king and
took a winning club finesse to his
jack. Next the club ace dropped
West's 10, and success was now in
sight. With three hearts, four clubs
and a spade in the bag, all he needed
was a diamond trick to make his
game.
The diamond queen went to
East's ace and East could do no better than return a heart to dummy's
ace.(A club return would lead to a
similar end-game.) Declarer led
dummy's last club back to his nine
and cashed his club king, West blowing smoke by discarding his small
diamond and the heart queen. The
diamond jack knocked out West's
king, and West exited with the spade
eight to dummy's jack. A spade
from dummy gave West two spade
winners, but since Joe knew where
the heart jack was, trick 13 went to
Joe's king of hearts.
West's stubborn defense prevented Joe from scoring his planned diamond winner. In return, dummy
scored a second spade winner to
bring the total to aide tricks.
--- • •

3-15-A
NORTH
4K J 9 76 4 2
•A3
•7
41 8 7 5
EAST
WEST
5
40 A 10 8 3
•9 8 6 2
•Q J 75
•A 9 5 4
•K 6 2
4Q 6 4 2
4 10 3
SOUTH
Q
•K 104
•Q J 10 8 3
4A K J 9

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

MORGANTOWN, Ky. (AP) —
The Butler County school board
has rescinded a 20 percent school
tax after more than 1-,541._people
turned out to protest.
The decision was made Monday.
The tax rate was set at 20 percent of a person's state income tax,
meaning that(for... every $100 of
state taxes paid, $20 more would
be paid in school tax.
The tax was collected by the
state. Nearly 600 returns had been
collected thus far, according to
school Superintendent Weymouth
Martin.
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Opening lead: Heart five
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president was

0 a. U.S. Grant
Cl b. Andrew Jackson
LI c. Abraham Lincoln
- d. Theodore Roosevelt
]
7
An applicant also must
write or print one short
sentence read to him or
her in English. Samples of
sentences include:
1. The Constitution gives
freedom to people in the United
States.
2. The American people live in
freedom
3. I want to live in the United
States
Correct answers:
5d
3b
1. a
4d
6.c
2.a

religion are protected by
n a The Declaration of
Independence
E b. The Bill of Rights
0c. Early laws of Congress
LI d. State laws

LI a. Senator
0b. Governor
E c. Medical scientist
LI d. Civil rights leader
Chicago Tribune Graphic
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6. During the Civil War, the

0 a. The Bill of Rights
E b. The Rights of States
LI c. The Articles of
Confederation
LI d The Declaration of
Independence
3. Freedom of speech and

P0,0
• Nur Now 9.40

0 a. Assembly
0 b. Lower House
E c. House of Commons
LI d. House of Representatives

2. The first 10 amendments
to the U.S. Constitution are
called

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS
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South holds:

5. The U.S. Congress is
made up of the Senate and
the

1. Where were the original
13 American colonies?
LEI a. On the East Coast
El b. On the West Coast
LI C. In the Midwest
LI d. In the Southwest
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Here is a sample of multiple choice questions used by the
Immigration and Naturalization Service at the time of the
Interview for permanent resident status. An applicant must
respond correctly to 12 of 20 questions to pass, or 20 out of 40
questions on two tests.

4. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
was a

Well lubricate your vehicle's
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for bonds of lower face value.
Brady had revealed the proposal
in a speech to a conference sponsored by the Bretton Woods Committee, a group which deals with
international economic issues.
Fitzwater said the president had
not wanted to commit himself to
the plan until the National Security
Council had had a chance to meet
on the proposal, but told Brady to
make the speech anyway.

praise.
Fitzwater cautioned that nothing
should be read into the delay, saying, "it's just the way the process
developed."
Brady's plan calls for banks to
forgive part of the outstanding debt
by using money from the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund as collateral.
The plan also envisions some of
the debt being swapped by banks

County drops tax

LU

Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South
1•
24
2 NT

The conditions of probation also
prohibit both men from engaging in
any bingo operation or charitable
gaming during the probation.
Walker and Dennison were
indicted in December on the gambling charges after a city police
raid Nov. 30 on a mission game
and a similar raid by Owensboro
police at a mission outpost.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush on Tuesday endorsed a
Treasury Department plan urging
partial forgiveness by commercial
banks of outstanding Third World
debt.
Presidential press secretary Marlin Fitzwater said Bush decided to
back the plan, advanced on Friday
by Treasury Secretary Nicholas
Brady, after an evening meeting of
the National Security Council.
"The president fully supports
the concepts and processes for debt
reduction and economic growth
outlined by Secretary Brady," Fitzwater said.
Brady's plan has as its central
element the partial forgiveness by
commercial banks of the $410 billion in debt run up by developing
nations, most of them in Latin
America.
It represents a major shift in
administration thinking.
The Reagan administration had
argued against any writing off by
banks of outstanding Third World
debt and adhered to a plan crafted
by then-Treasury Secretary James
A. Baker III calling for new bank
loans to countries enacting economic reforms.
Fitzwater said that Baker, now
the secretary of state, was in full
accord with the new so-called
"Brady plan," as was the Federal
Reserve, which reportedly had
voiced earlier reservations.
Bush until now had reserved
judgment on the plan, even though
it had won wide international
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McFarlane lashes out at prosecutors during trial
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bute money to the Nicaraguan Contras and that the amount eventually
donated was $5 million or less.
McFarlane had known for two
years that the offer came from the
government of Saudi Arabia
through its ambassador and that the
country donated $32 million to the
Contras starting in 1984.
But McFarlane testified he had
wanted to be sure the committee
had the full facts about the contribution. Speaking rapidly, he said:
"You're quite right. If I had
taken the time, it probably would
have come out differently. In my
state of mind at the time, if I had
really taken the time to tote it up, it
would have toted up far more."
Glaring at Keker, he said, "If
that's your point, you're right, I'm
dead wrong. 14new darn well it
was something close to a million
dollars a month. ... I was acknowledging my participation in a thirdcountry donation. And I wanted
that on the record."
When Keker pointed out that the

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Former
National Security Adviser Robert
McFarlane, his face red and his
eyes filling with tears, lashed out at
the prosecutor in the Oliver North
trial Tuesday when asked about a
letter he wrote Congress on the day
before he tried to commit suicide.
The first openly emotional
moment at the North trial, now in
its second month, was triggered by
chief prosecutor John Keker who
suggested to McFarlane that his
Feb. 8, 1987, letter to Rep. Lee
Hamilton, D-Ind., was "just complete nonsense."
"Well, Mr. Keker, if I had sat
down in my state of mind the day
before I tried to take my life, if I
had tried to parse every last dime
that went to the Contras, it probably would have come out different,"
McFarlane retorted.
In the letter, McFarlane told
Hamilton, then chairman of the
House Intelligence Committee, that
a foreigner had offered in a May
1984 meeting with him to contri-
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letter claimed the money was from
the foreigner's own wealth and
"not from any government",
McFarlane replied: "That is a
gloss, but that is what he (the Saudi
ambassador) told me."
While Keker was asking questions, defense attorney Brendan
Sullivan often interposed objections. When it came Sullivan's turn
to interrogate McFarlane, Keker
turned the tables and the two
argued.
"Calm down, both of you," said
U.S. District Judge Gerhard A.
Gesell.
McFarlane's testimony, devoted
mostly to aid given to the Contras
at a time when it was forbidden by
U.S. law, also touched on the revelation that money from the sale of
arms to Iran had been diverted to
the Contra cause.
Testifying about the events in
late 1986 when details were emerging, McFarlane said North told him
on the night of Nov. 18 that government lawyers "believed there.

Remember the 10th

North is that he obstructed Con- didn't know whether North pregress by saying in the final version
pared a subsequent letter to thenof the chronology that no one in
Rep. Michael Barnes for which
the U.S. government learned before
North also is accused of making
January 1986 that Hawk missiles false statements to Congress.
had been shipped tq Iran in
McFarlane pleaded guilty to
November 1985.
withholding information from ConMcFarlane also testified that on
gress in connection with the letter
a car ride to the White House on to Barnes.
Nov. 21, 1986, North said "we',re
"Did you know they are charggoing to have a shredding party." ing 011ie North" in connection
He agreed with Keker that North
with the Barnes letter? asked
probably referred to hundreds of Sullivan.
documents, including memos spell"No," responded McFarlane.
ing out North's involvement in the
"All you know is that you wrote
Contra aid efforts.
it?"
McFarlane agreed under cross"Yes."
examination by Sullivan that North
Sullivan also brought out that
wrote only two paragraphs of a
North proposed letters to Congress
Sept. 5, 1985, letter to Hamilton - saying that executive privilege was
'a letter in connection with which being invoked and that the NSC
North is accused of making false
would not turn over documents that
statements to Congress.
Barnes was requesting on North's
But he also said much of North's Contra-related activities.
thinking - as submitted to McFarMcFarlane said he had an NSC
lane in a draft of the letter - was lawyer consult with the White
incorporated in the final version. House counsel's office, which
The draft said that National Sec- rejected North's idea. Sullivan
urity Council staffers did not solicit brought up the matter to suggest
funds or other support for the Con- that North wanted to refuse to
tras and didn't offer tactical advice respond to Congress rather than
to the Contras.
provide it with information that
McFarlane also testified that he might be wrong.

might be a problem" with a shipment of 18 U.S. Hawk antiaircraft
missiles from Israel to Iran a year
earlier. He had gone to North's
office because the aide asked for
his help in preparing a chronology
for investigators arid for a statement then-President Reagan was to
deliver the next night at a news
conference.
The Central Intelligence Agency
had helped arrange the missile
shipment and the prossible problem
was "whether or not the involvement of the CIA was appropriate ...
or properly executed," McFarlane
said.
According to North, "he and I
hadn't learned of this shipment
until later on. ... He wasn't certain
about it," McFarlane said, adding
that at the time other American
officials believed the material
being shipped was oil-drilling
equipment.
McFarlane had been told about
the shipment in November 1985
when he was in Geneva but, said
that a year later "I had no clear
recollection" of it and thus used
North's comments as the basis for
the chronology.
One of the accusations against
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The 10th of each month is a ‘ery important date to your newspaper carrier. Your carrier
must receie your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women. They buy their papers
from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they ha‘e to dig down into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before th 10th of each month. They depend on you to write
their pay checks.
Collection time can be an incomenience for you and your carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to aloid getting caught without the right change and you
a‘oid the bother of monthly collection.
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dent commission has reached these Closure.
"The military services did not
decisions."
Voting against the commission indicate to me they had a problem
were Reps. Jim Courter, R-N.J.; with any part of the recommendaLarry Hopkins, R-Ky.; Frank tion," former Defense Secretary
McCloskey, D-Ind., and Lane Frank C. Carlucci told a Senate
panel, in assessing the system
Evans, D-111.
Courter said the plan to place designed to take base closings out
Fort Dix, N.J. on a semi-active sta- of politics.
But Sen. Alan J. Dixon, D.-111., a
tus would end its basic training
mission without permitting non- member of the Senate Armed Sermilitary use of the facility. McClo- vices Committee, said the recomskey warned of substantial environ- mendations would result in an
mental cleanup costs if the Jeffer- "American tragedy" for those
son Proving Ground in Indiana is - thrown out of work in places such
as Chanute Air Force Base in his
closed.
home state.
Evans has been upset with the
Dixon said the point system used
proposed closing of Chanute Air
Force Base in Illinois, while Hopk- to decide the fate of Chanute was
based on incorrect assumptions
ins - and others who supported
about the base's facilities.
the commission - were angry with
Dixon and Sen. John McCain, Rwhat they called Pentagon stonewAriz., were critical of the secret
alling on congressional requests for
deliberations of the commission.
justification of the proposals.
McCain said he's been "unable to
The House panel vote followed a
Senate committee hearing at which obtain answers" about the
a former defense secretary decision-making process, and critidefended the proposal of the Com- cized the "cloak of secrecy"
mission on Base Realignment and involved.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
House Armed Services Committee
voted overwhelmingly Tuesday in
support of an independent commission's proposal to close, reduce
operations or change the mission at
145 military facilities.
The action is not the final word
on the politically charged closing
issue, because members opposed to
the recommendations are expected
to exercise their right to force a
full House vote. The vote was
43-4.
Both houses must disapprove the
entire list of recommendations to
stop them. The deadline for voting
under will be in May, with the
exact date to be determined by the
number of days each house is in
session.
"From the information we've
gotten, the commission has done a
reasonable job," said the committee chairman, Rep. Les Aspin, DWis. Rep. Patricia Schroeder, DColo., chairman of the military
installations subcommittee, added,
"It does appear a reasonable, pru-
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Patrick's proposed cap on phone rates receiving support
WASHINGTON (AP) — Dennis
R. Patrick made a simple proposal
two years ago: Let American Telephone & Telegraph Co. earn as
much profit as it can but cap the
annual increases in AT&T's longdistance rates.
Patrick said it was time to throw
out the 20-year-old rate-of-return
philosophy that had allowed AT&T
to earn a certain percentage above
its costs.
Use price caps, he said, to
reward efficiency and create economic incentives to lower costs —
and save consumers hundreds of
millions of dollars.
Congress howled and consumer
groups said it would lead to unrelieved price increaes.
But Patrick stood fast, adjusting
his plan here and there, and on
Thursday is expected to gain commission approval to implement the
rate cap proposal.
Congress still could intervene
and block rate caps, but Patrick
said he considers the program one
of his biggest accomplishments
since he became FCC chairman in
April 198-7.-"I think that the rate cap proceedings ... have been a model in
terms of interaction between the
commission and the Congress on
an important issue of public policy," Patrick said in an interview
last week.
"I think there has developed a
consensus that rate-of-return regulation is flawed and that we need
to have incentive regulation. ... I
think we have a formula and a process that is going to cap rates and
bring them down faster than what

we should anticipate under rate-ofreturn regulation."
The long-term benefits, he said,
would give companies such as
AT&T and, eventually, the seven
regional Belt companies, "an
inc,egillte for thetIrst time to reveal
to .the federal goVernment how efficient they can be. Right now those
companies have an incentive to
play hide the ball. But if we say to
them, 'Here's the mark. If you can
beat the mark we'll allow you to
keep a little bit more in the way of
profits in the short run, in the long
run we're going to emulate the
market and capture those benefits
for consumers."

and quickly passed legislation that
made the Fairness Doctrine law.
Then-President Reagan vetoed the
bill, but Congress is expected to
pass it again this year. President
Bush said on the campaign trial he
would veto it.
Controversy has dogged the
37-year-old former California attorney since he moved up from being
an FCC commissioner to succeed
another friend of deregulation,
Mark Fowler.
"It is no secret that early on in
my administration the commission
was called upon to engage some
very tough and very contentious
issues. That strained relations a bit
with the Congress — or some
His other major accomplishment,
members. I have since that time
he feels, was abolishing the FCC's
remained
completely willing and
40-year-old Fairness Doctrine that
disposed
to
communicate with the
required broadcasters to present
opposing views of controversial Congress, to reach compromises
where possible and to move the
issues. The commission, Patrick
ball
forward on these various fronts
foursquare
in
said, was "standing
in
a
cooperative way."
favor of more First Amendment
At
this point, he said, "Relafreedoms for electronic
tions, in fact, I think are very good
journalists."
between the commission and the
"I im convinced that the Fair- Congress."
ness Doctrine was antithetical to
But he doesn't apologize for his
the purposes for which it s, •s vigorous deregulatory approach.
created. In fact it was counterpro"I have tried to pursue on the
ductive," he said of the commis- broadcast side of our jurisdiction
sion's August 1987 decision. "It policies that reflect our belief in
chilled speech. And on a more fun- competition, our belief that comdamental level I think it is offen- petition is the best regulator of
sive to have the federal government licensees — it is the restraint
monitoring, regulating, attempting mechanism that is most likely to
to balance by and through our sub- cause broadcasters to identify and
jective judgments the speech of serve the public interest," Patrick
broadcasters, because broadcasters said.
are journalists, and journalists are
At the same time, he also supsupposed to 'be free."
ports a policy that sends chills up
Congress didn't see it that way, the spines of broadcasters: spec-

Shuttle problem doesn't affect length of mission
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
— A problem with a hydrogen tank
aboard the space shuttle Discovery
forced its astronauts to conserve
energy Tuesday and threatened to
shorten the mission, but Mission
Control said there was no threat to
the crew.
The five crew members monitored scientific experiments and
photographed environmental damage on the Earth, a day after they
roared into orbit and launched a
key NASA communications
satellite.
The problem was an erratic pressure reading in one of three hydrogen tanks and in its manifold,
which carries the hydrogen to fuel
cells. The hydrogen is combined
with oxygen in the fuel cells to
produce electricity for shuttle systems, with water as a byproduct.
"There are no safety problems
associated with it and no electrical
problems," ground control capsule
communicator Mike Baker told the
astronauts.
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration flight director
Chuck Shaw said Tuesday night
that ground controllers hoped to
solve the problem by turning the

tank back on Wednesday morning
using only one of its two heaters.
Controllers expected to turn the
tank on around 9 a.m. CST.
"I think things will work out
just fine with the heater tomorrow," Shaw said, adding that the
tank will be thoroughly checked
after being put back in operation.
Shaw said a similar erratic reading on the same hydrogen tank was
noticed on Discovery's flight last
fall, but said there had been no
fluctuation noted on the manifold
reading.
The erratic reading, he said, was
believed to be associated with how
the hydrogen is heated and then
pushed out of the tank to the fuel
cells.
Earlier Tuesday, flight director
Granvil Pennington said that if the
problem couldn't be resolved and
Discovery had to continue to use
only two hydrogen tanks, the
shuttle may land Friday instead of
Saturday.
"Right now, we're still planning
to land on Saturday," Pennington
said. He said NASA could wait as
late as Thursday before deciding to
end the mission a day early.
Without that third tank, the

shuttle might not have electricity to
support a five-day flight plus two
days for any contingencies. Discovery currently is scheduled to
land Saturday at Edwards Air
Force Base, Calif., at 6:34 a.m.
PST.
The other two hydrogen tanks
continued feeding the shuttle's fuel
cells and the crew took steps to
save electricity. Unnecessary lights
were turned off as well as some
redundant computers and two data
display screens.
After the "powering down"
Tuesday morning, the crew continued with planned tasks such as
monitoring experiments and photographing environmentally damaged
such as the rain forests of Brazil
and the Mexican coastline.
Pennington said the crew's power conservation efforts would not
hurt the experiments.
On Monday, several hours after
Discovery's liftoff, thz crew completed their primary task —
deployment of a $100 million
Tracking Data and Relay Satellite
to complete a communications network that will allow shuttle astronauts to have nearly constant contact with Mission Control.

[rum auction — selling licenses to
the highest bidder.
Although Patrick hasn't proposed that such a plan be adopted
for radio and television station
owners or amateur radio or public
safety operations, he, like the Reagan administration, thinks air-toground radio operators, cellular
telephone companies and the like
should pay for the airwaves they
use.
"If the secretary of Interior were
to propose tomorrow to give away
(federal) mineral rights or oil rights
or grazing rights, or what have you,
he or she would probably be
impeached, and yet the way we
pursue communications policy is
one wherein we are virtually
directed to give away ... what is
arguably one of the most valuable
natural resources we have — radio
spectrum."
"In an era of huge budget deficits it's absolutely absurd that we
give away this resource," he -said.

In the long term, he said, he
thinks bidding would help the airwaves to be used in a "more
socially beneficial" way.
He said his approach isn't inconsistent with the notion that the airwaves belong to the public.
"If this is a public resource,
radio spectrum, which I think it is,
then there ought to be some compensation to the Treasury for the
use of the resource."
Patrick acts like a man who
enjoys what he does, and he said
he puts in 11-12 hours days —
with weekend work not uncommon.
He said he's a big movie fan,
and in warm weather he likes to
play volleyball near the Lincoln
Memorial — perhaps something
the native Californian can't get out
of his blood.
He was born in the Los Angeles
suburb of Glendale on June 1,
1951, and graduated magna cum
laude from Occidental College with
-a- B.A. in- political science.

He was a 1976 graduate of the
Law School, at the University of
California, Los Angeles and joined
the Los Angeles firm of Adams,
Duque & Hazeltine before going to
the White House personnel office
in December 1981. He was named
an FCC commissioner in December
1983.
His term ends on June 30, 1992,
but FCC-watchers generally expect
him to leave his S82,500-a-year
post this year.
"I think it's fair to say that 1992
will not see me in this position,"
he said. But he said he has no
immediate plans to leave
government.
Patrick said he is "a great
believer in the proposition that the
government should be run by and
large by citizens of the republic,
that come to government for a
while and return to the private sector. And I think that's good for
your perspective as well as your
energy level."
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Wright says he'll take any blame
WASHINGTON (AP) — House
Speaker Jim Wright said Tuesday
he would accept the blame for bad
judgment if the ethics committee
comes to that conclusion in the
case against him, and he spoke for
the first time since the panel's
deliberations began about whether
he would seek another term as
speaker.
At an impromptu luncheon with
reporters, Wright said he would not
run for a third term as speaker if he
believed his support had eroded,
but said he did not anticipate that
situation.
"If I were convinced in my mind
that most of my colleagues didn't
want me to be speaker, I wouldn't
run for speaker. I'd serve out my
term as effectively as I can," the
speaker said in a tape recording of
the luncheon made available by his
office.
"If! weren't convinced my colleagues wanted me, I would not ask
them to support me. ... There are a
lot of guys who could be a good
speaker," he said.
At another point, Wright added:
"I'm not contemplating not seek-

ing a third term."
In what participants said was a
contemplative mood, Wright spoke
about his political successes and
life's goal of being an effective
congressman. "I'm at peace with
myself," he said.
He said that goal had led him to
pay little attention to his personal
finances, suggesting that inattention to detail was the cause of
some of his current ethics
problems.
The House Committee on Standards of Official Conduct, known
as the ethics committee, opened its
third week of deliberations on
Wright's case Tuesday by hearing
closing arguments from the speaker's lawyer, William Oldaker, and
the committee's special outside
counsel, Richard Phelan.
It appeared that the panel would
spend at least the rest of this week
deliberating the six charges against
Wright, which include allegations
of misuse of his office for personal
financial gain, improper lobbying
of federal officials and receiving
free use of a Fort Worth
condominium.

Lottery audit contract awarded
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
pre-sales audit of the Kentucky lottery will be performed by Coopers
and Lybrand of Louisville, state
Auditor Bob Babbage said.
Babbage, Who announced the
$15,300 tontract Tuesday, said the
bid by Coopers and Lybrand, for
500 hours' work, was the lowest
per hour of the five firms bidding.
Directors of the Kentucky Lot•

tery Corp. and its president, Frank
0. Keener, had questioned the need
for the pre-sales audit. One director, state Treasurer Robert Mead
CPA, had suggested that conducting the audit would delay the April
6 deadline set for initial ticket
sales. Babbage said the audit could
identify potential problems within
the lottery's sytem of financial
controls.

Sources, declining to be identified by name, have said the panel
is focusing heavily on Wright's
dealings with George Mallick, a
Fort Worth friend and business
partner. A final decision on
whether to seek sanctions against
the speaker on any of the counts
could come next week.
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Floyd Co. school board cuts positions

Hot bowlers

department sent in to head the
takeover, said because the state
recommended the cuts, "We had
no choice."
The board at its March 1 meeting

PRE4TONSBURG, Ky. (AP) —
The Floyd County school board
Tuesday night approved a state
Department of Education recommendation that three administrative
positions be cut and two other
administrators be demoted.
During a special meeting, the
board voted 3-2 in favor of the
cuts, after a 45-minute executive
session.
The state took over the Floyd
and Whitley county schools in
January under the state's so-called
"academic bankruptcy" law.
Bob Gover, whom the education

Be -Air Decor
Bel-Alr Shopping Cnt.
Phone 753-3642
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30%

ff
o a
Selection of Wallpaper
Books.

Council bans
skateboarders
t'aNs
CRESCENT SPRINGS, Ky.
(AP) — It's going to be expensive
to ride a skateboard in Crescent
Springs, where the fine is $25 for a
first offense and $50 for any subsequent violation.
The penalties were set by the
City Council on Monday for the
city ordinance approved last month
banning skateboards from public
streets, sidewalks and most parking
lots.
The only exception to the parking lot prohibition requires that the
owner give written approval for
skateboarders to use the lot.

Sixty-six participants in the Murray-Calloway County Young Bowling Alliance recently took part in the
second "I Beat A Cop" Bowling Tournament at Corvette Lanes in Nlurray. Officers from the Murray City
Police Department, Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Kentucky State Police and Murray State University bowled with the group. Young bowlers outscoring the officers received an "I Beat A Cop" plaque
provided by the Murray Optimist Club. Pictured with some of the young bottlers are, from left, Officers
Joe Cohoon, Dennis Crawford, Tommy Phillips, Steve Humphreys, Jim Armstrong, Tim Stone and Dan
Band!. Not pictured, but also participating were Robert Brown and Dean Hayes. All 66 of the young
bowlers managed to out-score the officers they bowled against.

had accepted a state recommendation to cut back personnel. Gover
said Tuesday night's action was the
beginning of the process to make
specific cuts.

Stock Paper Sale

6.00-8.00-10.00
per double roll

Decorator Days!
_

Riegle suggests $10 billion payments to close S&C4
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
chairman of the Senate Banking
Committee, as an alternative to
President Bush's proposal, suggested Tuesday the government
spend "increments of $10 billion'.
over the next few months to close
insolvent savings and loan
institutions.
Sen. Don Riegle, D-Mich., asked
congressional auditors to work up
numbers on the possible effects of
putting the bulk of the
$100-billion-plus bailout of the
S&L industry on the fiscal 1989
budget instead of dragging it out
over 30 years through the elaborate
off-budget financing scheme proposed by Bush.
Riegle complained that the driving force behind Bush's proposal
was a desire to prevent the S&L
crisis from having an impact on the
annual deficit-reduction targets in

the 1985 Gramm-Rudman law,
which requires a balanced federal
budget by 1993.
The Bush administration alrea y
has conceded that the governm
will exceed the $136 billionitarget
deficit for fiscal 1989, which ends
Sept. 30, by $35 billion
But the administration has been
adamant in insisting that the fiscal
1990 target defict of S100 billion
be met, even if it's done hystretching the taxpayer share of the S&L
bailout costs, over 30 years' at an
estimated extra cost to them of $3
billion to S6 billion.
"This may be another way to
work with the Gramm-Rudman
restraints and at the same time save
the taxpayers an awfully lot of
money," Riegle said.
It also would likely swell the
projected fiscal 1989 deficit of
$170 billion — which already is

above the $155 billion deficit last
year — back to the
S200-billion-plus annual deficits of
the mid 1980s as well as the total
ederal debt, which now exceeds
52.6 trillion.
Riegle said his proposal, being
pushed in the House by a member
of its banking committee, Rep.
Charles Schumer, D-N.Y., would
encourage the government to liquidate more insolvent S&Ls immediately rather than attempt to keep
their doors open through subsidized
mergers.
He described it as a "cleaner"
and, in the long run, less expensive, alternative. That view was
expressed last week by William S.
Niskanean, a former economic
adviser to then-President Reagan.
"Then we wouldn't be forced to
make these mergers, which are
very expensive," Riegle said.

That view was bolstered Tuesday
by the congressional General
Accounting Office, which said it
would have been cheaper in a third
of the government's 1988 spree of
S&L sales to have shut the institutions and pay off depositors rather
than sell the thrifts to new owners.
Last year government regulators
spent about $37 billion closing,
selling or shoring up 222 insolvent
thrifts — $28.4 billion of it on subisidies to the new owners of 179 of
the them. •

$6.00

Comptroller General and GAO
chief Charles A. Bowsher told the
Senate Banking Committee that the
the cash cost of those deals, including some $7 billion to $8 billion in
tax breaks, will total at least $62
billion over the next few years and
could go higher if their condition
worsens.
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Band students selected for Quad State honors

loft

Twelve Calloway County High
Band students were recently
selected for Quad-State Band
honors and performed at the 41st
Annual Quad-State Band Festival
held at Murray State University
Feb. 23-25. Laker Band Director
Fred Ashby commented that the

student musicians did an
outstanding job of representing
Calloway High. Ashby also
expressed his appreciation to
Quad-State Coordinators Dennis
Johnson and Jim Wright and the
MSU applied music faculty for
making the musical event a re-

warding one for the participating
students.
The 1989 Quad-State Honors
Band students at Calloway
County High are: Kim Roberts trumpet, daughter of Larry and
Donna Roberts; Stuart Hale trombone, son of Bill and Belin-

da Hale, Chrissy Dunn - trumpet, daughter of Roy Gene and
Cecelia Dunn; Tara Lamb - flute,
daughter of Mary Lamb; Brad
Hale - tuba, son of Jimmy and
Robbie Hale; Stephanie Carraway - flute, daughter of
Thomas and Carolyn Caffaway;

P.J. Luciano - baritone, son of
Tom and Nancy Ewing; Lisa
Rickman - bass clarinet,
daughter of James and Anita
Rickman; Jennifer Green French horn, daughter of Joe
and Martha Green; Christina
Parker - bassoon, daughter of

Morris and Diane Parker, Stacey
VanDyke - clarinet, daughter of
Ted and Ruby VanDyke; and
Shannon Gray - flute, daughter
of Homer and Liz Gray.
Directors for the Calloway
County Bands are Fred N Ashby and Gary J. Mullins.
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These twelve Calloway County High students were recently selected to the 1989 Quad
State Honor Bands. They are (from left) Shannon Gray, Stacey VanDyke, Christina
Parker, Jennifer Green, Lisa Rickamn, P.J. Luciano, Stephanie Carraway, Brad Hale,
Quad State Coordinator Jim Wright, Tara Lamb, Chrissy Dunn, Stuart Hale, Kim
Roberts, and Calloway Director Gary Mullins.

believer is safeguarded against
the seductive influences that surround him. By death and resurrection our Lord triumphed over His
enemies and over ours also. The
Scriptures emphasize the fact that
the believer's completeness is in
Christ.
Gnostics and others were proColossians 2:6-19
they called "wisdom", but was far
Paul rejoiced with the Chris- from it. Local heretics claimed the pounding philosophies on the
tians at Colosse that they had ex- advantage of intellectual assumption that the cultivation of
perienced salvation because of knowledge, but what they pro- the mind was sufficient. Repeatedwhat Christ had done for them. pagated was nothing compared to ly Paul reminded his readers that
However, he was fearful that they the treasures of wisdom and the acquiring of knowledge does
might be captivated and led knowledge that resided in God the not guarantee the acquisition of
astray be deceitful philosophers Father and in Christ the Son. Paul salvtion.
The Judaizers promised the Colwho had left God out of their lives emphasized that through daily
and were propagating that which fellowship with the Lord Jesus the ossian Christians that they would
experience real fulfillment provided they would heed the elaborate
teachings which they were imparting. To this offer Paul responded
with the reminder that they had
already come to fullness of life in
and through Christ, who was, who
is, and who ever will be God incarnate in the flesh. Apart from a personal trust in Christ as Saviour one
need not expect to be saved.
Grieved deeply because some of
the Colossians had difficulty in ridding their minds of the notion that
true religion consisted in observing certain rules and regualtions.
Paul reminded them of their
spiritual condition before Christ
saved them. Before they were
made alive in Christ they were
dead in their trespasses and sins.
Paul did his best to persuade the
Colossian Christians to reject the
teaching of anybody who sought to
enlist them in approaching God
through intermediaries. He emphasized the fact Christians have
always had direct access to God
through Christ their Saviour and
Lord.
In the act of scriptual baptism
the believer announces that he has
repented of his sins, died to sin,
buried his previous life of sin, and
"has received from Christ a new
and victorious life. Henceforth he
intends to live a life of Christian
--Iran Hurt, left, and Jean Bennett, Murray City Schools, presented a
fruitfulness to the glory of God. We
session "Economic Education through Community Resources" at the
would do well to follow the exam1989 Kentucky School Boards Association (KSBA) meeting in
ple of Paul by contrasting the unLouisville.
true and inadequate religious efforts of men with the completeness which there is in Christ.
• Christ must be acknowledged as
above all if fellowship is to be
maintained and heresy overcome
in the church.
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Several from city attend
recent KSBA conference

Doris Cella, Tommy Rushing,
Sally Alexander, Sid Easley and
Vernon Gantt, members of the
Murray Board of Education, along
with Doralyn Lanier, Interim
Superintendent; Jean Bennett,
Community Resources Coordinator, and Jean Hurt, Instructional
Supervisor, attended the 1989
Annual Conference of the Kentucky School Boards Association
(KSBA) in Louisville, Feb. 24-26.
Along with approximately 1000
other school board members and
school administrators from across
Kentucky, they heard Colonel
Chuck Scott, a former Iranian hostage; Harold Hodgkinson, education researcher and demographer;
and Dr. William Purkey, educator.

School board members had fiftyfive hours in clinic sessions including such subjects as evaluation,
strategic planning, community relations, and effective communications. Cella, local board chairperson, presented a session on long
range planning; Lanier led a seszion on global awareness; and Hurt
and Bennett presented a session on
using community resources in a
gifted education program.
In addition, 60 local district displayed outstanding programs during the "Share Your Success" portion of the conference. The Murray
Independent School District exhibit
was entitled "Leading the Way
Through School Business
Partnerships."
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1Class for beginning
woodworkers scheduled

Calloway County High School
senior Chris Douglas, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Douglas,
Dennis Harper, carpentry
teacher, and senior Shawn
Hicks, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sammy Hicks display some of
the techniques that will be
reviewed in the five-week class
for beginning woodworkers
starting March 20.

Harper noted that participants
A five-week class for beginsupply their own materials
must
ofbe
will
woodworkers
ning
fered through the Center for for the class, and individual proContinuing Education/Academic jects will be selected at the first
Outreach at Murray State session.
Registration for the class may
University and the Calloway
secured by calling Karen
be
County School District starting
community education
Burteen,
20.
Monday, March
The non-credit course is coordinator, at (502) 762-4150
scheduled from 6 to 9 p.m. or 1-800-669-7654.
March 20 and 27 and April 10, 4ffir
17 and 24 at the Murray Callowayatunty Vocational Center. Cost for the sessions is $35.
Dennis Harper, carpentry instructor at MCCVC, will teach
the course, which will include
how to use woodworking
equipment and construction of
small projects (bookcases,
shelves, etc.).
"People enjoy learning the
fundamentals through actual
hands-on experience with our
state-of-the-an equipment(hand
and saber saws and planer) at
MCCVC," the teacher said.
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FOR THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 1989
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Getting things done around the
house may be one of your objectives
for today. You'll want to spend some
time alone now with family. Romance
Is favored.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
This is a good day for visiting with
others. Singles are likely to meet with
romantic introductions. Charm and
friendliness make you very persuasive. Begin creative projects.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Social graces are ma assehla you in
business today. Income albfuld be
good and superiors are amenable to
requests. You'll take pride in your
accomplishments now.
CANCER
04E
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll enjoy cultural pursuits today.
Romance comes through travel or
school. You have the perfect day to
meet with advisers and to sell your
ideas to others.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You may receive financial backing
for a project. Creative types need
time alone to perfect their craft.
Research projects are favored. Privacy abets romance.
YIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
Be sure to accept social invitations
which come today, If single, you may
be introduced to someone who
appeals to you romantically. Evening
hours favor good times.
LIBRA
(Sept 23 to Oct22)
It's a good day to mix business and
pleasure. A new assignment could
come now that you'll like very much.
You have winning ways today and
your personality is a factor in your
success.
SCORPIO
(Oct 23 to Nov.21)
Meet with agents and advisers
about your creative projects. Recreational interests are happily emphasized now. Joy comes through
romance and children.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Youll enjoy entertaining others at
home tonight. It's a good day to
contact bankers about mortgages and
loans for property improvements.
Family interests are highlighted.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
It's a time of special closeness for
loved ones. Make plans to do something significant together. Grandparents will enjoy visits with family
today. Business negotiations proceed
smoothly.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
It's a day of productivity and extra
Income on the job for you today.
You'll be pleased with what you
accomplish now. Connections will
prove helpful.
PISCES
wrias
amid
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A special outing requires extra
attention to your appearance now.
Buy yourself a new outfit or visit a
beauty parlor or barbershop. FtecreaWaal pursuits are fun tonight.
YOU BORN TODAY have a genuine
concern for reform and helping
others out. Though you can succeed
In business, you're usually happier in
an artistic or professional career. You
usissBy stand out from the crowd as a
person who does his or her thing. You
do better on your own than in
partnership. Relationships with close
ties improve once you open up to
theca.
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Jim Adams IGA
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Shoulder
Roast

Chuck
Roast

swat

P'

0.S.D.A. Choice
Boneless

Harp.,
tory

0.S.D.A. Choice
Boneless

1111111
491144,41410.410

anis

1
4

89

..NS17

Ts.

Iffhwe
Sliced Free
a
'

lb.

t0
.
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ut
loki*
s
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"Making Beef
Taste Better Than Ever"

vs%tleg eS

voils

100% Pure 81% Lean

hoice
Boneless "Grain Pe
Beef.

0.S.B.A. Choice Boneless Beef

Ground Beef

Quality and Value
at
Everyday Low Prices

•Ps

Quality and Value
at

Cube Steak

3 Lb. or More

Everyday Low Prices
59

149
Fresh Lean

lb.

Pork Steak

S159

lb

co

Packed As Mixed Slices

Packed As Mixed Chops

1/4 Pork Loin

0.11.11.A. Choice Boneless

lb. Pkg.

11.S.D.A. Choice Boneless
Sirloin lip

Shoulder Steak Steak

np.

89'

9
S_6

Pork Roast lb.99*

0.S.B.A. Choice Boneless

ReeUoot Red Label
Meaty Jumbo

Chuck Steak

Franks

$119

Fields

$159 I
lb pkg.

, lerk„

lb.

$269

SI59 r

1

lb

h Tip Roast

Fields

I

. Beef
Pafties
lie $thsrn
Lb. Box

Crunchy 8 oz.

99

Charm!'

2%

•

Flat Boneless

9169

lb.

\

r7
irmmil:•
1m'

Tissue

143
0

Drinks

erns Peas, Yellow Cream Corz,
Whole Kemal Cars

Coke Diet Coke

Potato Chips

96
Kraft Parka!

Sealtest 1/2 Sal.
•`.11111

Ice Cream

-••• ••••••

99

$109
i•

MARGARINE

ISA 16 oz. Box

Boman Meal

Bread

24 ex.

596
8111*

lb.

Bowel Whole

Tropicana 64 oz. Cit.

299
28 oz. $
Chicken
Minute Maid Frozen
$139
12
oz.
Orange Juice

8189
Orange Juice
1611 Mom Sire or Buttermilk
Biscuits 8 oz.4 pack 89c

Fresh Red Ripe
Bole Seldom Ripe

wt Bananas

•

two-

Fresh Bram

Cabbage
•

Vitto*
•

Chestnut

f
(.1.
195Prf

Western

-.1.1•- •••••

10th

Strawberries

'
4
399*
Cantaloupe.
$14.

Margarine
C I

tiFat

2 Liter

Crackers

Lays 6-1/2 oz.

Limit 2

Stokleirs

Cooked
Ham

1.4),
ito Reelfoot Select Trim

39

8445
b

I
I
1+4)4
4,4404
4
201111Maliett.:11
0
1
1

Catfish
Fillets

Charmin 4 Roll Pkg.

ac

$119
...I2 oz. pkg.

,
7

or Flour
5 lb.

12 oz. pkg. SI19

Wieners

lb.

Sunflower

me.

Sausage 5 Biscuit...$329

39 Reelfoot

Ai&

s
4 1 CifOrf

lb.

Rudy Farm Old Fashioned
12 Pak

0.S.D.A. Choice Boneless Sirloin

—Y-7111'IcHf
'*

ex. pkg.

$199

Ham Chub

Bacon

Fish
Sticks
Gorton's Microwave

Filets
ilk
Fish sC

99

lb

•••

Whole Boston Butt

I

$199

Louis Rich Turkey

Fryers

Bologna

Bryan Juicy Jumbo

Wieners

1/4 Country Ham

lb gri"Pwv

Young '11 Tender
Country Cat-Up

lb.

5'

•;11"

-
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152
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Prices flood 3-111 Thru 3-21
tko right to Wolf quontitios
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Air Line Pilots Association announces plan
to give members $9 million a month in benefits

."1
:'Voice students of Randall Black and Kay Bates, faculty members at Murray State University, delivered
top performances at the state competition of the National Association of Teachers of Singing (NATS) at
Eastern Kentucky University. The 13 Murray State students were among 135 entrants in the event, and all
advanced to the semifinal round in the contest with four students placing first and five students placing
second in their level of competency. Participants included (from left, seated) Joeli Staley, EVeansivIle,
Ind., second place; Kathleen Thomsen, Murray, second place; Amanda Sims, Murray, second place; Scott
Ferguson, Marion, Ill., second place; (second row) Media Erickson, Murray; Steven Johnson, Owensboro,
first place; Kellie Morris, Mayfield, first place; Susan Taylor, Louisville, first place; Bart Dawson, Hickory, first place; Laura Buhlig, Grand Rivers; (back row) Lara Dowdy, Kevil; Richard Gray, Bowling
Green; Ms. Bates; and Black.

Eastern moves to help ticket-holders
11199

I..

$269
$199
$329

$119
Lg. •
919

oked
,
am

Select Trim
Boneless

119
Chips

Parka!

anne
C

8189

ck

89*

# By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Eastern Airlines won court
V
approval Tuesday for a plan to help
ticket holders grounded by the
12-day-old Machinists strike, and
union leaders offered to return to
work under congressional orders
even with drastic pay cuts.
Meanwhile, the national Air Line
Pilots Association threw a crimp
into any Eastern effort to sell aircraft or routes by refusing to fly
them for different carriers unless
strike-supporting Eastern pilots are
hired for the work.
In Atlanta, the 11th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals refused to order
Eastern pilots to return to work, but
set a hearing on March 23 before a
three-judge panel to hear full argu,
ments on the airline's appeal in
'
Tallahassee, Fla.
And in a labor rally..at dusk in
Miami, Mary Jane Barry, president
of the Transport Workers Union
local representing flight attendants,
told a crowd of 750 that an antiContinental campaign would be
launched Thursday in Denver, one
.. of the carrier's hubs. She would
not elaborate.
Eastern launched 94 flights Monday and expected the same number
Tuesday and Wednesday. The airI
line had been projecting up to 140
flights per day by now, but spokesman Jim Ashlock said, "We're just
doing what we're doing."
"We don't even think it was that
many," said pilots association
spokesman J.B. Stokes. "I think
they're being generous to
themselves."
4
The airline had run more than
1,000 flights daily before the strike
by its machinists in a contract dispute over wage concessions.
The Eastern ticket plan submitted and approved Tuesday under
the airline's Chapter 11 financial
\ reorganization filing in U.S. Bank\suptcy Court in New York offered
a first-class upgrade for anyone
with Eastern tickets and reservations on routes- still being flown.
Consumers also could hold their
tickets until Eastern resumes flights
and get a half-price fare for a companion or obtain coupons from
other airlines, hotels, rental car
companies good for the purchase of
their services at discounted prices.
. Sister-carrier Continental Airlines will continue to honor Eastern
k tickets, and "Eastern continues to
k
work with other airlines to help
establish policies for acceptance of
- Eastern tickets," the company said
in a news release.
Eastern also is seeking permission to pay commissions to travel
agents for the fourth quarter of
1988 — money that was tied up
along with salaries when the
nation's seventh-largest carrier
filed for bankruptcy protection
Thursday.
Rep. James Oberstar, D-Minn.,
9,

I

E

1

expected a vote on the House floor
Wednesday on his legislation that
would require President Bush to
intervene by appointing an
emergency panel, as recommended
by the National Mediation Board
after 17 months of fruitless talks
between Eastern and the
Machinists.
The measure by Oberstar, chairman of the aviation subcommittee
of the House Public Works and
Transportation Committee, would
order Eastern employees back to
work at pre-strike salaries and
require the panel to recommend a
settlement in 21 days, with the
president having the discretion to
adu five days.
But the legislation, even if
passed, isn't given much chance of
surviving a presidential veto, and
its standing in Bankruptcy Court is
uncertain.
"If the government asks us to go
back under the imposed rules, we'll
do that," Machinists leader Wally
Haber said, referring to wage cuts
imposed by Eastern after the strike
began. "We have to start generating new revenue, and we'll only
generate revenue when we get back
to work."
Machinists charged that the new
wage scales imposed by Eastern
when the strike began are now the
lowest in the airline industry.
Eastern did not address the statement directly, but spokesman Ashlock said: "Our work rules are also
predicated on what we look on as
industry standards. The union
wants to look at comparisons
between airlines. We have to look
at the overall marketplace and say,
'For this particular job what are
qualified people willing to take this
job for?''
The pilots' union is trying to
protect its 3,600 Eastern members
by requiring other carriers who buy
Eastern assets to hire Eastern pilots
and preserve their seniority. The
ALPA also announced a $9 million
package of strike benefits ranging
from $2,400 a month in strike benefits to interest-free loans to cover
withheld paychecks.
In bankruptcy court the ALPA
asked to transfer Eastern management from its parent Texas Air
Corp. to a trustee, accusing Texas
Air Chairman Frank Lorenzo of
stripping Eastern's assets. And the
8,500-member Machinists union
asked for $8 million in paychecks
due last Friday and $1 million in
insurance premiums due for February coverage.
Also Tuesday:
—The Communications Workers
of America board approved a
$100,000 contribution to support
Eastern strikers. The union also
urged its 700,000 members to
donate $2 a month through local
unions for the strikers.
—The American Association of

Travel Agents urged Transportation
Secretary Samuel Skinner to set up
a plan for refunds to Eastern ticket
holders and said he should order
other airlines to accept the tickets.
—U.S. Supreme Court Justice
William J. Brennan refused to let
the Eastern strike spread to a
Philadelphia-area commuter railroad that carries 90,000 passengers
a day.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Air Line Pilots Association, easing
the way for 3,600 pilots honoring
Machinist union picket lines at
Eastern Airlines, said Tuesday it
will give its members nearly $9
million a month in strike benefits.
The pilots union also said its
41,000 members would not fly
planes or routes sold to other airlines by Eastern, which declared
bankruptcy last week, unless a
comparable number of Eastern
pilots were also hired, and at full
seniority. An industry group said
such an action would be illegal.
John Bavis, head of the Eastern
pilots group, said the strike benefit
— $2,400 a month — was designed
to remove the company's "last
enticement" to pilots who have
refused to work until the Machinists settle. Only 2 percent of unionized Eastern pilots have crossed
picket lines, he said.
"Despite management's claim,
we haven't cracked, we haven't
given in," he said, estimating that
the company was operating with
fewer than 200 pilots, many of
whom he said have already worked
the maximum 100 hours a month
allowed by the Federal Aviation
Administration.
"This is a critical time for all
airline pilots," said Henry Duffy,
the president of the pilots union.
"All 41,000 pilots will reach deep
into their pockets," kicking in an
average of $300 a month, "to help
the Eastern pilots who are reaching
deep within themselves to cope
with the personal and professional
risks of their action."
Duffy said the union would also
draw on its $37 million strike fund
to begin paying the strike benefit,
which will give members less than
half their regular salaries.
The pilots will also get interestfree loans of up to $2,000 to cover

1411
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director of the Owensboro-Daviess
County Tourist Commission, said it
is estimated the museum would
attract up to 500 people a week.
Phelan said that would mean a
boost to the local economy of up to
$1.7 million a year.
Officials said they hope to complete construction of the museum
and hall of fame by summer or fall
of 1991.

planes and routes to other carriers.
A $365 million sale of the airline's profitable Northeast shuttle
operations to New York developer
Donald Trump is awaiting approval
from the FAA and the federal
bankruptcy court in New York. The
Transportation Department gave its
approval earlier.
An $85 million sale of eight
Eastern airport gates at Philadelphia and two Philadelphia:Canada
routes to USAir is also pending.
USAir spokesman David Shipley
said he would not speculate on
what effect the pilots' position
might have on the sale, which also
would not take effect until several
levels of government approval are
secured, including that of the bankruptcy court.
Mazor acknowledged that a
union directive last week to all airlines' member pilots telling them to
follow the most time-consuming
safe-flying procedures did not
result in significant airport delays.
He said about 60 percent of
pilots were following the
procedures.

Queen Elizabeth
plans Kentucky
visit for horses
LONDON (AP) — Queen Elizabeth II will make a private visit
to Kentucky in May to look at thoroughbred horses, Buckingham
Palace said Tuesday.
The queen will be the guest of
William Farish III, president of the
U.S. Jockey Club, and his wife,
Sarah, at Lane's End Farm outside
Lexington on May 26-30, the
palace said.
Elizabeth's horses have won
nearly 400 races since she became
queen in 1952.

•
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BACON...0
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BRYAN® COLD CUTS
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THE TERMITE SWARM SEASON
IS COMING SOON!!!!!
Beware of door to door salespeople offering termite inspections.
We are certain that after comparing not only price, but also
If you suspect your home may be infested with termites or
the
service and the guarantee (which we back 100% and in
have a moisture problem, do yourself and your home a favor
by calling us for an inspection. Our trained technicians will writing), that you will be sure about having the corrective
inspect the necessary areas of your home and tell you the measures performed by our company.
Do not let yourself be pressured into a treatment that you
results. Then, if by chance you do have a problem that needs
correcting, our technicians will give you a complete and ex- do not need to begin with, or that is extremely too high priced
act estimate of treatment and explain the treatment procedures. for what you do need.
We have been serving the West Ky. area since 1958. We are
Then, if you're not certain, get a second inspection and
an established company, locally owned and operated, and we
estimate.
can service your pest control needs better than anyone else.

Murray's Oldest and Largest
No one does it better
Anywhere, Anytime,
at any Price
Call Us Today!

c Ge

1302 N. 12th St.
Hwy^. 641 N.

ontro

Bluegrass museum set
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Owensboro officials announced
plans Tuesday for a Bluegrass music museum and hall of fame to be
built in the western Kentucky city.
The museum and ball of fame
are among the plans being made by
the International Bluegrass Music
Association, which moved from
Nashville, Tenn., to Owensboro
three years ago.
Burley Phelan, the executive

paychecks for work performed
before the strike but which Eastern
refused to issue after filing for
bankruptcy.
John Mazor, a union spokesman,
said the union has given financial
support to pilots in previous walkouts but has never put together
such an extensive package of payments, loans and other action.
Late next week, if the strike that
began Mitch 4 is still on, the 8,500
striking machinists will get
upwards of $100 in benefits from
their union, the International Association of Machinists, said union
spokesman Bob Kalaski.
The pilots union, in a meeting
Monday of members representing
47 airlines, unanimously agreed to
refuse to fly Eastern routes or
planes that might be sold to other
airlines unless Eastern pilots were
hired to go along with the assets.
Duffy said the pilots agreed to
make their position known to airlines that might negotiate with
Eastern to buy its assets. The union
accuses Frank Lorenzo, head of
Texas Air Corp., which owns Eastern, of planning to dismantle Eastern and cash in on its assets.
Mazor said a refusal by pilots to
fly planes or routes purchased from
Eastern would not violate the union
contracts with the carriers.
But the Air Transport Association, which represents airlines, said
such a refusal would be an illegal
"contained strike" under the Railway Labor Act which governs airline disputes. Spokeswoman Leslie
Rowland said if pilots object to flying planes from Eastern, they
should file a grievance and continue to work until it is settled.
Eastern is running only a small
fraction of its more than 1,000 daily flights. Officials have said they
plan to scale down the airline, possibly selling off such assets as

FOR A FREE TERMITE INSPECTION
753-0414 or 753-3914
company in the
— We are the only termite and pest control
Murray area with an Entomologist on staff.

Ocie McGee
Owner

Rick McGee
Manager, Murray

Mark McGee
Entomologist

PAGE El
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Coke
Products

6.5 oz.
Chicken of the Sea

2 LES(

99c
2.89

Post Toast'

ITI!Tuna
C

12-Pack

TUNA

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

VIDEO
Rent 2 Movies,
Get One

$854,490 IN CASH
95,160 PRIZES

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

FREE
VCR's
Only

THRIFTY SAVER

Prices Go*,

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE ROI

641 South-Murray
753-9616

ode
From now on, your groceries will be
mpio
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualifie
company through participating Inc* E.S.0
u the
ship Plan). As owners, we'H
ut liii
desire. Our attitude is positive

Bakery

4.00

753-0265

Value Priced Groceries
Bush 16

oz.

Surf 42 oz. 400 Off Label

Betty Crocker 18 oz.

Chili Hot or
Showboat
Pork N' Beans

Cake Mix

79C

Old El Paso 18 ct

Betty Crocker 16 oz.

Taco Shells

Ready To Spread

Old El Paso 16 oz.

Nabisco 9-14 oz.

1.59
1.79
Taco Sauce
Taco Dinner......................................1.79

Snuggles 64 oz. 45; Off Label

99°
99°
139°

Toastettes

Old El Paso 9-14 oz.

1.79
89'

Detergent
Sunlight 22 oz. 400 Off Label

Liquid

Pizza Parlor Specials:
The Works
Combination Pizzas

ve

Pamper Uf ra

Spray Cleaner.........................

Cat Litter

Alpo 25 lb

Thrifty Hound 20

6.99

Dog Food

a ne
Gold Medal 5 lb.

Flour

89!

Orange

5.99
5.99
Fillets......_......... ......_...................lb. 3.99
3/99'

Roughy
lb.
Dory.........._.._............. .......... lb.

Colonial 24 oz. Bag

Powder or Lt. Brown Sugar
Golden Griddle 24 oz. 300 off

Sole

3.99.

Syrup
Del Monte 15 oz.

In A Shell

Pineapple........._....._.........

89'
1.89
_69'

Skippy 28 oz.

t Strawberries

SW

lb

Kraft 16 oz.

Sandwich' Sp

59'
69'
1.79

Oranges
lr

4 lb. Bag

Helium Mylar

Balloons

........ea. 1.99

Leaf Lettuce

California, Crisp 2 Lb. Bag

Carrots
Garden Fresh-Long Stem Bunch

Green Onions__.....

99c

Piggly Wiggly Pre-Priced 954 4 pk.

79°
3/1.00
99C
Mazola.......__............_...................._

Biscuits

79'
_3/99'
Lays

Potato Chips
7 oz

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Shredded Cheese

pint

Piggly Wiggly Gallon

Milk

Piggly W ggly

Garden Fresh Cherry

Tomatoes

Fruit Drink

Orange Juice..................

811°

......... ...........

Prairie Farm Gallon

Piggly Wiggly 64 oz.

.

.....................................................1b.
Oranges
USA D'Aniou, The Health Snack
Pears
lb.
Fresh From The Florida Sunshine Tree

SUM
UMW-MO NW.
SYR -title.tat

Celery
Garden Fresh

Sunkist Seedless Navels

FRUIT DRINKS

Large, Crisp Stalk

C
99
V

North Star

Fudge Bars

1.49

Mrs. Paul's 24 oz.

Fish Fillet......................2.49
Pet Ritz 26 oz.

Fruit Cobblers

off 1

Peanut B tte
.
Piggly Wiggly 16 2
Sweet Ge kin

Fresh Produce

99°

0411.41•

Value Priced Grace e

Seafood
\• ,

Facial Tisp es
Thick Convenient
Tidy Cat 10 Lb. •

Fantastic 22 oz.

Dog Food
Pizza Parlor

Puffs 175 ct.

1.79

WEDNESDAY, MARCH IS, ENO

THRIFTY SAVER

Y SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

18 Oz.

Piggly Wiggly 13 oz.

St Toasti

Coffee

Dec

39

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

USDA Choice Beef Boneless

Beef Roast

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

QUAUTY
STAMPS

Prices Go*,

I EMPLOYEES ARE

low on, your groceries will be
y Food Stores. Each qualitie
iny through participating in ot
'Ian). As owners, we'H OS'S
.Our
attitude
is positive abt
__
.

Shop With Us
For Everyday

March 21st

OUD TO SERVE YOU

Store Hours:
7 a.m.-12 Midnight
Seven days a week

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

andled bye stockholder of Piggly
mployee now owns a part of the
E.S.O.P.(Employee Stock Ownerii the personal service that you
ut the future of our company.

Piggly Wiggly
is Murray's
Complete
Party Center
Call 753-0265

$low Prices$

Fresh Meats
Family Pak
DA Choice Beef Boneless

Hi-Dr1 or So-Dri

David's

Field Finest Breakfast Bacon

Sliced Bacon

Soc

Chuck Steak

Puffs 175 ct.

99°
9.59
99.°
2.59

Facial Tisp es
Pamper Ul ra Plus
Thick Convenient
Tidy Cat 10 Lb.

Cat Litter
Thrifty Hound 20

Dog Food

USDA Choice Beef Boneless

Fresh Cut-Up Frying

Swiss Steak

Chicken

USDA Choice Beef Boneless

Sirloin Tip Steak or

Stew Beef

Cube Steak_.................lb.

Field In The Piece

Reno's Pepperoni

Braunschweiger ..

lb.

99!

59c
2.59
lb.

Pizza

0z-aa..1•49

99°
99°
Sliced Bacon
Smoked Sausage.lb. 2.19
lb. 1.39
Pork Roast

Pork Sausage

Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab

EckrIch Rope, Orig. or Polish

Boston Butt Style-Boneless

Family Pak

lb. I.

Ground Chuck..

Field Old Fashion 1 Lb. Roll

Fresh Meats

Fresh Meats

ed Groce es

Eckrich All Varieties 2-1/2 oz.

Hellmans 32 oz.

Swift Butterball Bun Size

Slender Sliced

ayonnaise

1.79
Skippy 28 oz.

off Label

Peanut B tter
Piggly Wiggly 16 z.
Sweet Ge kin
Kraft 16 oz.

Sandwich Spread

59°

lb

Tyson Chicken Quicks ea. 2.99

2.79
1.29
3/1.00

Mrs. Grissom's 14 oz.

Pimento Cheese Spread
Hash Brown Style Family Pak

Potato Patties

Fryer Breast

1.69
lb 89°

Ground Beef Patties
Field 1 Lb. Roll

Chili Roll

:•BIrdseye 16 oz. Peas, Corn,

1.491
2.49
1.79

Check Out
Our Newegt
Video
Selections!

••••

: Minute Maid 12 oz.

Mb( Veg.

Jeno 6 oz.

, Pizza Roll
Cool Whip 8 oz.

Topping
1/2 Gal. NO Wiggly

Ice Cream

1.29
99°
,....99c

Bakery
Homestyle Goodness

3.9911,

Bundt Cakes
Variety

3.19

iced Two

Layer Cake
Dessert Treat

2.69
3.19
ib. 3.99

Watergate Salad

lb.

Snack Time Favorite

Hot Pepper Cheese

lb.

Great With Ham

99°
1.49

lb.

lb. 1.39

Corn Dogs

Turkey Breast

4/1.00
i Polybag Vegetables

Sliced Bologna

lb. 1.79
11.59

Happy Home

Low in Fat

Pot Pies

. Orange Juice

Franks
Eckrich Red Rind

Deli

Piggly Wiggly 6 oz.

it Drink
Vac
...
. . ............1.99
79°
_3/1.00
99°
.....

1.79
3.99
1.29

lb

Extra Value 5 lb.

Frozen

It Farm Gallon

Eckrich Jumbo Reg.

Young & Tender-Split, Skinless

10-12 oz. All Varieties

Swiss Cheese

9 Count

Cinnamon Sticks
Raisin, Wheat, Plain, Blueberry

Bagels

ea

4.99
1.19
6/1.49

Mix or Match

Assorted Donuts....

•

New Item

We Slice It free-16 oz. Loaf

Melon Salad...............i. 1.

WhiteWhite or Wheat Bread......_..ow

Piggly Wiggly Is Murray's
Specialty Cake Headquarters.
Call Today For The
Birthday or Wedding Cake
753-0265

ea.

ricYlui;(611 reronroginir7661
FREE
FREE"FREE
FREE i I Quality
1Li Quality
I
I
Stamps
Stamps I
Quality
St
s
I
Oualit
Stamps
I

with coupon
I
111 purchase

II

&

of 3 lb.. or more

Ground Beet

Ka
•

linso um NIL_

I

y

amp

II

wlth cou pon 1
I
with coupon &
with coupon & r _
purchase
RT 'any 2 Bags
1E11 I any Jar Kraft
of 3 lbs. or more I
'Laster Candy
Cheez Whiz
I
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"•

L
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Husband's Little Fling

'Mysteries' of auto mechanics
to be unveiled in special class
A non-credit course designed
to help women unlock the
"mysteries" of elementary auto
mechanics will be offered beginning Tuesday, March 21 at the
Murray-Calloway County Vocational Center.
Powder Puff Mechanics is
scheduled from 6 to 8 p.m.
March 21 and 28 and April 11,
18 and 25 at the center. Cost for
the class is $35.
The sessions, sponsored by
the Center for Continuing
Education/Academic Outreach at
Murray State University and the
Calloway County School District, will be taught by Don
Rowlett, who teaches automotive
technology at MCCVC.
The course will include in
truction in checking belts, fluid
levels, windshield wipers and
blades, checking tires for wear
and air pressure and changing
Hats: and listening and identifying abnormal noises in the engine.
A certified mechanic, Rowlett
has taught at MCCVC, for 11
years. He earned the master's
degree in vocational education at
Murray State and serves as an
:valuation team leader in certifying mechanics programs in
Kentucky.
Registration for the course is
due Monday, March 20, and may
he obtained by calling Karen
Burkeen. community education
..00rdinator, at (502) 762-4150

4
4.04

,01
-

ii

c)r 1-800-669-7654.

Has Consequence
That Will Grow
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: In 1986 my son
married in the local Methodist
church. We were not members,so we
paid $350 for the use of the church.
My brother-in-law is a minister, so
he officiated. However, my son was
required to give the regular minister
a gratuity of $75, even though he
had no part in the ceremony.
It is now 1989, and our daughter
is getting married in the same
church. The price for using the
church is now $380. Her uncle .ill
again perform the ceremony. She
was told that she must place a crisp
$100 bill in a white envelope as a
gratuity for the regular minister
who will not participate in the
ceremony.
Is this normal practice? Must
newlyweds pay twice for ceremonies
if they choose to have a friend or
relative from another church officiate?
The price continues to climb, and
we have one more child yet to be
married. Paying two ministers
seems unreasonable to me. Please
don't use my name or town. I don't
want to make trouble for my
daughter.
RIPPED OFF, I THINK

DEAR ABBY. While I was away
from home for three weeks visiting
my sick father, my husband all call
him Dan) had a fling with a woman
he met in • bar. Well, he got her
pregnant. She's married, but has
been separated from her husband
for four months, so there's no
chance the baby is his.
Abby, Dan hardly knows this
woman. He was only with her four
or five times. He offered to pay for
an abortion, but she refused, saying
she's 36 years old, has always
wanted a child, and her biological
clock is running out. She's no
airhead — she's a legal secretary.
I don't know whether to file for
divorce or not. This is all so ironic,
Abby. Dan and I have been married
for 10 years — I'm 35 and he's 39 —
and we've been trying to have a
child for th;last three years without
success.
He's begging for forgiveness, but
I'm not sure I can handle his
fathering a child with someone else.
Meanwhile, his affair will cost him
child support until the child reaches
legal age. What a price to pay for a
fling!
Maybe I'm honkers, but I still love
the guy. Please tell me what to do.
TROUBLED IN TORONTO

Murray High student Steve Mayfield, son of Quincy Sonders, Donul
Rowlett, auto technology teacher and Stephanie Barnett, MHS junior,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Roy Baroett, study the workings of an
automobile engine.

was

DEAR RIPPED OFF: I spoke
with some leaders of the reDEAR TROUBLED: If you gional office of the United
still love the guy, don't file for Methodist Council and was told
divorce. You can always file that no minister has a set fee for
later, if, after serious delibera- performing a marriage ceretion, that's what you really mony — the couple voluntarily
want to do. Dan should consult gives him or her a gratuity of
an attorney if he hasn't already their own choosing.
You should contact the redone so, and everyone involved
should seek counseling. You gional office of the United
need to sort out your feelings Methodist Council in your area.
They will appreciate knowing
rationally.

Southern States
Dormant
Oil Spray

=MI

Prices Good March 15-April 1

A superior oil that kills

Multi-Load

4"

Grease Gun

Stateman 22"
Rotary Mower

miles of fence

99'

Chclone
Shoulder
Seed Sower

No. WV-4500. Salt or minerals protected from
blowing rain or snow. P/2-bu. rubber tub chemically treated to prevent chewing. #100-24314

No. 1224-92
31/2 HP Briggs & Stratton
Engine

No X4A/1A 1

'
599

TYT•
•

'
1499

21

Brace Wire

SPI•E®
lean.. !AL
'a' Mirg -1111
..4111111111111111b..

2-gal Plastic

al"I 19-4-4, 20 lb. bag

Yoiettry lene tank ancl pump barrul
.E.R.Tift•
fr

2299

9.99

our price

SSC mail-In rebate

1.00

No, 18-816 14 tines. 14 in. wide. 54
in. handle #105-14035

Briggs & Stratton Engine
No. 5056-94

54995

rr*.

Pelleted
Lime

Tubular
Steel Farm Gate

Dustless Applies easil)

No. 18-501.48 in. handle. 6V2 in x
in. blade. #105-14058

40-lb Bag

14 ft. Double welded, double braced construction.
Safety rolled corners and edges with no sharp surfaces to damage livestock or herdsmen. 4100-28003

269

449
Metal Leaf Rake

Galvanized
Welded Mesh Fence

No 19-363 Spring brace 48 in

100 ft. roll. 14 ga. 4 x 2.
36 in. height
#081-13144

handle #105-11658

499
Square Point Shovel

2149

No.-15-545 47 in. handle.95/2 x 1P/2
in blade #105-14010

100 ft roll 14 ga 1 x
48m height
#081-13146

549

No. 15-543. Tempered. serrated
blade. 8'hx1 l'h in. 47 in. handle
49
11105-14008

f

Monthly payment 28.07 on our
payment plan

issoefzimosoliMie

499
Garden Hoe

Round Point Shovel

)

•••••••°1

5 HP Rear Tine Tiller

FINAL COST .........

Welded Bow Rake

Cr ""•-, )

Statesman

Tube-top Stock Tank
•-4••0.•22•011•••••••••6 V
•0 or 0.•••

)411113

••

#100-2800

14 ft.
#100-28003

3295

3795

12 ft

Studded
"T" Posts
(w/anchor & clips)

,r.lk or;
•
tng-

28"

5495

753-1423
Industrial Rd.
Quality forEveryone

•••

CONFIDENTIAL TO ALL
BRIDES-TO-BE: To ensure a
perfect wedding, "break in"
your wedding slippers before
your wedding day. You'll be
glad you did. Trust me!
•••

"How to He Popular" is for everyone
who feels left out and wants an
improved social life. It's an excellent
..
guide to becoming • better
tionalist and • more attractive person.
address,
To order, send your name and
plus check or money order for 112.89
(83.39 in Canada) to: Dear Abby.
Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, 111..81054. Postage is
included.

Horatio Alger
Awards given
to recipients
WASHINGTON (AP) — Syndicated columnist Art Buchwald,
Sen. Daniel K. Inouye and former
pro basketball star Julius "Dr. J."
Erving are among 10 winners of
this year's Horatio Alger Awards,
given to Americans who have
triumphed over "humble beginnings and adversity" to, achieve
success.
Humorist Buchwald, 63, grew up
during the Depression in an
orphanage and foster homes, the
awards group said, while Inoyye,
64, D-Hawaii, grew up in a Japanese ghetto area of Honolulu. Erving, 39, helped support his family
by working odd jobs as a teen-ager.
Also honored were S. Truett
Cathy of Atlanta, founder of the
Chick-fil-A restaurant chain;
Robert H. Dedman of Dallas,
founder of ClubCorp International;
Jean Nidetch of New York, founder
of Weight Watchers International
Inc.; Carl R. Pohlad, a Minneapolis
banker and owner of the Minnesota
Twins basebattfeam; D.B. Reinhart
of La Crosse', Wis., chairman of
Gateway Foods Inc.; Dr. Robert H.
Schuller of Garden Grove, Calif.,
senior pastor of the Crystal Cathedral, and R.J. Ventres of New York,
chairman of Borden Inc.
The awards will be presented at
a May 19 banquet by the 42-yearold, non-profit association of Horatio Alger Award recipients. Banquet proceeds will support the
group's youth programs, including
college scholarships for outstanding high school students of limited
means.

Larroquette
hays he has

beat alcoholism

6995

Kleen-Gro-One

Sprayer

9 ga.
I 1ga.
14 ga

#081-11520
#081-11530
#081-11540

Knap Sack
Sprayer

OIL

•

- Chants-W-1S

Windvane Feeder

24.95

FISAI. COST.

No. B-660

899

3495
price .
5.00
mfr mail-in
SSC bonus rebate..........--....5.00
our

4495

100% Solid State

rlfr,

up to 8,000 lb.
pressure

Wheelbarrow

morialla

Multi-Purpose
Grease

E-Z

over-wintering insects

Weedmaster
Fence
Controller

that you were ripped off — and
by whom.

6 ft (#081-14502)

229
61/2 ft. (#081-14503)

249

NEW YORK (AP) — John Larroquctte, who plays the prosecutor
on the television comedy "Night
Court," says he considered suicide
before conquering alcoholism.
"I sat down one night, put a pistol on the table and wrote a suicide
note," Larroquette said in an interview in the April issue of Redbook
magazine.
"But I realized that I didn't consider any of the notes funny
enough. I thought. ...`You can't do
it until you figure out the perfect
exit line. It seems you want to have
some sort of effect on this world.'
So I talked myself out of it," said
Larroquette, 41.
The Louisiana-born actor said he
struggled to quit drinking for three
years before going cold turkey on
Feb. 6, 1982. "One night I said to
myself, 'There are no more deals.
Whatever it takes, I don't want to
feel like this anymore.'"
The next year, he was hired for
the role of Dan Fielding on "Night
Court" and went on to win four
Emmys in a row.
"An old man once told me,
'Boy, you've been insane. Insanity
is the repetition of the same action,
expecting different results,'" said
Larroquette. "One day I said, 'I'm
not going to repeat those actions
today.' And lo and behold, different results occurred."

Give.
American Heart
UAssociation
AtEPE FIGHTING FOR
\CUR LIR

ing
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BROIL IT BAKE IT

Adolescence and early years are critical ages
for weight gain in person's life, experts say
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Adolescence and the early adult
years are two of the "critical" ages
of weight gain throughout a person's life, according to the Nutrition Department of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
In this article, the second pan in
a series of four articles on nutrition
throughout life, the need for
changes in eating habits and in
nutrition to help these years go by
with little or no trouble of weight
gain is stressed.
One of the key problems during
these "critical" years is
eating
habits, Teresa Harper, clinical dietition at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital said.
College students who do not eat
regularly and who do not maintain
good nutrition, sometimes find
themselves gaining weight at a
high rate of speed. This is mainly
because of the types of food they
eat. Fast food and junk food are the
main diet for the college-age person, with a number of foods that
are high in cholesterol and saturated fats such as beef, eggs and
cheeses.
Most fast food is fried and many
of the packaged meat products,
such as bologna, salami and sausage, all have a high percentage of
fat and cholesterol.
"During these early adult years,
eating is a social activity and the
snack foods they eat are very high
in calories," Harper said. "Pizza

and ice cream are not the best for
young adults because they are still
developing and sometimes these
types of foods can really alter their
growth rate."
Good nutrition and weight loss
can be reached during this time by
exercising and watching what you
are eating.
Adjusting to new time schedules
and new activities give college and
high school students trouble settling into a routine similar to the
schedules of their younger years.
Lack of time and not enough
exercise are two of the most widely
used excuses for students when it
comes to gaining weight and bad
nutritional habits.
Holly Walston, a 15-year-old
Calloway County High School student, has lost 45 pounds since September just by watching what she
has been eating and exercising regularly, through a program developed at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, Harper said.
"I started gaining weight three
years ago and the reason for that
was because I didn't eat the right
things and I ate snacks late at
night," Walston said. "When I

finally decided to lose weight, it
really wasn't that hard to do. I just
kept looking forward to the end."
Low self-esteem and changes in
personality are both problems that
develop in overweight, young
adults. "It can really make these
kids get down on themselves," Harper said, "but when they lose the
weight, they become very happy
with themselves and the way they
look."
"For two weeks I, wrote down
everything that I ate," Walston
said, "and Terese (Harper) told me
how many calories I can have if I
want to lose weight or stay the
weight I am now."
"What we try to do is show them
that everything they eat adds up,"
Harper said. "People think that
when they walk by the refrigerator
and 'nibble' on something that it
doesn't count as eating. If they
become aware and are conscious of
everything they eat, losing weight
should not be a problem for them."
Exercise also plays a very big
part in good health for adolescents
and college-aged people. Walking,
swimming and any cardiovascular
exercises show great results.

"I am now walking about two
miles a day to keep in shape and
maintain the way I look now, "
Walston said. "By exercising regularly it should not be a problem
keeping the weight off and staying
the weight I am now."
Good nutrition can be achieved
by making some simple changes in
your diet. Limit your intake of red
meats and organ meats (liver, kidneys), as well as salami, bologna,
sausage and bacon. Use dry beans
and peas, which are high in protein,
as meat substitutes. You can use
margarine instead of butter and
avoid all fried foods. Eat more
food high in fiber such as fruit,
vegetables, whole grains and
cereals.
By becoming aware of what to
eat and what not to eat, you will
become a more nutrition conscious
person throughout these "critical"
weight gaining years.
During March, National Nutrition Month, and any time throughout the year, additional information
can be obtained at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Nutrition Department from 8 a.m. until 4
p.m.

NO SALT STEAM IT

STIR FRY POACH IT

ir_400.]
Clean The Carpet, HELPING HAND?
Clean The Attic, HELPING HAND?

HAND?
HAND?
Weatherstrip Doors, HELPING HAND?
Wash Windows, HELPING HAND?
Reasonable Rates, HELPING HAND!
Customer Satisfaction, HELPING HAND!
Experienced Personnel, HELPING HAND!/

Give U s

call, Weeping Wand

Several members of the Department of Special Education at Murray State University recently
attended the annual convention of
the Kentucky Council for Exceptional Children March 9-11 in
Lexington.
Murray State students Margaret
Murphy of Maysville and Amy
Simmons of Murray presented a
seminar, "International Experiences: Exchange and Word Abroad
Programs for Special Educators."
"Homework Efficiency and the
Learning Behavior Disordered Student" was the title of a presentation
by Dr. Greg Prater, associate
professor.
Student Cheryl Dunn of Dexter
reported on "Developing a Talking
Book Library."
"Beyond Word Processing:
Microcomputer Application to
Enhance Reading and Writing
Skills" and "Problem-Solving
Tasks on the Microcomputer: A
Look at the Performance of Students with Learning Disabilitites"
were the titles of presentations
made by Dr. Sara Olin Zimmerman, assistant professor.
Dr. Jack W. Farley, assistant
professor, along with students
Tonya Venters of Murray, Tony
Gipson of Cadiz and Kimi Nichols
of Paris, Tenn., presented a seminar, "Exceptional Expression:
Using Dialogue Journals to
Encourage Meaningful Written
Interaction."

Faculty and students from the
Communication Disorders Division
of the Department of Special Education at Murray State University
attended the annual convention of
the Kentucky Speech-Language
Hearing Association March 9-11 in
Lexington.
Dr. Elizabeth G. Blodgett, chairman of the department, and Dr.
Viola P. Miller, dean of the Center
for Continuing Education/
Academic Outreach, presented a
mini-seminar, "Preschool SpeechSound Disorders: Pay Me Now or
Pay Me Later."
"Applying Assessment Data to
Designing Practical Intervention
Strategies for Children Who Stutter" was the title of a mini-seminar
presented by Cherie Richardson,
coordinator of the Multicultural
Training Project at MSU.
Graduate students Gina Glover
of Shreveport, La., Shirley Conner
of Clarksville, Tenn., Karen Chamberlain of Tiptonville, Tenn., Debra
Sistrunk of Louisville and Howard
Dixon III of Jackson, Tenn., participants in Ms. Richardson's project, reported on the results of their
research in a mini-seminar, "Issues
Related to Multicultural Populations with Specific Reference to
Black Children who are Communicatively Disordered."
Dr. Marilyn Condon, associate
professor and Susan Snell, clinical
audiologist, presented a miniseminar, "Implementing Hearing
Aid Monitoring in the School."

s
.110•11/
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Paint The Hall, HELPING
Put Up Shelves, HELPING

MSU students
attend meeting

Special Ed.faculty,
students attend
hearing conference

ETLft

eJ
753-8866
PEANUTS

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

WI-10i5 THAT THAT'S OUR TEACHER
OVER THERE I INVITED HER
SITTING IN
TO COME WATCH
OUR GAME...
THE CAR?

(.5.

I NEVER MAII3E SHE'S LONELY
TI-10U6HT AND'45 NOWHERE
ELSE
SHE'D DO IT

NANCY

16 YOUR FACE STILL NUM&
FROM 11-E NOVOCAIN
WE DENTI6T GAVE. 400 2

iF 4'OU DRANK
A GLASS OF WATER \
JD 2RR)E5LE
ALL OVER 4OUR
, RIGHT 2

04(4? 00 ,
(OU WAN
hi-kEE. ME MAGE
PHOGI_ OF M1-61-lELF

GARFIELD

"Charley horse!''

CROSSWOREVPUZZLER
ACROSS
Opening
Dwell
Beverage
Large bird
Ballots
Title of
respect
15 Expert
17 Restaurant
worker
19 Leases
21 Employ
22 Dock
24 Sugar —
Leonard
26 Allowance
for waste
29 Ancient
chariot
31 Still
33 Recent
34 Equally
35 Mournful
37 Deposit
39 Note of scale
40 Alcoholic

1

2

5

4
13

7

6

8

5555
17

Ili

law

24

ste

WI MI
ill
il

WI

il

5 Shipworm
6 That thing
7 Condensed
moisture
8 Brother of
Jacob
9 Toward rear
of ship

1 Precious
stone
2 Wine cup
3 Shoves
4 Declare

12

19

ARE CI DI S
MASS
ALEE
REAR
ANA
PLEASE
TA
PEA
NUTS
LEPER
CONCREEIE
TE
LATER
AWE
RAP
US
SEERESS
NO
YEUI TIMED
ETA
LA
LEVERETS
MOTEL
DIED
ICIE
AM
SMARTS
CAR
VAST
REAP
Alal A
EIZIS
SERA

DOWN

3

15

Answer to Previous Puzzle

beverage
42 Insane
44 Eagle's nest
46 Scorch
48 Obscure
50 Sow
51 Hindu
cymbals
53 Harbors
55 "— Knows
Best"
58 "A Streetcar
Named —"
61 Mature
62 Helped
64 "Hi .5 Lots"
character
65 Rocky hill
66 Declines
67 Female sheep

1
4
9
12
13
14

1111

ii

se
ill

ill

II hill

53

28

ii

la

iiilid
WI se
dUSSUR
bia

il

Falsehood
Go astray
Wearies
Adherent of
suffix
20 Declare
22 Boscs. e g
23 Send forth
10 11
9
25 Affirmative
27 Uncanny
is
28 Kind of
cloth
30 Obstruct
32 Hyson
38 Carl, to Rob
Reiner
27 28
38 Trials
41 As a — of
fact
33
(truthfully)
43 Short swim
39
45 Dwell
47 Cheer
45
49 Pattern
52 Page of book
54 Riverfront
Stadium
players
55 Obese
se Time gone by
57 Inlet
59 Quarrel
60 Summer Fr
155 63 Roman gods

BLONDIE
YOU ARE —
SURE TO I-4AVE
At

55.

hill

42

41

10
11
16
18
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THE PHANTOM
UH, VIA, WISH TO DUEL MY
MASTER ? UH „WHAT„
THAT 19 MY
WEAPONS?
CHOICE. I WILL
BRING THEM TO THE
NOR.g
FIELD OF
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YOUR PLANE
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SWEATSHIRTS' Sweat
shirts' Sweatshirts' New
shrpment long and short
sleeve Just arrived at
Lynda's Pretty Punch
Shop,? miles west of Hazel
on State Line Road 893
Have adult sizes starting at
$5 Small to XXXLarge, and
$3 children's sizes Ms°
have all Punch Embroidery
supplies and wit take cus
torn orders 492 8580

.

I

CHANNEL CATFISH, HYBRID
BLUE GLL, Fading Mamma.
Lep Mei Boa. Rick Cowie
Trattoria sof Goo Ora(kr Paid
Weed Corsa The *bid Marge
intl /Mil a magla on pima.
Davin WO ar
TUESDAY, MARCH 21
Al

Tile Fame% laismaie

Southern Stales Ce-ap
Awns KY
(502) 7S34423

r‘a

bad maw
Cal
rear order or al 57841/11
Tot Free tale40-111311
tases334691t
I% ,

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of
hospital expenses.
For free information
call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4191
"free local
claim service"
THE Marines wit hold mus
cal auditions in Louevilte
April 14 tar young people
interested in becoming
Marine Corps Bandsmen
(collect) (502)582-660e
TRANSFER your 8MM
acme movies to video tape
$3 50 per 50 ft reel. tape
included Also slides negatives and photographs
Free pock-up and delivery
Call Donna Daniell Video
Production Specialties
759-9246

'Make Your
Pledge To
753-5479
753-9539
753-1300
Thank
You
GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Blacks Decorating Center
701 S 4th St Murray

OPEN now on Saturdays at
10a m New Concord Fan'
lay Haw Station Please call
for your appointment
436-2714

Nina Wear & Teeming
777"•S

Olympic Plaza

7
•

4.

DEADLINE

DAY OF PUB.

Fri. 3 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

TUXEDOS
& Accessories
IN STOCK
Mils & CCIIS
place tut order
early for discount

_
Murray State University is accepting sealed bids
for the purchase of Canned and Packaged Foods;
MUR -165T-89; to be opened 3/30/89 at 2:00 p.m.
Bids will be opened in the Purchasing Department,
General Services Building, Murray State University. Murray, KY 42071. Information and forms
may be obtained by calling (502) 762-2703.

Murray State University is accepting bids for the
purchase of plumbing supplies; MUR-164M-89;
Opening 3/29/89 at 2:00p.m. Bids will be opened in
the Purchasing Department, General Services
Building. Murray State University, Murray. KY
42071. Information and forms may be obtained by
calling (502) 762-2705.

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
OU pay for most nursing home cost.
'Medicare pays less than 2%
'Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home
In our area, costs average over $18.000
per year
'Medicaid, the government program for
the 'poor ' only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
The Consumer Guide To
free copy of
Long Term Care Insurance

McConnell
Insurance Agency
liopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

753-4199
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Full Time Help
Full Time Checker
Full Time Deil Help
Apply in person.
Owen

Food Market

BONUS INCOME Earn
$200 $500 weekly Marling
1989 travel brochures For
more information send
stamped envelope to INC
P0 Box 2139 Miami FL
33261

A wonderful tamily experience Australian, Euippeen Scandinavian 11W
school exchange students
arming in August Become
a host family for American
Intercultural Student Ex
Call
change
1 800-SIBL1NG
LOSERS Wanted to try re
volutionary new appetite
suppressant Lose up to 29
pounds/ month Dr Recommended No drugs
100% guaranteed Call
3 1 7 )8 4 1 - 7 5 1 5 ,
1-800-538-3008 •452700
PREGNANT? Worried?
There is somebody who
cares' Call Opportunibes
for Life, toll free
1-800-8225824 anytime
for personal, confidential
help'
SUCCESSFUL Diet You
bet, for me now for you
Easy paced Lifetime results $5 Tom Miles. Box
6698. Las Cruces, NM
88006

ACT in TV commercials No
experience AN ages Children teens young adults,
families etc High pay TV
advertising Call lor casting
information Charm Studios (313) 542 8400 En
2614

Employment
Opportunity

Southern Broken local
brokerage
insurance
firm will be adding 2
reptelemarketing
resentatives effective
4-1-89. Good communications skills required. Training is provided.

MAKE MORE
MONEY
FULL OR
PART-TIME!
Men and women
needed to sell our
Profitable Line of
Calendars, Pens and
Advertising gifts to
Business Firms in
immediate
your
business area. Earn
CommisWeekly
sions. Set your own
Prompt,
hours.
Service
Friendly
from 80 Year Old
AAA-I Company.
No Investment_ No
Collections. Previous sales experience
not required.
Write:
Rick Ilieuipma
NEWTON MFG. CO.
Dept. H11364
Iowa 502M
(515) 792-4121.
BOY SCOUT MUSEUM
SECURITY GUARD, Murray State University Two
temporary, full-time positions avaaable from May
22. 1989, through September 8. 1989 Must be
twenty-one years of age
and a high school graduate
or equivalent One year experience as police officer or
related law enforcement
agency preferred Must be
free of a poke record Of
pending criminal court action Must have a neat personal appearance and be
able to coordinate under
pressure Must possess
good public relations qualities and be waling to work
with children as well as
adults Responsibilities include conducting regular
interior building checks
vothin the museum-- observation of displays, exterior
doors, alarm system -when building is open and
when dosed Must be wiling to direct and/or assist
visitors with directions and
intormabon. The applicants
will be required to work a
swing shift and frequently
work extra hours Salary
$625 per hour Apply at
Department of Employment Services, 1210 Johnson Blvd. Murray, KY
42071 EOE/M-F.

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 50 rn

Tekmarketing
Representative

Seed resume to:
P.O. Box 101&
Murray, KY 42071

NEED extra cash? Part
time help needed Set your
own hours $5 per hour plus
Call
commission
1-800-292-6568
OTR Drivers Hornady
Truck Line requires 1 year
experience. 23 yeas of
age Start 23e- 265/ mile
based on expeneince Ex
benefits
cellent
Convenbonals/ Cabmen
1 - 8 00 - 6 3 3 - 1 3 1 3
812-288-5700.
OTR Drivers Lexington
based company 23 e./ head
haul, 12e/ dead head Medical unsurance 2 years
0TR expenerice Sate dnving record. Home most
weekends
1-800-535-3133

DID Christmas get you behind? Sell Avon products!
Be your own boss. Work
your own hours, kill or parttime. Earn up to 50%! Call
today 753-0171.
DISTRIBUTE applications
for a guaranteed charge
card $199 investment, part
or full sme American Cre
dit Card 512 968 3145
EARN MONEY reading
books' $30,000/ yr income
potential Details (1)
805 687 6000 Ext
Y 10706

GOVERNMENT Jobs'
$18,037 to $69,405 Immo
date hiring' Your area Call
(Refundable)
Gov
Hiring'
ATTENTION
1 518-459-3611 Ext F973
eminent lobs your area for federal list 24 hours
Marty immediate openings
without waiting list or test JOB Announcement Num$17,840 $69485 Call ber 89-33(A), Dale 2/27/89.
1-602 838 8885 Ext R684 Position Park Worker
(part time). Location Kenlake State Resort Park,
Hardin Kentucky, Grade &
Salary Grade 3, Salary
$4 321 per hour. Minimum
Requirements ability to
read and write Apply by
submitting state application
which can be obtained at
the local department for
employment services, or
any other state government
office, to Kentucky Depart
rnent of Personnel. Room
377, Capitol Annex, Frank
fort, Kentucky 40601, Attn
Job Announcement No
89-33(A) (Job Announcement Number should also
be placed in the upper right
hand corner of the application in the 'Special Announcement No " blank)
Deadline for applying You
must qualify. test, and be
placed on the register by
March 27. 1989 Test not
required Filling this poss

01

Sports
Equipment

Holp
Waged

TRUCK Driver Training 15
GOVERNMENT Jobs' Now READ boolui for pay' $100
years experience Place187G,
PASE
Write
wee
a
hiring the weal $10.213 to
161 S Uncoinway, North ment Dept, financial aid
$75,473 Immediate open
available Commercial
angsi Call (Refundable) Aurora IL 60542
Drover Institute, Murfrees
1-315 733 6062 Ext
boro,
Tennessee
up
AT
Earn
WORK
HOME'
SF2558
to $300 a day, People call 1-800-242-7364 or KY
1-800-2487364
you' 1-615-859-6315 Ext
L-11 or 1 615 851-6439
Ext. L-11 No calls &twWint
at) m
To &if

Murray, KY

753-1300

-

Nile
Waned

Help
Wanted

Notice

Support
CCHS
"Project
Araduation"

my Ledger & Times

bon is subiect to any State
Government twing resInclions An Equal Opportunity
Employer larFai

BUYING aluminum cans
50e & 55e to, battery,
scrap metal, copper arid
punk cars KGA Rycyding
192-8183 days 498 8785
,
elder?)
or
sock
WILL care for
flights
and do light housework,
day or night 759-4171 or I buy aluminum and copper
Top prices 753-0467 after
753-0785 Cal anytime
6P M
elderly
or
WILL sit with the
sick Expenenced and re- THICKNESS planer,
ferences 753-4590 Call pointer 436-2556
for more information
WE buy scrap aluminum,
ARE YOU TIRED of cleaning all weekend' I'l do a
Mon Fn Have references
753-4339

100
Business
Opportunity
BE your own boss' In the
$20 billion$ snack bust
ness Limited number of
routes available Excellent
return on investment For
details call Debra Kemp
1 -800-527-8363
DEALERSHIP Log Homes
Your complete log home
manufacturing company
has all of America's finest
lines starting at $9,199
Great earning potential, will
not interfere with present
employment Investment
100% secured by model
home Call Mr Lamont, toll
free 1-800-321-5647 The
Original Old Timer Log
Homes and Supply Inc.

PART-TIME merchandiser
in local stores, daytime
hours Ca 502-367-6377
Alert Marketing, Inc 70
Bank Street, Waterbury,
CT D6702 EOE
PROFESSIONAL Drivers
Wanted Sam Tanksley
trucking is now hiring expenenoed 0 T R drivers
We need 1st, 2nd and team
drivers Excellent benefits
including rider policy, insurance tree after 90 clays, fuel
and safety incentive bonus,
and keep sane truck Cal
or
606-525-4144
1 -800-527-TEAM Drug
Screen E0E.

Pay Less Drugs is now
accepting applications
for Pharmacists for our
Murray. Kentucky store
Competitive starting
salary, excellent fringe
benefits No phone
calls Send resume to
Paducah. KY 42001,
Ann Lonnie Gnttin

Route 6-346 Logue Road,
We Juliet, TN 37122
OWNER- Operators Join
Schneider National Car
ners Lease-on your tractor or take advantage of
our New Tractor Purchase
Program We offer excellent revenue, top miles, discounts on insurance, fuel,
tires and maintenance
1 800-348-1894
TURN-KEY BUSINESS
handling Frito-Lay, Nabisco, Mars, Juice Bowl,
Campbells and similar food
produds_ Servicing ecrupany secured locaboes
National figures show average gross earnings of
$27,040 00 per year Requires approximately 8
hours per week You will
need $1000000 cash and
up for equipment Call
1-800-334-0854, Ext. 515,
anytime day or night &
Sundays
VENDING Machines
brand new, full sized
Candy, soda, microwave
popcorn, etc 6 different
models from $995 each
Free
Locations
1800-433-7917

VENDING route your area
All new machines, great
locations, potential gross
$300- $700 each machine
Must sell
TRUCK Drivers Needed weekly
Immediately Best pay and 1-800-446-5443
benefits program in the in110
dustry Stan at 23 cents per
mile with regular increases
Instruction
to 27 cents Minimum of
2,100 miles per week guaranteed 23 years old with 1
year OTR experience
Good record required Inexperienced? Ask about
J B Hunt approved drrvIng
schools Financial assis-sEcFiETARv
tance available Cal J B
Hunt 1 8011643-3331
-ExEcufi,E "EC
• ..741c PnOr ..SOR

Behr's
Women's Apparel
Applications are being accepted for the
position of night
manager. Previous
retail
experience
preferred. Excellent
benefits. Liberal discount program.

1-800-327-7728

NEED your GED? Study at
home with KETs GED on
Enroll today
TV
1-801538-4433.

Apply in person:

Behr's
Shopping
Center
Murray, Ky.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Central

U S Trucking A Ligon
flatbed contractor is taking
applications for OTR dnvers 21 to 30 cents per mile
Home most weekends Cal
615-383-3398
WANTED Modic.al office
assistant Typing, filing,
dictation and reception
siufe required Word processing helpful Send resume to P0 Box 104041.
Murray, Ky
WANTED Shopper-9r sales
person for progressive,
high performance ATV
company Must have working knowledge of ATV components Sy biased on
experience Contact MotoFast (502)527 8553

TRUCK dnver trainees
needed now G.-E-T Truck
Training
Driver
1-800627 3384

copper, brass and aluminum cans Call Bakan
Recycling @ 753 0338

WANT
TO BUY

WASHER and dryer $18
per week rent to own Mo
vie World 753 4663

3 WHEEL Cushman golf
can with lop Call 753-3609
or 753-1270
216
Musical

2 MATCHING chairs,
couch, dining room table
and 1 chairs Call 753 2529
alter SP M
BALI mini blinds, verticals
2 for 1 one Verosol pleated
shades until April 30 Pant
Plus, 306 Main
BLACK leather sofa, end
table with flaws, electric
broom 753 5950

C8-700 Drum Set snare,
bass, 7 tom toms, 2 cymbals with stand, high hat
and wood block $850
753-9417
EMERALD Electric Drum
Set snare. bass, 3 tom
l0M6 , WI() and carrying
case, $450 753-9417

COUCH and chair, good
condition 753-1961

liseelantious

handsome custom made
butcher block table From
basic to excutsite any size,
height or shape to fit your
need or fancy Genuine oak
tops Call today 435-4142

$75 CASH For each of
your old windows when you
purchase our thermally
sealed vinyl replacement
windows We will finance
with no downpayment and
wine you a check for your
Call
old windows
1-800-422-9872

27 QUALIFIED homeow
DARK wood frame couch, 2 ners to display thermally
chairs and ottoman, green sealed insulated replace
plaid fabric $75 7519382 ment windows Deluxe
after 5p m
package $9988 per window 7 windows, $49
DINING table and 6 chairs.
monthly Financing availsolid teak made in DenCall 1 800-422-9872
able
2
mark, 47- round with
leaves 19Y, each,86'long 41 QUALIFIED homeow
with leaves, WO Set solid ners for new swimming
maple bunk beds with mat- pool or spa installations
tresses and box springs, Financing available Derail and ladder Also, small luxe installation complete
maple chest, $250 Call as low as $59 month Huge
4.35-4342 before 3p m
Call
savings
PUT in your order for a 1-800-3567864

Fire-Cured
Tobacco Base
Call
492-8566
Anytime.

WATERBED with baffles,
1225 Days 753-1953 or
nights 753-0870
tfis

150
Artkim
For Sale
1000 WOLFF Sunbeds,
toning tabies, commercial,
home tanning beds Save
to 50%, prices from $249
Body wraps,lamps, lotions
Cal today Free color catalog 1 DX-228-6292
100+ BALES of red clover
hay 2 large used food
freezers- cheap Call
Buddy Buckingham at
753-8040 or 753-3050 after
6p m,
22" COLOR TV,$150, new
baby mattress, $10, picnic
table, $25. 759-1293

Antiques
ROUND oak pedesta
table, stained glass windows. primitive child's old
fire truck oak hail tree
quilts much more Bygones Antiques 1 mile
from Murray on 94 East in
Damen Building 753-0079

170

Vacuum
Omuta
ELECTROLUX- Sales &
Service Bags, hoses &
belts DOROTHY M
BROWN,508 So 7th, May
field, KY, 247-6808

ARROW storage buildings
10x9 ft building with door
160
56" wide x 59 height,
Sowing
$22999 10x12 ft. building
Machina
with door 56' wide x 61
height. $29999. 10x9 high SINGER Sewing Machine
gable building with door 56" fully guaranteed, hill cash
wide x 60" height, $289 99 price $49.50 Call Martha
Coast to Coast Hardware, Hopper 354-6075
753-8604
BENJAMIN Moore Paints.
Extra nice in-stock wallpaper arriving daily Also
children's patterns, borders. Paint Pius, 306 Main
FOR Sale- 3 storage sheds
like houses, complete
electric in every way. 3 lots
for sale with complete
hook-ups for mobile
homes 2 mobile homes
You have to see to believe!
Call for an appointment
492-8806
KAYAK Swimming Pool
prices reduced on Kayak
award winning pools Make
us an offer on reconds
boned pools Be ready for
hot weather- buy now Call
1-800-843-7665
MARTIN Houses 6 rooms
$2699. 12 rooms $3999,
18 rooms $5799, 24$69 99 Pre sectioned tele
soloing pole extends to 15',
$29 99 Wallin Hardware,
Downtown Paris, Tn
OFFICE equipment, desks,
chairs, file cabinets, tables,
typewriters, show cases,
shelving, water coolers,
plus much more See Marty
Futrell at South 4th & Elm
Streets or cal 753-7668
days or 753-2394 nights

190

ATTENTION 'Homeowners Leading swimming
pool manufacturer seeking
17 qualified homeowners
for immediate 1988 pool
installations Financing
available Other pool prices
as low as $1,177 Call
1 800 422 9872
COINS Bought/ Sold Pack
s1, $4 95 Indian head
penny, Buffalo nickel, Mer
cury dime, illustrated historical brochure discussing 31
popular U S ColftS Infor
matron on additional packs
Monthly lists 10-day return
privilege Estates ap
praised Christopher's
Coins. Box 602 A, Murray
753 4161
FIREWOOD for sale
457-4667
FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
removal Free estimate
436-2562, 436-2758
GATLINBURG Summit and
Gulf Shores Plantation
Mountain and Beach con
dos with beautiful views
Indoor pools, equipped
kitchens. Free brochure
1-830-242-4853

Fans
Equipment

GO carts, go carts, go carts'
5 HP single and double
1976 44/100 JOHN Deere seats Keith's Lawn & Trac
combine 2 headers, tor Center, Industrial Road
1,280 50 hours 492-8212 Call 759-9831

'ILL CLEAN HOUSES BY
OFFICES BY MG

Ride With the "Pennyriders"
on Pennyrile Tours
Louisville and the Derby
Dinner Playhouse

April 15-16
May 8-12

Cruise - Bahamas

May 17-20

Holland Tulip Festival

June 17-July 2

Nova Scotia

Star Clipper Dinner Train/House
on the Rocks

July 5-10

POST frame buildings
24a40'x9' entrance door
and 10'w8' end slider
$4,895 Completely
erected Other sizes available Blitz Builders, Inc
1-800-428-4009

Canadian Rockies, Yellowstone,
July 22-Aug. 6
Glacier Nat'l Pk

SEAT lift chair If your are a
medicare recipient with a
qualifying condition such as
arthritis, call toll free num
Der for more information
Cal 1-800-445-4174

Aug. 17-24

TILLERS 5HP chain drrve
with Briggs & Stratton engine,$32999 Wallin Hardware, Downtown Pans, Tn
Open all day Saturday
TYPEWRITERS Due to
school budget cuts Smith
Corona offers brand new
electronics with word er
*see hil line memory correction, automatic center
Dual Pitch $169 let much
more. 1 year warranty Free
delivery Credit cards, COO
only
exchange
315-593-8755 anytime
WASHER & Dryer, excel
lent ccxidibon. $400 Re
trigerator, excellent condo
$375 Lawn mower,
$75 Patio set, $75 Large
dog kennel,$50 759-1562

Land of the Northern
Woods and Lumberjacks

Aug. 8-15

Mackinac Island and
the Grand Hotel
Williamsburg. VA/
Washington, DC
Autumn in New England

„Sept. 16-23
Sept. 28-Oct. 8

Fall at Green Park Inn
Fall in the Smokies

Oct. 10-14
.......- Oct. 20-22

Fall in Kentucky .............. .....

Oct. 2.5-29
Nov. 34

Las Vegas

Theatre:
Carousel (Louisv iIle)

April 15 & 16

Les Miserables (Nashville)

May 6

For Information and Brochure Write:

Mrs. Ruth Blackwood

203 S 8th St.
Murray, Ky 42071
502-753-2827

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15,

MOS

CLASSIFIEDS
2.10

man golf
753-3609
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Ho meow
swimming
er seeking
imeowners
1988 pool
Financing
pool prices
,177 Call

HOFFCO Lil Hoe Garden
Tiller only 25Ibs , $229 95
Keith's Lawn & Tractor. Industrial Rd , Murray.
753-9831
LARGE large, large selection of storage buildings in
stock for immediate deliv
ery Acree Portable BuildKy
ings. Mayfield
502-247 7831
LIGHT-duty wood shaper
with cutters 436-2556
WE service all brands of
kerosene heaters and carry
a full line of parts Keith's
Lawn & Tractor, Industrial
Road, 759-9831
27n
Mobile
Homes For Sale
HOUSE Trailer 1989 Buccaneer 14x80,3 bedrooms,
2 baths 753-7181
IT'S Tax Time! Bring us
your tax return check as a
down payment and receive
a free VCR Check out
these bargains! 1470 3
bedroom $11,995 or $140
per month 28x44 doublewide 3 bedroom and 2 bath,
only $18,995 or $221 per
month No down payment
for qualified land owners
Easy financing available.
Drive a little and save a lot!
Volunteer Homes, Paris,
Tn. 901-642-4466.
1980 MOBILE home,
14x50, 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
Days
unfurnished
753-7668 or nights
753-2394
1980 WOODLAND, 14x80,
3 bedroom, 2 bath, central
heat and air, unfurnished
Nice. $8850. Days
753-7668 or 753-2394

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Mobil.
Homes For Sale

Mobilo
Wm* For Rant

Pats
I throptlas

Home
For Sok

Used
Cars

1988 1400, 2 BEDROOM.
2 bath, all electnc. CA &
CH, wall to wall carpet,
blinds and curtains, GE
stove/ refrigerator, 0/W,
underpinned and winter
ized, 912 deck By appointment 753-2922. ask
for Tom, after 6p m
753-7124

TRAILER For Rent Cal
Brandon Dill, D41 Traitor
court, 759-1577

GERMAN short hair Pointers super hunting puppies, AKC champion pedigree,male, $150 Call collect 885-7001

NEW 3 bedroom 2 bath
home at 1572 Mockingbird
in Martin Heights Buy now
and pick your carpet color
Call 753-3903 after
4 30p.m

* NOTICE *
Weak credit?

Make
Homes For Rent

1 BEDROOM apartment
near downtown Murray
753-4109

NEW House at 1611 Tabard Dr. Martin Heights
430
subdivision, 3 bedrooms 2
Real
baths, morning sunroom,
Estate
wood deck, gas heat, approximately 2,400 sq ft
52 ACRES plus or minus
Pine and Oak woodland on plus 1,100 sq ft of storage
Kentucky Lake, Shannon Pick your own floor coverCreek Boyd Champion. ing Priced in the $90s
527-9192
502-522-8512

2 BEDROOM trailer fo
rent city limits, prefer
adults, no pets 753-9866
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209
FULLY furnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath, mobile home
in Crossland community
Garden spot $250/ month
deposit Available immediately 753-7724 or
753-5303
SMALL trailer on Blood
River Lake in New Concord, $60 a month
436-2427
300
Business
Rentals

Creekview
Storage
Center Dr.
Off 641 N.
Private Bays
A size for
every need.

753-6734

110
Apartmonts
Foe Rant
1 BEDROOM apartment
water furnished, low utili
Des no pets, 753-3949

2 BEDROOM furnished
apartment: couples preferred, 1604 Miller Ave.,
partial utilities paid_
753-0932 or 753-5898
2 BEDROOM duplex in
Westwood Appliances
furnished, central heat and
air, $275/ month
759-4406
2 BEDROOM duplex deposit required, no pets
753-3415 or 753-0409
LARGE apartment: 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, water and
appliances furnished,
washer & dryer hook-up,
central heat & air, no pets
753-3949
NICELY furnished 1 or 2
bedroom apartments located near campus
753-0606 nights, 753-6111
days

SHELTIES (Toy Collies)
sable and white 354-8211

KOPPERUD Realty offers
a complete range of Real
Estate services with a wide
selection of quality homes,
all prices 753-1222, toll
free 1-800-251-HOME Ext.
711L for courteous, competent Real Estate service.
We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you
PANAMA City Beach' Directly on the water's edge500' of private beach
Apartments with kitchengroup rates- your home
town favorite family place"
Great for family reunions
Large pool, game room
snack bar Ask for Kentucky
Wildcat Special Call Sea
Motel
Witch
1-800-322-4571
RESIDENTIAL, commercial and waterfront property Call Lile Real Estate
(502)354-6338 or
(502)474-8891

2 BEDROOM with garage,
121 South $250 per month
plus deposit. 753-6444.
NICE 4 bedroom house for
rent in the Kirksey area with
garden spot. Call
or
8p_m -10p.m
7a.m -9a.m. 489-2534

for sale

Sale Tree
estimate
2758

;ummit and
'Iantation
leach con
hitul views
equipped
brochure

ts, go carts!
nd double
wn & Trac
;trial Road

Kiwanis Gun &
Knife Show
Sat. & Sun.
March 18 & 19
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Calloway County
Middle School
Did You Know That We Rent

SCAFFOLDS
Rental scaffolding
provides a safe,
durable work platform
Assembled
quickly, with no
special tools
required Available
in multiples of frames

170
Livestock
& Supplies

MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES CENTER
200 E. Main St. Murray 753-8201

GRADUATE NURSES

,
111MME--"

iers"
il 15-16
ay 8-12
iy 17-20
7-July 2
ily 5-10
,-Aug. 6
mg. 8-15
g. 17-24
t. 16-23
8-Oct. 8
t. 10-14
t. 20-22
t. 25-29
goy. 3-6
15 & 16
..May 6
V rite:

753-0414 or
753-1294

As you begin your career many things are
important to you, and at Saint Francis Medical
Center we have recognized your concerns and
structured an eight week internship to meet your
nerds. Our internship offers both classroom and
clinical orientation designed to facilitate your
transition from nursing student to primary nurse.
Saint Francis, a 264-bed regional medical
center, offers:
* Full RN salary, plus shift differential, while
in the internship.
* Full and part time positions available.
* Earn up to 5 days full salary while attending
State Board Review.
* Reimbursement (up to $100) toward registration fee for an approved Board Review.
* Salary paid (2 days) for taking NCLEX-RN
State Boards.
"Outstanding comprehensive benefits including 21 paid days off each year for full time
employees, prorated for part time.
To schedule an Interview,

HORSE
BOARDING
Old Salem Rd. (121 So)

Full/Partial Care
Pasture Turnout
Lighted Indoor Arena
Indoor Wash Stall
Murray 502-759-4408

1 YEAR old black male
Lhasa Apso, loves children,
$95 (901)479-2229, South
Fulton
2 AKC fawn Doberman
pups ears clipped, all
shots, 6 months old. UKC
Eskimo Spitz pup. 1986
200-X Honda 3-wheeler.
489-2386 or 489-2150, ask
for Tonya

1985 250-R HONDA, 3
wheeler 753-2322
ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray. 759-9831.
COME see the world's
most innovative line of Polaris ATVs! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray 759-9831
485
Auto
Parts
350 OLDS engine for sale
759-4599 after 5p m.
490
Used
Cars

1977 TRANS AM: new
paint, carpet, seat, covers,
wheels and flares. Great
shape, very dependable,
$2,850. 753-9417.

Brand New
Office Space
For Lease
Located on N. 12th
St. Completely finished and carpeted, gas utilties,
approx. 1,000 sq.
ft. Call day or
night:

Motorcycles

1966 CJ5 JEEP hardtop, 4
cylinder, 3-speed, nice,
$1,500 753-0115

For Rent
Or Lissa

1979 BLUE Uncoln Town
Car: very good condition,
$3,000. 753-4747
1980 MUSTANG Cobra
351, AT. $3,000. 753-0115.
1981 BUICK Regal: 52,182
miles, 2 door. Call

75.3-0079 or sae at.Wavna
Darnell Menne.

440

Lots
For Sal.
1 ACRE lot southwest o
Murray. New well and sep
tic tank Excellent building
4 3 5 4 4 8 4 or
site
437-4392
BEAUTIFUL building lot on
corner in Meadow Green
Acres, 1V1 miles South of
Murray. 142x153', city water, cablevision, and blacktop road. $5500. Day
753-7668 or night
753-2394.
MOBILE home lot, 272
miles east of town
759-9313 after 5p m
NICE mobile home lots for
sale in Scenic Acres near
East Elementary School.
City water, cablevision, and
blacktop roads Owner financing available $3850
Days 753-7668 or nights
753-2394.
TWO large lots for mobile
home near KY Lake in Baywood Vista. Has septic tank
and driveway. Immediate
possession. Owner financing available. $2350. Call
Bob at 753-0697

Need a car?
Bad credit?
Bankrupt?
Call Sammy

Toyota ot
753-4961

1981 FIREBIRD. good condition, blue, best offer.
759-1084.
1981 MAZDA 626,4 door,5
speed, air, 1 owner,$2000
759-1021
1982 REGAL Summerset:
fully loaded, t-tops, 1
owner, 759-1543 or
753-0509
1982 Z-28 V-8, solid black,
$4,000 753-7849 after
6p m
1984 BUICK Century Limited: 4 door, fully loaded,
moon roof, luggage rack,
new tires, excellent condition, $5,000. 527-0850.

EVINRUDE Outboards
New Evinrude outboards
and trolling motors- in box1988 & 1989 modlesdealer invoice- 100% financing available- GBM
Sales- 1-800-544-2850
days 8a m.-5p.m. CST

GUTTERING by Sears
Sews continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sews 753-2310
for free estimate

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting plumbing, con
crew Free estimates Call
474-2307 or 753-6973

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753 9400

1980 MANTRA 21' bo
wrider let boat enclosed
454 lndmar marine engine
Rides and drives excellent
502-227-7042 days
502-227-8015 after 5p m

INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bolls Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate

SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models,
home and industry Call
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
Stella, Ky

495

1977 DODGE Van $1,000
or best offer 436-2541
1983 CHEVY Conversion
Van 24,000 actual miles,
raised roof, rear air, 350
V-8, 13,000, Extra Nice
492-8956
1984 DODGE Conversion
Van 73,000 miles, very
good condition, $8,500
437-4240

1970 4 WHEEL Drive Ford
Bronco good condition,
$1,500 753-6462
1979 CHEVROLET El Camino creme, air and
power 753-5273
1980 CHEVROLET Blazer
_Silverado 4x4 only
80,XXX miles, loaded and
sharp 753-5273
1983 CHEVROLET LWB
pick-up V-8 automatic,
$3,600 Rick's Vinyl Roofs
& Motor Sales 753-9872
1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck: new rubber on
the rear, fair on the front,
works 40' pole, excellent
condition. 345-2561.
1984 FORD F250 RD.4x4:
red, diesel, automatic, air,
power, tool box. 753-5273.
1984 FORD F250 N.D.,
tan, 460 V-8, 4-speed, air,
power, only 50,XXX miles,
new tires and white spoke
wheels, nice. 753-5273
1985 FORD F150 4x4:
Stahl utility bed, white, 351
automatic, power steering
and brakes, $5,500.
753-5273
1985 FORD Bronco II Eddie Bauer 4x4, red & tan
only 47,XXX miles, loaded,
sharp. 753-5273.
1986 FORD 350: dual rear
wheels, 9' flatbed, white,
only 13,XXX miles.
753-5273
1986 FORD F250 H.D. 4x4.
blue, diesel, 4-speed, air,
power, new tires, only
60,XXX miles 753-5273.
1986 FORD Ranger Super
Cab red, V-6, 5-speed, air,
power, 32,XXX miles
753-5273

1984 PONTIAC Parisian
wagon: loaded, excellent
condition, $4,500.
753-5937.

1987 FORD Ranger. red, 1
owner, 17,000 miles, long
wheel base, air, PS, PB,
AM/FM stereo, 5-speed
OD, S6,200. 753-5814 or
753-7549

1987 ACURA Integra
loaded, excellent condition,
39,XXX miles, $10,800
Phone 759-9262 after
5p m

1987 GMC solid red with
20,000 miles, $7,500
753-7387

1987 CAPRICE Classic'
V-8, new tires. $6,700, extra nice, 437-4422 or
437-4723.

1987 JIMMY S-15 fully
loaded, 26,000 miles, 1
owner, extra sharp
759-1543 or 753-0509
1988 FORD F150 4x4 XLT
Lariat red, 351 V-8, automatic, all the equipment,
oti 7,600 miles, like new.
793-5273

1987 CHRYSLER Fifth AvWOODED building lot on enue white with blue velour
blacktop road in Candle- interior, high mileage, exlight Estates near Almo. cellent condition, $6,500
AKC Black Scottish Terrier 100'x195', city water, na- 759-4706
1988 FORD Bronco XLT:
females, $150 cash
tural gas $3850. Day
dark blue, 302 V-8 automaCar
xtra
An
Need
489-2246
753-7668 or night
tic O/D, loaded, only
For A Few Days?
10,XXX miles 753-5273
AKC Black Poodle puppy, 753-2394.
Went From Gent. At
female AKC male Austrian
460
Terrier puppy Call
DWAIN TAYLOR
510
Homes
4.89-2246
CHEVROLET, INC.
For Sale
Campers
502 753 2612
AKC Registered Golden
Retriever puppies Call 2 BANK Repossessed
19/i' ROAD Ranger, air
901-644-1850 after 5p.m. Homes For Sale: Located 1987 YUGO: like new, awning 25' Yellowstone,
between Murray and May- $2,300 753-6726
air, awning, full bed 30'
or for further Information call:
AKC SIBERIAN Husky: 8 field in Calloway County.
1985 All excellent condi
Topaz,
MERCURY
1988
weeks old, blue eyes, S/W, Each home has 3 bedDebbie Rowers
492-8580 or
tion.
gray, sable & white, health rooms, 2 baths, central loaded, 8,000 miles 1986
Assistant Director Human Resources
Lincoln Mark VII 753-3632 435-4141
$150. Hunguaranteed,
Saint (314) 339-6152
hear & air, attached garage
TN
Road 28' Motingdon,
Franicts
and have been completely 1982 BUICK REGAL Turbo 1970 OPEN
front,
(901)986-9520.
211 Salat Frasch Drive
Medical
renovated and redecor- Sports Coupe new turbo. tor Home dome-type
selffully
plant,
power
Cape Clerks., Miscwri 63701
Ay Center
MALE AKC Toy Poodle 8 ated. Take your pick at new tires, power windows,
contained, very nice for
weeks old. 901-642-9174 $37,900. Phone Kopperud T-tops power steering,
power brakes. AM-FM ste- model and price, $7,500
Realty 753-1222
reo, cruise control Call 489-2256 or 753-7443
2 BEDROOM,5 miles east 753-5535 or 753-8200
1976 25' MAN-0-WAR, exof Murray, $25,000
753-4728
RARE 1965 Dodge Dart cellent condition $3,800
generator,
GT air, PS, sharp, 81,000 Also 4KW power
3 BEDROOM home in
Can be seen 207 used less than 1 hour,
miles
country. 2 extra sleeping
Woodlawn or phone $400 753-0038 after 4p.m.
rooms upstairs, large living
753-6361
room and dining room.
520
Central gas heat and air 12
Boars
miles east of Murray
& Motors
Now
it's
$50,000 Call 753-1203
GOOD used boats, motors
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath cedar
milers, 3-wheelers, motor1406325-3229
home in town 753-0659
cycle,motor home, salvage
parts Check our repair
3 BEDROOM brick 2
Sale will consist of cow & calf pairs, bred cows and breeding
Wayne Darnell Marrates
1,700
baths,
approximately
1 mile from
Repair,
bulls. All cows will be checked for pregnancy, brucellosis
ine
sq tt and double garage,
94 East
on
Murray
M
large wood deck, gas heat
and aged. Bulls will be aged and tested for brucellosis.
753-0079
New Et Used
Girds Drive in Benton, low

ANNUAL SPRING
SALE
COW & CALF
17, 1989 6:30 p.m.
Friday, March

Paris Livestock Sales

Taylor
Dan
10, fre.
Chevrolet, Oklevivobile,
Cease, trx. ol
Pans,

Fairground Rd. - Paris, Tn.

For further information contact:

Paris Livestock Sales
901-642-1993

$60s 527-9192
3 BEDROOM house next to
hospital, 309 South 10th St
or
7 5 3 - 78 3 7
901-664-5128

GM Executives
Program Vehicles
e01-842-41600
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris

Services
Morsel

Boats
& Motors

Vans

,170

1965 DODGE Coronet 340
magnum, 2 door, hardtop,
$1,000. Call after 5p m.
492-8481.

360

Sold Pack
dian-head
Mer
ated hestorcussing 31
Infor
3nal packs
-day return
'ates apstopher's
A, Murray
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270
Elsoollanoous

1969

SAN Juan 7 7 Sailboat
new bottom paint and instruments 1988, 4 sails,
9.9HP motor, 442-3585
days, or 442-6433 night.

1988 ALUMICRAFT Trophy 170 fish & ski 1988
Moody drive-on trailer,
1986 85HP motor with tilt
and trim Includes travel
cover, skis, ski rope, life
vests, depth finder, trolling
motor and battery and other
accessories See to appreciate at 513 S 6th, Murray
Owner leaving town Call
762-4177 8a m -4 30p m
Monday- Friday or
753-4117 after 5p m and
weekends

A-1 TREE Service You
pro service with 35 years
experience Topping removal, stump removal,
spraying and feeding Free
estimates 753-0906
APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service. dishwashers, disposals, ranges, ovens, refrigerators, washers &
dryers Service on most
makes and models G E
factory trained. The Appliance Works, Dr Rob Mason Rd , Hwy 783.
753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 29 years experience Parts and service,
Used Appliances Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 or
436-5848.

I Alt mow yards, individual
or business Free estimates Phone 759-4440
7p m -10p m
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING For all your carpet and
upholstery cleaning For a
tree estimate call
753-5827 Satisfied
references
LICENSED Electrician
Doug Jones Electric
759-4751
LICENSED electrician, residential and commercial
Air conditioning Sales and
service Gas installation
and repair for natural and
Fred's Repair
LP
753-7203
MOBILE HOME Specialistrepair, leveling, underpinning, set-ups, tear-downs,
roofs, floors, plumbing, wiring, washing, hurricane
straps 759-4850
MOODY Mower Repair
Pick-up and delivery, all
work guaranteed
753-5668

DAVE Williams Auto Repair, Coldwater, Ky. Good
service for less! 489-2279.
DUNAWAY'S Painting- interior, exterior, residential,
commercial 753-6951, if
no answer, 753-2332 Ask
for Mike

SUMMER mowing service
Call 759-1893 after 6p m
SUREWAY Tree Service
Topping, pruning, tree removal Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484
TELEPHONE wiring jacks
installed- phones movedresidence and businessexperienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220

Let Barry
repair your
factory stereos.
WORLD
OF SOUND

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
759-4850
QUALITY construction, repairs and alteration Free
estimates Call G & A,
436-2617

YARD Work: mowing,
cleaning, hauling, raking,
mulching, fertilizing
753-2555 or 492-8650.

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

BRICK, block and concrete, basements, foundations, driveways, sidewalks, patios. Free ettimates. Chimneys new and
repaired. 28 years experience. Charles Barnett.
753-5476

DAVE'S Lawn Mowing Service and Lawn Care Call
after 5p m 354-8706

SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-2366
or 437-4113

WILL do plumbing installation & repairs All guaranteed Free estimates
Phone 492-8899 or
753-1308

BREAKING and discing
gardens and yard landscaping Bush hogging,
leveling driveways and
buildings flower beds.
436-5430 or 753-0659

CONTRACTOR- Portable
storage buildings, pole
barns, general home improvement Quality work for
less Free estimates 8'x12'
for $585 489-2663

SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436-2811

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by& awe our showroom
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY4BeNnd

8.eac5

VP'

Murray Fire Extinguisher
Sales & Service
759-1999
225 N. 2nd St.
•24 Hour Answering Service
•Free Pick-Up & Delivery.
•We Service Any Types

OrNiariala

to

Wiggins Furniture
Shoppers Mall
2 ml. No. of Murray Hwy. 641

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

NOW OPEN Everyday
Mon. thru Sat. 9 to 5
Sun. 1 to 5

FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel, din and sand
call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763

Quality furniture including Berklino Recliners, Kay-Keline, Bedding, Housewares,
Gifts, Silk Trees, Plants, Ceramics, Woodcrafts, Brass, Copper. Thousands of items
on display.

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-5895 or 436-2642
GENERAL repair- Carpentry, plumbing, roofing, yard
and tree work, wood- $25 a
rick Call 436-2642
GRAVEL & Mulch Dewayne McKnight 753-0467
after 6p m

•

No Sale Gimmicks -Just Every Day Low Prices!
Owners: Robert & Nell Wiggins
753-4566
C..E.E_E.C...VE.E.E.E.E.‘..E.E.C._ E.. E.•

• ."41
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OBITUARIES
Tips for child's travels
II Inform the child. Explain to the child what will be taking place
•Advance preparations: Visit tne airport depot or station the child
is traveling from about a week in advance to familiarize him or her
with the site Try to be there the same time as the child's departure to
gauge congestion

;:tAk7'

IR Special meals: If flying a special meal of hamburgers or hot dogs
usually can be requested up to 24 hours in advance
•Departure day: Arrive at the airport depot or station an how
before the departure time Inform the agent that the child is traveling
of the person
alone and supply the name address and phone number
n to the
informatio
same
picking up the child at trip's end Give the
call
telephone
a
for
child along with change

‘•

II What to carry-on: Pack a carry-on bag with quiet toys, games and
books You also may want to include a "comfort item" such as a
trip
favorite stuffed toy Or blanket and a note wishing the child a good
alleviate
to
chew
to
gum
or
candy
hard
some
If flying, give the child
the changing cabin pressure

•Seeing the child oft: Do not leave the area until the child has
departed. lust in case the trip is canceled
Chicago Mauna Graphic Source Arnarican Amines

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Goodyear
+15.00
1.B M.
2306.25
Ingersoll Rand
44% •0/4
Jerrico
A
39%
39B
A
A.T.C.-Class
Kmart
32% +%
AT&T
Kroger
+%
27%
Stratton
Briggs &
JC Penney
25% +%
Chrysler
Penwell
4 unc
1
32/
CSX Corp
Quaker Oats
4 +%
1
30/
Dean Foods
Sears
Dollar Gen. Store ....9% B 9% A
Texaco
a%
45%
Exxon
Time Inc.
4
/
50% -1
Ford
U.S.Tobacco
unc
51%
GAF Corp
Wal-Mart
4 usc
1
84/
General Motors
Yield
C.E.F.
+
17%
GenCorp, Inc
53% +%
Goodrich

Industrial Average
Pres ious Close
Air Products

471, unc
4
/
118% +1
1
4
/
-1
39/
17% 11 17% A
4
/
39% -1
10% +%
5314 unc
116% unc
4
/
51% -1
43 +1/3
4
/
53% +1
118 +I%
4 +1%
1
23'/
18
33% +/
8.79

1,i774t-

COURT SQUARE

BETTY BOSTON
753-3366

PAT GOSSUM

Bouden Ford, 86, of Rt. 4, Murray, died Tuesday at 11:49 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was preceded in death by his
wife, Mrs. Ruth Clark Ford. He
was a member of South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church.
Born Sept. 3, 1902, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Eli Ford and Mae Doran Ford.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Edward (Yolonda) Glisson, Rt. 4,
Murray; one brother, Alpha Ford.

MURRAY KY.

Murray; three grandchildren, Charles Glisson and wife, Angie, Bill
Glisson and wife, lemma, and
Phyllis Smith; five greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Burial will
follow in South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Parvin Littleton, 79, of Hazel
died Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
He had dug graves for the Miller
Funeral Home for 30 years.
Born March 25, 1909, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Campbell Littleton and
Josie Sims Littleton.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Henry Littleton, Hazel; one
daughter, Mrs. Margaret Hopson,
Jackson, Tenn.; two sons, Willie

The funeral for Dorcas Powell
will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Jesus
Name Tabernacle at Calvert City.
The Rev. Thomas Peeler add the
Rev. Bradley Bullock will officiate.

Littleton, Detroit, Mich., and Ezell
Littleton, Pensacola, Fla.; one sister, Mrs. Iris Beeson, Detroit,
Mich.
The funeral will be Friday at 2
p.m. at Union Grove Baptist
Church in Henry County, Tenn.
Burial will follow in Union Grove
Cemetery.

died Monday at 7:40 a.m. at his
home.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Peggy Coyle Powell; two daughters, Mrs. Kimberly Grzegorski,
Oak Forrest, Ill., and Mrs. April
Salycrs, Calvert City; one son, Jeffery Powell, Rt. 7, Benton; one
grandchild, Megan Nicole Grzegorski; his mother, Mrs. Bessie
Mullinaz Powell, Calvert City; one
sister, Mrs. Sharon Huffman, Columbus, Miss.: three brothers, Alton
Powell and Carroll Powell, Benton,
and Harold Powell, Calvert City.

Services for Mrs. Belva White
will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel. The Rev. James T. Garland
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call from 4 to 9
p.m. today (Wednesday) at the funeral home.
Mrs. White, 85, widow of Gay-

Ion White of Hazel, died Monday
at 1:15 p.m. at Calvert City Convalescent Center.
Survivors are two sons, Charles
White, Calvert City, and Robert
(Sonny) White and wife, Sue, Murray; four grandchildren, Dr. Frank
White, Capt. Gay L. Cochran,
Charles T. White and Laura Sue
Lynch; three great-grandchildren.

UPS spends about $500 million,
orders 10 Boeing air freighters

Rogers leaves protective seclusion
to take USS Vincennes command
SAN DIEGO (AP) — The skipper of the USS Vincennes, whose
wife was the apparent target of a
pipe bomb attack, emerged from
protected seclusion Tuesday to take
the ship's helm.
Navy Capi Will C. Rogers, who
was commanding the Vincennes
last year when its crew mistakenly
shot down an Iranian airliner,
guided the ship out of the San
Diego Naval Station for routine,
daylong exercises off the California
coast, a Navy spokesman said.
The FBI continued its investigation into the bombing of a van dri-

Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Hazel after 4 p.m.
Thursday.

Mrs. Belva White

Dorcas Powell

Burial will follow in Provine
Cemetery with arrangements by
Filheck and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton.
Friends may call after 5 p.m.
Thursday at the funeral noon until
12 noon Friday when the body will
be taken to the church.
Mr. Powell, 48, Rt. 7, Benton,

Stock Market

Parvin Littleton

Bouden Ford

during the trip

SEATTLE (AP) — United Parcel Service has ordered 10 more
Boeing 757-200PF jet freighters at
yen by his wife, Sharon Rogers, a cost of about $500 million, Boeand said it had not dismissed the ing Commercial Airplanes said
possibility that the bomb was Tuesday.
planted by international terrorists.
In 1985, UPS ordered 20
Agency spokesman Ron Orrantia 757-200PFs — for "package
said it would be premature to rule freighters" — and took options on
out any potential motive in Fri- another 15. Today's order converts
day's bombing, including retribu- 10 of those options into firm sales.
tion for the airliner downing.
Fifteen planes from the original
Sen. Pete Wilson, R-Calif., said order have been delivered, with the
Monday that the FBI appeared to first going into service in Septembe backing off the theory that the ber 1987. The newly ordered
bombing was internationally planes will be delivered between
directed terrorism because the August 1991 through 1992, Boeing
device was a crude pipe bomb.
said.
Law enforcement officials are
The 757-200PF is a windowless,
looking into -the possibility, that twin-engine jet designed to accosomeone acted on a grudge against
the Rogers family or that one or
more rogue Iranian supporters
acted on their own, an FBI official
told the Los Angeles Times.
Naval Investigative Service
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
agents continue to protect Rogers
d American Eagle
Nashville-base
stayand his wife, who have been
Tuesday it will
announced
Airlines
since
location
d
undisclose
an
ing at
service from
commuter
begin
Friday.
1.
July
on
o
Owensbor
San
to
The Vincennes returned
three daily
offer
will
airline
The
sixa
ending
October,
last
Diego
oOwensbor
from
flights
non-stops
month Persian Gulf deployment. It
Nashvilto
Airport
County
Daviess
July
in
t
was during that deploymen
that the cruiser mistook a civilian le, officials said during a news
airliner for a hostile aircraft during
a firelight with Iranian surface
ships and brought it down with a
missile. All 290 people aboard the
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
plane were killed.
fifth person died Tuesday as a
result of a fire March 2 at the Winburn Square Apartments in
Lexington.
Phillip Wayne Smith, 28, died at
ttderal-Siate ktarket %yes Service March 15, VW
kerairky Purchase Area Hai Markel Report Indus*, 5
a.m. EST at the University of
9:20
Burnt S1atiora Receipts: Act Sal, Ea. 554 Barrows &
Medical Center.
Kentucky
know.
ansity-1.91
Sows
Cola aessh,
PUS,75
had been burned
LS 1-2 126-29.
who
Smith,
7.25-3023
1

modate 15 cargo containers or pallets on its main deck. The midsized plane has a large cargo door
on its left forward fuselage and can
fly extended routes, making it suitable for either domestic or international operations.
Boeing has now received 422
orders for 757s, including 33
freighters.
UPS, based in Greenwich,
Conn., has its domestic airfreight
hub in Louisville, Ky., and international hubs in Hong Kong, Singapore and West Germany. Today's
order will expand its jet fleet to
114 aiFcraft.
The company had revenues of
$11 billion in 1988 and employs
more than 200,000 people.

Airline begins Owensboro service

10 Day Sell Off!
12 MONTHS INTEREST FREE!

Fifth person dies from fire

Hog Market

LS 1-2 201-231
US 2-3 Z2S-291
US 3-4 ra-re ti.
Sows
US 1-2 name ha
IS 11 ARAN Ra-US 14 410-501
15 1.3 51/1 awl up
US 2-3 RMI.50 La.
Sean $234111-21.54

13125-34.25
$372S-31125
$21511•24.311
527_98-29.91
$27.91111.91
13111111,01
S21.IS-2Th4

NOTICE
11,11 vvini.•

Mattress Pads
$998

conference.
American Eagle is owned by
AMR Corp. and is a sister company of American Airlines.
Once in Nashville, commuters
may choose from 119 daily flights
to points in the South and along the
eastern seaboard, airline officials
said.

Grows•I .1,1,1 Dirt.
IK/5.K STUMP REMOVAL
M., 11.11111 Ally Fi.•oto(Jvi•il
Deep F /1.I• I
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Treated Cross Ties
4:VI 4343 11.(111 KO•1111 ,
(It
435 4319 Bob Kemp ..11

over 50 percent of his body, died
of burn complications, hospital
officials said.
Smith was the third adult victim
of the blaze, which also claimed
the lives of two small boys who
authorities believe had been playing with a disposable cigarette
lighter.

Judge grants restraining order
INEZ, Ky. (AP) — A Martin
Circuit judge has granted a
restraining order preventing school
board members from interfering
with the duties of Superintendent
Glenn Prichard.
Prichard filed suit against the
board Monday, less than a week
after the board suspended him last
Tuesday after filing 22 administrative charges, including insubordination, against him.
The suit, filed by Paintsville
attorney David LeMaster, claims

the suspension was illegal and
politically motivated. It asks that
Prichard be reinstated as superintendent and that the board be prohibited from violating his contract.
Judge James A. Knight on Monday night issued the restraining
order preventing the board from
interfering with Prichard'c duties
pending further court action.
Prichard is currently in the first
year of a four-year contract with
the Martin County schools.

SPRING SPECIAL
Buy this double granite
monument for only $695
Save $155

Every Waterbed Includes:

•

•'

Build-A-Bed
Kits

sygoo
_y
•

'Full Flotation Mattress
•Solid Pine Pedestal
'Fill & Drain Kit
'Water Conditioner

•Frome
'Decking
Heater
Safety Liner

All Bedroom Suites
Reduced For This Sale!
10 DAYS ONL Y!!!

arrEfr
.1111;,7
L 1101.4I0

•
,

r
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* FREE Erection In Cemetery
* FREE Lettering
* FREE Choice of Design * GUARANTEED Foundations

ssoolDCRAFTEft:
BEDROOMS ‘a HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Open: Mon.-Tues.-Thurs.-Fri. & Sat. 10-8, Wed. 10-6
759-4522
Chestnut Hills — Murray, Ky.

U.S.641 North

Murray, KY

759-1333

